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A Thorn Ericsson PABX can provide over twenty aids�:� 
to efficient communications. Here is one of them 

Automatic 
Transfer 

After an incoming call has 
been routed to an extension 
by the operator, the 
extension can transfer the 
call automatically to another 
extension by use o f  the service 
button on the instrument. 
To avoid a 'lost' call. special 
safeguards have been 
built into the system. 

A Thorn Ericsson PABX can be built 
up with extra lines. extensions or 
facilities as traffic needs increase. 

,,,. Other facilities available include: 

'•' Barred Extensions (stops unauthorised 

calls). Hold for Enquiry, Repeated Enquiry, 

Camp-on Busy, Call Announcing, Trunk 

Offering, Parking Incoming calls. Automatic 

Transfer. Night Service 

Planning ahead with a Thorn 
Ericsson 561 or 562 PABX will 
give you that efficiency and 
flexibility that is a real investment. 

Contact: PABX Division, Thorn 
Ericsson Telecommunications 
(Sales) Ltd., Viking House, 
Foundry Lane. Horsham. Sussex. 
Telephone Horsham 64166. 

THORN 
ERICSSON 

(Three methods). Inter PABX connexion 

(Private wires). Group Calling. Direct 

Dialling-in. Automatic Call Back and 

many more 

.-- ------------ -, 
I SAVE TIME. Simply clip this coupon to 

I your letter heading and send to 
I Thorn Ericsson, Freepost, Horsham, Sussex. I 
I No stamp needed I 
I 

Name I 
I I 
I Please arrange for me to have: 

O I details of PABX's 
I A technical adviser (appointment 0 I 
I A Demonstration of PABX 0 I 
L ____________ ...J 
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EDITORIAL 
The series of articles in this Journal describing the family 
of digital-switching telephone exchanges (System X) 
continues in this issue with the article on page 2; the 
article discusses the use of System X in the UK tele
communications network. 

Articles scheduled for publication in future issues of 
this Journal will describe 

(a) the principles of System X (including aspects 
related to digital switching, common-channel signalling 
and processor control), 

(b) the architecture of System X (including description 
of the structure of main-centre and local exchanges), 

(c) the subsystems of System X, 
(d) the hardware and software technology, and 
(e) the design and support of modern switching 

systems and the management of the System X project. 
From the above, it can be seen that the Journal will 

give comprehensive coverage in its description of 
System X; a system that is of immense i1nportance to the 
future development of the UK telecommunications net
work and which has the capability to compete effectively 
in the world's export markets. 

A prime role of the Journal is to report on new projects 
in the field of telecommunications engineering. However, 
it is appropriate at times to report on the status of 
projects that have featured in past articles published in 
this Journal. Examples of such reports are included in 
this issue: the article on page 43 reports on the oper
ational experience of the British Post Office experimental 
packet-switched service; the article on page 9 gives 
conclusions drawn from the Empress digital-tandem
cxchange field trial. 



System X and the Evolving UK Telecommunications 
Network 
L. R. F. HARRIS, M.A., C.F.:-10., F.I.E.E., and E. DAVIS, C.F.NG., M.I.E.E.t 

UDC 621.395.34 

The .first article1 about System X published in this Journal outlined the syste1n concepts, and described the 
basis on which the design is being undertaken and the present position. This second article discusses, in 
general tenns, the use of Systen1 X in the UK te/econ1n1unications network. It will be followed in future 
issues o.f this Journal by a number of articles co1·eri11g the detailed design of the various types of exchange 
and supporting systen1s. 

INTRODUCTION 

An earlier article1 has given a brief description of the basis 
and arrangement of the family of switching and associated 
systems known as Systen1 X, and has indicated the progress 
being made with the detailed design. Orders for early pro
duction digital trunk, junction and small local exchanges 
have now been placed and it is planned to have the first 
exchange in public service before the end of 1981. 

The use of System X in the UK telecommunications net
work is discussed in general terms in this article. lt will be 
followed in future issues by a nu1nber of articles covering the 
detailed design of the various types of exchanges and Sup
porting systems. 

EXISTING NETWORK 

There are now some 25 million telephones in the UK tele
communications network, with 16 million working lines 
(connexions) to more than 6000 British Post Office·(BPO) 
local telephone exchanges. These local exchanges are inter
connected via some 400 higher-order exchanges (mainly 
group switching centres (GSCs)) and a very large number of 
trunk and junction lines or circuits; there are currently some 
300 OOO circuits in the main network and approaching one 
nlillion circuits in the junction network. 

All BPO telephone customers are now connected to auto
matic exchanges, mainly Strowgcr 3.nd crossbar electro
mechanical exchanges, but with a rapidly increasing number 
connected to reed-relay electronic exchanges. There arc 
currently near1y 1 OOO small electronic exchanges (TXE2) i n  
service, and more than 3 00  lafgc electronic exchanges (TXE4) 
are in course of installation or on order. Nearly all customers 
can dial their own trunk calls; currently nearly 98 % of 
all trunk calls from UK telephones are dialled, including 
about 90�� of international traffic to more than 80 countries. 

THE NEED FOR MODERNIZATION 

In the course of its growth over a long period, the UK tele
communications network has been progressively shaped and 
adapted to meet customers' changing needs and to take 
advantage of new techniques. However, in common with 
other existing networks throughout the world, it suffers from 
a number of constraints, particularly because it is dominated 
by 2-wire electromechanical switching systems and a multi
plicity of limited-capability inter-exchange signalling systems. 

In consequence, there is a relatively long set-up time for 
a multi-link call through several intermediate exchanges, 
transmission Joss varies with call routing and there are 

------------------

t Telecommunications Systen1s Strategy Department, Telecom
munications Headquarters 
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problems of noise and distortion. Mechanical switches are 
prone to wear; nlanufacturc and maintenance of equipment 
is highly labour intensive; and there is only limited capacity 
for further evolution and provision of new and enhanced 
services. 

Much of the current equipment is out of tune with 1nodern 
technology, which offers the prospect of greatly enhanced 
capability for new customer services and management 
facilities, reliability and economy. This potential is already 
being realized in modern PABXs, which are largely inde
pendent of the public network, and their benefits are being 
enjoyed by increasing numbers of business customers. 
Similar and more widespread benefits will become available 
in the public telecommunications network through System X, 
and are now beginning to be realized by TXE4 exchanges. 

SYSTEM X NETWORK 

The characteristic features of a network using System X are 
integrated digital switching and transn1ission, stored-progran1 
(software) control and con11non-channel signalling. The 
essential differences betv.1een this arrangement and that of the 
existing network are illustrated by Fig. 1. 

GROUP SWITCHING 
CENTRE 

OIG!TAL 
SWITCH 

(Nore 2) 

CONTROL 
PROCESSOR 

MAIN SWITCHING 
UNIT 

(a) Existing arrangement 

FREQUENCY-DIVISION 
MULTIPLEX BEARER 

TIME OIVISION 
2048kbilb OiGITAL PATH MULTIPLEX B�ARER 

�___,._______,_ 
30 TRAFFIC PATHS. 

1 SIGNALLING PATH (Note 2), and 
1 PATH FOR ALARMS. 

SYNCHRONIZATION, ETC. 

(b) Integrated switching and transmission with common-channel signalling 

Notes 1: Provided on a per·circuil basis 
2: Inter-processor sigiwllin!! 

Fto. I-Characteristic features of existing and new networks 
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Integrated Switching and Transmission 
Computer assisted studies2 in the late 1960s by the UK Trunk 
Task Force (UKTTF) indicated that the most economic 
solution for the future main network would be to provide an 
integrated digital switching and transrnjssion network-in 
CCITTt terminology, an integrated digital network (ION). 
The studies indicated that the total main-network cost, in 
terms of annual charges, could be reduced by as much as 50 % 
compared with continuing with the existing space-switching 
and analogue-transmission network. 

The major cost savings stem from the elin1ination of the 
intermediate primary multiplexing equipment and 'per-circuit' 
signalling equipment at the switching/transmission interface 
(see Fig. 1 ), together with the lower manufacturing costs of 
electronic equipment con1pared with that of electromechanical 
equipment, the elimination of the need for a separate transit 
network, and reduced accommodation and maintenance 
charges. 

Switching Centres 
There will be 3 different kinds of System X switching unit for 
inland public switched telephone traffic, as follows: 

Local Exchange Switching Unit 

Each customer terminal (telephone or PBX) will be connected 
directly to a local switching unit (LSU) at its local exchange. 
The subscriber switching subsystem (SSS) of the LSU can, if 
required, be divorced from the exchange and out-stationed 
for use as a remotely-controlled subscribers' concentrator, 
possible uses being in sparsely-populated rural areas and in 
the fringes of urban areas. The System X LSU has a compre
hensive routing capability for national-number-dialled calls, 
and will be capable of determining the charge band for all

· 

calls. 

Junction Switching Unit 

There will continue to be so1ne cases, particularly in the 
larger conurbations, where local-number-dialled traffic is 
switched by junction switching units (JSU). Alternatively, the 
junction tandem function will be carried out at a suitable 
local exchange or at the parent main-network switching 
centre. 

Main-Network Switching Unit 

Main-network switching units (MSU's) will switch national
nurnber-dialled traflic. In many cases, the MSU will also switch 
junction tandem traffic and is then called an MJSU, or, less 
correctly, a di'gital Jnain-network snitching centre (DMNSC). 
(A 'centre' includes the power supplies, distribution and 
access fran1es etc., which are not necessarily associated with 
a particular unit.) 

A combined n1ain-and-local switching unit will be among 
the next men1bers of the System X family of applications to 
be designed. ln the meantin1e, current plans in the UK are 
for the GSC to be replaced by a MJSU and a collocated LSU. 

There will also be other types of switching unit, particularly 
including data switching units (DSUs), which will function as 
special service centres for circuit�switched and packet
switched data; access to DSUs will increasingly be obtained 
via the general-purpose System X netv-,rork, leading eventually 
to the integration of services on the one network, as described 
later in this article. Access to the international network will 
be obtained over the System ·x network via an international 

t CCITT-International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative 
Committee 
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SUPERGFIOUP 

HYPERGROUP 

TELEVISION 

COO EC 

CODEC 

COO EC 

2-8 Mblt/s 
MULTIPLEX 

LINE 
SYSTEMS 

--.... ----�---.... -8Mbit/s 

8-34 Mbit/s 
MULTIPLEX 

LINE 

SYSTEMS 

---•..-----34 Mh11/s 

�68 Mbi1/s 

34/68-140 Mbit/s 

MULTIPLEX 

------------+------o-140 Mbit/s 

.... .. . . ; .. 
! 140/560 Mbi!/S 
" MULTIPLEX 

LINE/RADIO 

SYSTEMS 

----- �- ----------r:560Mbit/s 

LINE 

SYSTEMS 

.!Vo/('.' CODECs arc used in pairs, one at each end nfa link 

FIG. 2-Digital hierarchy 

switching centre (ISC). A new manual board will also be 
designed, though System X \Viii be capable of working 
satisfactorily with existing manual boards. 

Transmission Systems 
Although Systen1 X exchanges, with interworking equ

.
ipment, 

can use analogue transmission equipment, studies have shown 
that an increased provision of digital, rather than analogue, 
transn1ission equipn1ent fro1n now on will give compensating 
savings (in the cost of interworking equipment) when Sys
ten1 X exchanges arc introduced. In consequence, there will 
be an acceleration of the rate of introduction of 30-channel 
pulse-code modulation (PCM) transmission systen1s in the 
junction network and an increasingly widespread, although 
initially thin, digital element in the main network.3 The digital 
hierarchy that will be used is shown in Fig. 2. Not shown in 
Fig. 2 are some intermediate developments, such as the 
120 Mbit/s line system. 

Traffic Routing 
With the integration of digital switching and transn1ission, 
the minimun1 transn1ission module is 30 circuits; a consider
able increase over the 12-circuit group, or the single circuit 
available on junction cables. This will result in increased 
traffic levels being required to justify direct optional routes. 
Furthermore, the routing flexibility being designed into the 
System X sv-,:itching units and the alleviation of the transM 
niission constraints will result in n1ore multi-link routing 
than at present. If all existing main-network switching centres 
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were digital and appropriate route justification standards 
were applied, it has been estimated that about half the main
network traffic routes (carrying about 10�{ of the total 
traffic) n1ight no longer be economically justified. 

Nevertheless, it is intended to retain a hierarchical routing 
structure. It eases the management of the network, guarantees 
a basic routing for all possible connexions between exchanges 
in the UK network, and thus provides an essential foundation 
on which a variety of routing strategies can be built. The need 
for the existing analogue transit network with its district 
switching centres (DSC's) and main switching centres (MSCs) 
will progressively diminish with the growth of the new digital 
network. 

With common-channel signalling there is no need to have 
separate routes for different classes of traffic and this, together 
with the use of multi-link routings and a low-blocking, un
graded switch, will give rise to smoother traffic flows and 
more efficient use of plant. This, in turn, will require greater 
attention to the network performance under overload con
ditions. Digital traffic routes will need to be augn1ented on 
the basis of 30-channel modules, and such large incremental 
steps will make it preferable to establish high-usage primary 
routes, with traffic overflowing to appropriately dimensioned 
final routes, until there is sufficient traffic to warrant an 
additional module on the primary route. 

Numbering 

The introduction of Systen1 X will not involve any drastic 
changes in the numbering scheme: present strategics such as 

the introduction of linked numbering schemes and the 
elin1ination of code dialling will continue. However, the 
i1nproved digit examination capability of System X exchanges 
means that numbers can be allocated in blocks of 1000 or 
even 100, compared with the present blocks of 10 OOO. This 
increased flexibility will relieve much of the strain on the 
numbering scheme and enable it to continue beyond the 
year 2000. For the longer tenn, Systcn1 X v-.rill also allow the 
number length to be increased by one digit, giving a 10-digit 
national (significant) nu1nbcr (that is, excluding the STD 
prefix digit '0'). 

SIGNALLING 

Up to the present time, the transfer of call-control information 
between exchanges in the UK has been effected by channel
associated signalling, in which the signals are carried by the 
circuits that provide the speech-path connexions. System X 
exchanges will have the capability of signalling over individual 
circuits using conventional signalling systems (including 
channel-associated signalling over PCM links in tin1e-slot 16) 
for inter-working with existing exchanges but, within the new 
network, common-channel signalling will be used direct 
between exchange processors. 

Signalling Within the New Network 

Signalling inforn1ation relating to calls betY.'een System X 
exchanges will be passed fron1 exchange processor to exchange 
processor over dedicated signaHing links that will each serve 
a large number of traffic circuits. 

The use of such a 1nessage transn1ission subsystem (MTS), 
which is co1npatiblc with the CCITT Signalling System No. 7, 
provides capability for a very large repertoire of signals, is 
much faster than existing signalling, and enables signals to be 
transmitted inaudibly at any time during a call. Lt also enables 
inexpensive paths to be provided for network administration 
signals and avoids the need for a large number of per-circuit 
signalling terminations. 

The MTS signals will normally be carried on a 64 kbit/s 
channel (usually ti111e-slot 16) of a 2048 kbit/s digital path, 
but can, if required, be routed on frequency-division multiplex 
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\ DIGITAL 
�ROUTE 
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' 

- - -- - - Cnrnmon-<:hann�I si�elling link 

--- Traffic circuits 

Nole$: Traffic circuits A-8 and B-C served by a�sociated signalling 
Traffic circuits A-C serve� by quasi-associated signalling via B. which 
acts a� a signal transfer point 

F10. 3-Associated and quasi-associated signalling 

(FDrvl) or audio transmission plant using modems. Where a 
traffic route on digital plant exists belween two switching 
units, a signalling link may be provided directly, and asso� 
ciared signalling is then said to be used. Alternatively, where 
a traffic route exists but there is no direct digital link, or where 
the number of traffic circuits is small, quasi-associated signal
ling over an indirect path n1ay be used, as illustrated in Fig. 3. 

Customer Signalling 

Signalling from analogue telephones and other customer 
apparatus to the local exchange to set up calls and control 
supple1ncntary services will use CC'ITT-rccon1mended multi
frequency signals (BPO Signalling Systen1 MF 4) from 
12-button keypads; alternatively, 10 pulses/s loop-disconnect 
signals fro1n standard dials can be used. 

Consideration is being given to the signalling methods that 
will he used with a digital local network and customer 
apparatus catering for telephone, data and other services. 

NETWORK SYNCHRONIZATION 

ln the existing network the transmission rate of PCM digital 
line systems is governed hy a crystal oscillator clock in the 
multiplexer; at the receiving end of a line system the de
n1ultiplexcr extracts information from the incoming signal 
to derive an identical clock, thus ensuring that no problems 
arise due to clocking differences beh\.'Cen the two ends of the 
line systen1. 

The digital transmission systc1ns radialing from an ex
change in the integrated digital s1,vitching and transmission 
network will be controlled by an exchange tin1ing unit (TU). 
This is a reliable frequency source, but there will be n1inor 
differences between the natural frequencies of the TCs at the 

111any exchanges in the network. However, the operating 
frequency V.iill be controlled so that the n1ean frequency 
difference between any pair of TLs is zero, and the network 
is then said to be synchronized. 

If the TUs were not synchronized, the inforn1ation rate of 
a signal received at an exchange would be different fron1 the 
rate at which the exchange could process the information and 
retransmit it, resulting in infonnation being losl (if the input 
rate were faster) or repeated (if it \vere slower). Such slip 
could cause audible clicks and distortion of an analogue (for 
exa1nple, speech) signal, or errors in a data signal. 

The need for synchronization could be avoided by the use 
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of high-stability free-running clocks; the choice bet\.veen such 
a plesiochronous network and a synchronous network being 
dependent on a nutnber of factors, including the quality of 
service to be offered to the customer, comparative costs and 
international in1plications. 

Synchronization Network 

For the purposes of synchronization, the UK digital switching 
centres will be divided into 4 hierarchical levels. The arrange
ment is shown in Fig. 4, level-I being the highest in the 
synchronization hierarchy. 

Synchronization links between TUs will either be unilateral 
(with control being effective only at one end) or bilateral (with 
control being effective at both ends). Fig. 4 shows a typical 
arrangcn1ent, fron1 which it will be seen that there are uni
lateral links between switching centres at different levels (with 
the effective end at the lower level switching centre) and 
bilateral links between switching centres at the sarne level. 

A single level-1 exchange with a secured local caesium 
frequency standard will function as the national reference
frequency exchange. Although initially it will be located at a 
MSU, the equipment will be capable of participating in inter
national synchronization and, in due course, will no doubt be 
located at an international gateway exchange. For some years, 
international working on a digital basis is likely to be plesio
chronous (the frequency sources being independent but 
maintained within defined Jin1its), though synchronous 
operation is a desirable objective from a technical point of 
view. 

REFERENCE 
NOOE 

No1e2 

LEVEL 1 (highest) 

' 
I 
I 
' 
I 

Note 1 

Note 2 

LEVEL2 ----- __ , _ _  _ 

Note 1 

I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 

' 
' 

I 1 t I 
!1101e 2 I \ 1 I 

I ' I I 
I \ I ! 

Note 1 

LEVEL J ' 1 I I 
- - - + - � - - -- -� -- � --

/ I / I 
I I I I 

6 6 d 6 
�:!:.!�'!..... ______ _ ______ _ 

Legend 0 Synchronization node 

- Unilateral douhh1-ended link 

---- Bilateral dou�le-ended link 

- -- -� Unilateral single-ended link 

Nntes !. To a node in the same level 
2. To a node in a lower level 

FIG. 4--Synchronization network topology 
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Synchronization Utility 

Synchronization utility (SU) equipment at each exchange will 
be connected to the synchronization links (designated 
2·048 Mhit/s PCM line systems or multiplexes of higher
order systerns). The SU will derive information from the 
synchronization links to control the frequency of the exchange 
TU and thus maintain it in synchronism with the rest of the 
network. 

Earlier articles4•5 have included a con1prehensive descrip
tion of the synchronization network topology, the synchro
nization equipment and its operation, and the national 
synchronization reference clock. 

TRANSMISSION PERFORMANCE PLAN 

Limits have been set for transmission loss and other para
meters for calls routed wholly in the new network and for 
those passing between existing and new networks during the 
necessarily long conversion period. 

Transmission Loss 

The CClTT has established a range of preferred values for 
the transmission losses of national telephone network.:;. They 
are expressed in terms of reference equivalents, which take 
into account the sensitivity of the telephone instrutnents 
involved in a connexion and permit con1parison of the 
perforn1ance of nehvorks using instruments of different 
sensitivities. Summarized, the planning objectives for traffic
weighted mean overall reference equivalents (OREs) of con
nexions are: short-tern1 12·5-22·5 dB, and long-term 
12·5-17·5 dB. 

Telephone calls in the existing UK analogue network may 
be routed between local exchanges via a maximum of two 
terminal and either one intermediate GSC (all with 2-wire 
sv.·itching) or via transit sv.·itching centres (TSCs) of the 4-wire 
sv.litchcd transit net�'ork. Under the 1960 BPO Transmission 
Plan''. the limiting nominal transmission loss between 2-wire 
points at the terminal local exchanges is 19 dB via the transit 
network and 19·5 dB via 3 GSCs, giving OREs in the range 
17�32·5 dB, depending on local line loss. These losses were set 
taking account primarily of the stability requirements of 
GSC-GSC circuits and the transit network, but are neverthe
less too great to give an overall performance within the 
preferred range. 

When the new integrated digital switching and transmission 
network is fully established, but still wilh analogue trans
mission between the local exchange and the customers' 
pren1ises, digital encoding and decoding will take place at the 
local exchanges, \vith transmission bet\veen them being over 
4-wire switched digital links. Because the digital signals do 
not represent speech information as amplitude variations, the 
absolute signal levels in the digital netv.·ork have no bearing 
on the effective transmission loss. 

The digital part of a connexion between encoders and 
decoders (CODECs) in the new netv.1ork can- be effectively 
considered as a zero-loss 4-wire circuit (but introducing some 
delay) and, from consideration of stability alone, a trans
n1ission loss of 3 dB or slightly less would be achievable, 
between 2-wire points at the local exchange hybrid units. 
However, a loss of 6 dB between 2-wire points in the tern1inal 
local exchanges of a multi-link connexion has been chosen as 
the long-tern1 requirement because this will give improved 
side-tone and echo perforn1ancc and will ease connexion t o  
international circu)ts. This will give OREs on national 
connexions in the range 4-18 dB (depending on local line 
loss). The minimu1n ORE is rather less than the 12·5 dB 
reco1nn1ended by CCITT, and is due primarily to the high 
sensitivity of the UK standard telephone set. The subjective 
effect of such a difference at the low end of the range is not 
significant. 

Transn1ission loss limits have also been set for numerous 
different conditions that will apply on calls routed between 
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the existing and new networks. In particular, the transmission 
implications of inserting an isolated System X local exchange 
with digital switching into the existing analogue network have 
been studied. With 2-wire transmission connexions on each 
side of the local exchange, a loss of 3 dB through the exchange 
is desirable to ease stability problems. It has been established 
that the preferred means of recovering the additional loss on 
a main network call (compared with 2-wire space-division 
switching) is to provide 4-wirc (preferably digital) trans
mission on the junction connecting such a local exchange to 
its parent GSC. The use of gain in 1hc LSU to offset the 
additional loss is not considered to be practicable. However, 
incorporation of gain in the all-digital version of the System 
X local exchange to provide line extension facilities is being 
pursu11d. 

Other Parameters 

Limits for other parameters of the new network have also 
been set, including attenuation/frequency characteristics, 
noise, crosstalk and various types of distortion and inter
ference. They bear a close resef"11blance to those of a single 
30-channcl PCM system, and should result in a considerable 
overall improvement in the subjective performance of the 
network. Because of the delay necessarily introduced by 
digital exchanges, the echo-path delay of a connexion will be 
increased. However, a 6 dB network loss is sufficient to 
control any resulting impairment. 

EXCHANGE AND NETWORK ADMINISTRATION 

The administration of a group of exchanges will be contro1led 
from a local administration centre (LAC), �"hich provides: a 
control centre for maintenance; a concentration point for 
data being transferred between exchanges and data processing 
centres; and a concentration and control point for man
machine communication with the exchanges. 

Functions of Local Administration Centres 

The LAC combines the functions of servicing, service manage
ment, network management and call accounting. 

Servicing 

The servicing function includes the following tasks: 

(a) operational control of exchanges, 
(b) control of exchange maintenance, 
(c) control of circuit n1aintenance, and 
(d) management of the work force. 

Provision is made for signalling and display of alarms from 
System X and other exchanges by a separate alarm systen1 
that is independent of both exchange and LAC processors. 
Fault reports from exchanges will be stored in the LAC 
processor data files for interrogation and action by the staff 
of the centre, details of urgent faults being printed out as soon 
as they arc received. Facilities are provided for remote testing 
of n1ain network (trunk), junction and private circuits termin
ating at System X exchanges. 

Service Manage1nent 

The LAC has the capability of controlling and changing the 
provision, cessation or alteration of service, including: 

(a) customers' service (for example, provision of a supple
mentary service such as diversion of incoming calls to another 
number, change of class of service from dial to keyphone), 

(b) private circuits, including the control of switching of 
part-time private circuits, and 
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(c) information services, including recorded information 
services and recorded announcements. 

In addition, an assessment can be made of the quality of 
service being experienced by customers at individual System X 

exchanges by analysing a sample of the call records produced 
by the exchanges at a data-processing centre. The call records 
are sent to the LAC with the other administrative data, and 
then forwarded to the data processing centre. 

Network Manage1nent 

The LAC receives information on the traffic flows in the 
exchanges and routes under its control and provides for the 
maintenance of grade-of.service and short·term re-routing of 
traffic to relieve congestion; it also collects information for 
the provision of long·tcrm traffic data for dimensioning 
purposes. Some of the traffic data will require processing at 
remote data-processing centres and will be transferred to 
them via the LAC. 

Call Accounting 

Data relating to call accounting will be sent from the local 
exl:hange to the LAC, which will separate the information 
from other administrative data and forward it to the billing 
centre. 

Local Administration Centres in the Network 

Each LAC will be connected to the exchanges under its control 
via common·channel signalling links (either direct or via main 
or junction switching units) for transmission of the various 
types of administrative data produced by the switching units 
and the control signals from the LAC. The various types of 
data collected at the LAC will be transferred to data pro
cessing centres; initially, the data \Viii be recorded on cartridge 
tapes but, in the longer term, the inforn1ation will be trans· 
rnitted over data links. 

The LACs in the network will be suitable for use by Tele
phone Area sales, accounts, and planning staff, and will in 
due course be linked to net\vork n1anagement centres (the 
network management functions being vested in the LAC in 
the absence of a network management centre). Fig. 5 illu
strates the longer·term arrangement in simplified form. 
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BPO personnel will be able to use visual display terminals 
(VDTs) to obtain administrative access to System X exchanges. 
It is anticipated that VDTs will, in due course, be provided at 
Telephone Area Offices (for use by the General Manager's 
staff), auto-manual centres and ne"twork management centres. 
The functions that may be carried out using VDTs at these 
locations can, if required, be exercised from the LAC on an 
agency basis. 

EVOLUTION OF THE NETWORK 

The existing telecommunications network was developed for 
analogue telephony with approximately 3 kHz service capa
bility (adequate for commercial speech transmission) and 
rather elementary call set-up procedures. Nevertheless, the 
network has been exploited successfully for various derived 
services, including such essentially digital services as Date! 
and, currently, Prestel (viewdata). Separate networks have, 
however, been provided for Telex and packet-switched data 
services. 

With the rapidly increasing availability of digital trans
rn�sion systems and the introduction of System X switching 
cquiprnt=nl, it will becurne progrc::.sively pussibh; tu pruvi<le 
64 kbit/s switched trans1nission paths throughout the net
work, capable of catering for a wide and increasing range of 
services. The complete conversion of the existing network 
into such an integrated services digital network (ISDN) will 
require 1nassive capital investment spread over many years: 
it will, initially, be constrained by the availability of System X 
equipment, while production builds up and displaces that of 
current, particularly electromechanical, types of exchange 
equipment and associated line plant. 

In designing Syste1n X, network options are deliberately 
being created, including facilities for ren1ote control of small 
exchanges and concentrators, to allow 

(a) replacement of existing exchanges (where economically 
justified), 

(h) extension of existing exchanges to cater for growth of 
requirements, and 

(c) creation of a high-capability overlay network serving 
customers best able to use its potential. 

System _X will thus be capable of being deployed in various 
ways under diverse conditions. Comprehensive studies are 
being made of the detailed way in which System X will be 
used to enhance the existing network, both to satisfy interim 
needs and work towards longer-ternl objectives, and a nu1nber 
of identifiable, but overlapping, phases in the evolution of 
the network are becoming apparent. 

Phase 1: The Initial Phase 

During the relatively-short initial phase, lin1ited amounts 
only of System X equipment \\!ill become available and the 
services that can be offered will be very much constrained by 
the capabilities of the existing network. Expedients will be 
necessary to alleviate these constraints. 

Phase 2: The lnregrated Digital Network 

During this longer phase, the growing penetration of Systen1 X 
switching cqui pn1ent and digital trans111ission syst1:rn:s in the 
junction and n1ain networks will allow the progressive build 
up of a national integrated digital network (ION). This will 
nlake available enhanced network capabilities, but appreciable 
penetration \Vil! be necessary before they can be exploited 
effectively for the benefit of the BPO and its customers. 

It will thus be important, as far as is practicable and 
economic, to provide digital switching and transmission plant 
in locations where the service benefits are most quickly 
available to customers, and particularly business custon1ers, 
and to route calls in a way that minimizes interworking 
between the existing and developing new network. 
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During the early years of this phase the existing pattern of 
basic telephony and derived services will remain but there 
will be progressive integration of telephony and other services. 

Phase 3: The Integrated Ser11ices Digital Network 

The developing integrated digital network will grow pro
gressively and to some extent concurrently into an integrated 
services digital network (ISDN) providing 64 kbit/s trans
n1ission capability between custo1ners' specialized and multi
purpose terminals, with the network providing data storage 
and other facilities \\'here required. 

The main features of the ISDN, as viewed by the custon1ers' 
tern1inals, are currently envisaged as being: 

(a) a transparent hothway digital transn1ission capability 
at 64 kbit/s between user terminals. 

(h) a con1prehensive signalling repertoire between the 
customer's tern1inal and the network, and 

(c) the ability to associate more than one 64 kbit/s path 
with a customer's terminal, either to increase the digit rate 
further or to permit Lhe use of two (or possibl� more) services 
sin1ultaneously. 

Subsequent Phases 

It is recognized that demand for even greater transmission 
capacity in the public switched network will arise in the 
ruturc, particularly for visual services such as vicwphone and 
television. It is thought that, initially at least, such requirements 
will be met by provision of separate wideband transmission 
paths and switching nodes which are linked to the ISDN for 
control and co-ordination. If the several possible networks for 
the 64 kbit/s scrviCes and wideband sL·rvices evolve along 
similar topographical lines, the resulting links and nodes may, 
in the final phase, be transforn1ed into a totally integrated 
services network on con1rnon digital bearers. 

Extending the Digital Network to Customers' 
Premises 

During the early years of the evolution of the digital network, 
son1e customers, and particularly business customers with 
modern PABXs, will benefit fron1 digital access to the net
work, possibly in advance of the conversion of their local 
exchange to System X. In such circumstances, connexion 
could be provided to a customer's 0\\'11 or a nearby System X 
exchange over specially adapted existing local line plant. 

Many techniques are being studied throughout the world 
for providing digital circuits on existing local cables. Systems 
of particular current interest if\ .the UK use burst-mode 
techniques, in which time-division-multiplex signals are 
trans1nitted in high-speed bursts in alternate directions of 
transmission over a single cable pair. One or nlore 64 kbit/s 
plus signalling channels can be provided on a pair while 
preserving the analogue circuit for normal use. Such burst
rnode systcn1s can be used in conjunction with conventional 
4-wire digital multiplex systen1s (ror example, between the 
exchange and local-line l:abinet) both to extend the distance 
and to allow a group of customers to be served. Other tech
niques ror t\VO-Way 2-Wire transmission that are being Studied 
includ<; the use of hybrid digital terminations. 

While digital syste1ns on existing cables \viii be of particular 
value during the early years of the evolution of the network, 
there will inevitably be a progressive niove towards more 
widespread use of digital working in the local network, in 
which optical-fibre cables w·ill have a large part to play. 

Interworking Between the New and Existing 
Networks 

The problems of evolving fron1 the existing to the new net
\Vork are accentuated by the need for the e1nbryo new network 
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to function not only in its O\Vn right but also to interwork 
satisfactorily with the existing network, so that full access 
can be n1aintained throughout the conversion period. Plan
ning the evolution requires consideration of many inter
dependent aspects, lncluding traffic routing, signalling, trans
mission network planning, the provision for new services, 
viable conversion strategies, sin1plicity of in1plemcntation 
and, of course, cost. 

It is clear that, for a long period, many of the restrictive 
interworking arrangen1ents betvveen exchanges, and with the 
custo1ners' apparatus, will persist and the service benefits 
obtainable with System X will be distributed unevenly 
throughout the network. Jt is thus important that System X 
be introduced in a \Vay that optimizes benefits to custo1ners, 
and particularly business customers, and minin1izes the 
effects of the constraining influences of the existing network. 

CUSTOMER AND ADMINISTRATION BENEFITS 

The reduced capital and running costs of Systen1 X con1parcd 
wilh existing equip1nent will enable the BPO to hold dO\.\'n 
charges to customers, v-,:hilc its enhanced and evolutionary 
capability, arising principally fro1n stored-program control, 
con1mon-channel signalling, and the use of new technologies, 
will facilitate the provision of ne\v and improved services as 
the need arises. 

As System X penetrates the UK network, the basic telephone 
service will be progressively improved by reduction in call 
set-up time, consistently good speech transn1ission, less noisy 
connexions and more reliable service. Similar benefits \.\'ill 
accrue to data and other services. 

More specifically, it v,iill be possible on System X exchanges 
to provide a large nun1ber of supplementary telephone 
services. Initially, a lin1ited number of ne\v or improved 
supplementary services, son1e of \vhich are already available 
on modern PABXs, have been identified for early provision; 
they include such services as abbreviated dialling, call waiting, 
3·party service (for example, hold for inquiry), and transfer 
of calls (initially \Vithin the local-call area). The full versions of 
many of the supplen1entary services require the co-operation 
of two or niore exchanges, not all of v-,rhich may be Syste1n X 
(for exan1ple, transfer of calls) and some services will, there-

Book Review 

Introduction to Co111111unications Engineering. R. M. Gagliardi, 
M.A., Pll.D. J. Wiley and Sons. xi + 508 pp. 2l0 ills. 
£18 ·75. 

The litle of this book is, perhaps, rather n1isleading, as it is 
not intended as an introduction across the \vhole field of 
communication as one might have in1agincd. It is rather a 
college text book, dealing \Vith the transn1ission and reception 
processes, no account being given of switching theory, or 
practical concepts of complete telecon1rnunication net\vorks. 

Its kernel for each of the individual subjects dealt with; 
inodulation, demodulation, baseband wavcforn1s, encoding, 
etc. is the mathematical forn1ulae for each of these processes. 
The physical meaning of these expressions and practical 
effects are touched upon. but only those who already have a 
considerable experience of practical design of advanced 
transmission systen1s will be able to derive the full benefit of 
the work. 
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fore, be available in only restricted form dunng the early 
years. 

With the extension of digital v.:orking to customers' appar
atus and 64 kbit/s trans1nission through the IDN, the pro
vision of new and improved services will be greatly facilitated. 
These include fast facsimile and Date! services, enhanced 
Prestel (vie�1data) and word·processing services (such as 
person-to-person 1nessage services, electronic funds transfer 
business data-processing, and home entertainment services): 
telemetry services, and still-picture/slow-scan visual services 
(including surveillance services). 

CONCLUSION 

Systen1 X has the potential to enable the BPO to hold down 
charges to customers, to improve existing services, and to 
provide an expanding range of telecommunications services 
in the future_ 

Detailed strategies for implcn1cntation of System X in the 
UK network are now being �'orked out and evaluated, with 
the expectation of providing, on a substantial sc;;ile, a net\vork 
of System X exchanges, interconnected by digital transmission 
links and cxll:nding to the major i.:onurbations by the late 
1980s. 
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In its approach, the book, although generalized at its 
theoretical level, has a so1newhat radio bias i n  presentation. 
The systen1s terminology used is often strange and the term 
Manchester Coded signals when return-to-zero signals are 
meant, owes its antecedents, perhaps, more to the academic, 
rather than the American, origins of the book. 

Of the 9 chapters, one is on waveform representation, 
3 are devoted to transmission and reception of waveforms, 
3 to digital aspects and 2 to multiplexing and timing. Follow
ing each chapter there are a number of problems set related 
to the conte�ts of the chapter but, unfortunately, there are 
no answers given. 

The book is a useful source of niathe1natical expressions 
representing transn1ission and reception processes and 
consequently would be very helpful as a basis in preparing 
a series of college lectures for post graduates. It is unlikely 
however to be of general use outside academic and specialized 
disciplines. 

G. D. ALLERY 
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Conclusions from the Empress Digital Tandem 
Exchange Field Trial 

B. R. KERSWELL, B.TECH., M.SC., C.ENG., M.T.E.E., and W. G. T. JONES, n.sc., C.ENG., M.I.E.E.t 

UDC 621.376.56.001.41: 621.395. 722 

An experi1111:"11t1il digitul tcmdl:'m exchcmgc:, designed ancf built by the Rl!.!carch Depar1111e111 of Fhe Brifish 
Post Office, was in service (011 a field-trial basis) to puhlic traffic from September 1968 to May 1975. The 
design of the exchange is reviewed briefly in this article, with comment 011 the way in which the design was 
influenced by the technology arnilable at that time. The operarional pc1fomra11cc of the exclumge is 
discussed, and Gil analysfa made of the state of the equipment at the end of the trial. 

INTRODUCTION 

Studies into the feasibility of digital switching, conducted by 
the British Post Office's (BPO's) Research Department, led to 
the design and construction of an experimental digital tandem 
exchange in the late 1960s. This exchange, although only a 
small model, was installed at Empress (West Kensington) 
exchange in London, where it became the world's first digital 
telephone exchange to carry public traffic. Photographs of the 
exchange equipment on site, and of a typical unit, are shown 
in Figs. I and 2 respectively. The Empress exchange was 
connected to 3 Strowger director exchanges in west London 
(Sheplu:nl'� Bush, Acorn an<l Ealing), the connexion in each 

t Mr. Kcrswcll is in the Research Dcpart111ent, Telecommuni
cations Hcadquarlcrs, and Mr. Jones is in the Integrated Systems 
Development Department, Telecommunications Headquarters 

FrG. I-Empress digital tandem exchange equirmcnt 
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case being via two 24-channel pulse-code modulation (PCM) 
transmission systems. There were thus totals of 72 incoming 
and 72 outgoing circuits on the digital tandem exchange. 

The main aims of the experiment were to demonstrate the 
technical feasibility and economic viability or digical switch
ing. However, valuable subsidiary information was obtained 
from the field trial since the Empress exchange involved the 
first use by the BPO of two significant technical innovations: 
microelectronic integrated circuits and printed-wiring boards 
with plated-through holes. 

A detailed description of the Empress exchange has been 
given in this Joumal.1 and this was followed some years later 
by an interim report on the progress of the field trial2• The 
purpose of this present article is threefold: 

(a) to review the design of the equipment in the light of 
technological changes which have occurred since that time, 

(b) to consider the overall performance of the exchange 
during its period in public service, and 

(c) to discuss the state of the equipm ent ;it the end of the 
trial. 

Although the equipment was designed and built by the 
Rescan:h Department, who performed the final on-site 
development and commissioning, the responsibil ily for nm

ning the experiment was passed to the BPO's Telecommuni
cations Development Department. Day-to-day maintenance 
was performed by techn ici ans from the London Telecommuni

cations Region. Maintenance reports from the technicians 
were passed to the Development Department who, in turn, 
compiled periodic bulletins describing the progress of the 
experiment. Much of the information in this article has been 
obtained from a study of these bulletins, coupled with the 
results of a detailed examination of the equipment by Research 
Department staff after the exchange was taken out of service. 

F10. 2-Typical plug-in unit (lone generator) 
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PRINCIPLES OF DIGITAL SWITCHING 

PCM transmission systems are now widely used by the BPO 
in the junction network, and work has already started on the 
introduction of higher-order systems into the main network. 
However, when the design of the Empress exchange was in 
progress. PCM systems were being considered only for the 
longer junction routes with a high rate of traffic growth. The 
PC'M systems under development and trial at that tin1e 
carried 24 channels of digitally encoded speech and used one 
cable pair for each direction of transn1ission3. 

When a number of PCM line systems terminate at an 
exchange, the calls that pass between the systems can be 
converted back to the audio baseband and switched by con
ventional electromechanical equipment, such as Strov.·ger or 
crossbar equip·n1ent. This involves demultiplexing and de
coding the incoming speech, with subsequent re-encoding and 
multiplexing for onward transn1ission after switching. The 
process is therefore not only costly in terms of equipn1ent but 
also introduces additional trans1nission loss, noise and dis
tortion. The alternative is to switch the speech channels ·while 
they are still in their digitally-encoded forn1. Time-division 
niultiplexed switching of PCM channels had been established 
as theoretically feasible by the mid-1960s, but a field trial was 
needed to show that reliable operation was possible in the 
environment of a telephone exchange. 

At the inlet of a digital s\.vitch. each speech channel can be 
ident

.
ifie� in space (by the PCM system on which it is carried) 

and 111 time (by the channel, or time-slot, it occupies within 
that PCM syste1n). Each channel has a double appearance at 
the exchange's periphery since the two directions of speech 
are carried on separate paths. To connect a call across the 
exchange, it is necessary, in general, to perform switching in 
both tin1e and space, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The space
switching part of the digital exchange must be capable of 
changing its configuration at least every time-slot (5 · 2 /J.S for 
a 24-chan�el systen1). However, the particular configuration 
for each t1n1e-slot will recur at intervals of the PCM frame 
tin1e (125 /tS), assuming no changes in the routing of calls in 
progress. The tin1e-switl:hing function must selectively delay 
the code�-speech digits in one time-slot so that they may be 
released 1n another. For exan1ple, to connect channel 3 to 
channel 8 requires a delay of 5 time-slots for one direction of 
transn1ission, and a delay of 19 time-slots in the other 
direction. 

'�he space-switch crosspoints and tin1e-switch storage 
devices are clearly associated with the spee<.:h path. In ad
�ition, c?ntrol storage is needed to ensure that the space and 
t11ne switches operate appropriately in each fran1e, w·hile 
further control logic is required to set up and clear doiw·n 
calls. The control inforn1ation is derived from signalling 011 
the PCM line systems. All the circuitry in a digital exchange 
n�ust

. 
be. accura�ely synchronized, and this is achieved by 

d1stnbut1ng prec1sely-ti1ned waveforn1s from a central source 
within the exchange. Reliability in a digital exchange clearly 
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needs close attention, since failure of most parts will cause 
the loss of at least 24 speech channels. Complete failure of 
the central source of exchange waveforms would put the 
whole exchange out of action. 

This brief description of the functions of a digital switch is 
necessarily superficial. However, it provides sufficient back
ground to enable examination of the way in which available 
technology inftucnc�d the design of the Empress exchange, 
and how changes might arise with present-day technology. 

EFFECT OF TECHNOLOGY 

Whe
.
n the design of the Empress exchange was originally 

considered, the cost, speed of operation and physical size of 
processors did not make them very attractive for use in con
trolling exchanges. In any case, the benefits offered by stored
program control were only just beginning to be apprecicited. 
The exchange was therefore conceived as a register-controlled 
exchange, rather than a processor-controlled exchange. How
eve

.
r, many parts of the exchange involved logic circuitry, for 

which the newly-developed integrated circuits offered con
siderable advantages. 

It is easy to forget how rapidly technology has changed 
over the last 10 to 15 years, particularly in the field of micro
electron

.
ics. Tn 1965, at the early stages of the Empress design, 

the available ranges of integrated circuits were studied to 
determine the most suitable type for use in the exchange. The 
diode-transistor logic (DTL) range was chosen as offering 
reasonable operating speed and noise in11nunity. The dual-in
line package had not then been introduced, and so the devices 
were purchased in flat-pack form and had to be welded to the 
printed-wiring boards. The most complex available devices 
contained about 6 logic gates, or 2 bistable elements, with a 
cost some 20 times that of their equivalent today. 

As the design progressed, it was found that the timing 
required of signals on the transn1ission path through the 
exchange became difficult to meet using DTL devices, due to 
the duration and variation of their propagation delay. Fortu
nately, by that time, transistor-transistor logic (TTL) had 
become available and offered a significant speed improve
ment. In the final equiprncnt, about 90/'� of the integrated 
circuits used DTL, with the rcn1ainder (where timing con
straints were critical) using TTL. 

The cost and speed of the integrated-circuit bistable 
elements made then1 unsuitable for use as switch-control 
stores or speech-path delay stores in the time switches. Cost 
was the niain problem for the control stores, and so the 
cheaper alternative of ferrite-core stores was used. The actual 
arrays of ferrite toroids were quite small, but the size of a 
complete store unit increased considerably when the READ 

and WRITE amplifiers were added. Speed was the problem 
with the time-switch speech stores, and a solution was adopted 
using encapsulated groups of discrete diodes and capacitors. 

With such expensive forn1s of storage, particularly Ln the 
tin1e switches, it was clearly ne<.:essary to minimize the amount 
of storage required. As a result, the exchange trunking was 
arranged in a space-space-time-spate-space array, giving a 
very low nu1nber of time switches. The trunking of the model 
is shown in Fig. 4, fron1 which it can be seen that the tin1e 
switches, or delay units, are of tV·iO types: fixed and variable. 
Although the construction of the t\.\'O types \.\'as the same in 
each case, the fixed-delay time switches were much simpler to 
control as each always provided a delay of a fixed number of 
time-slots. The variable-delay units were progra1nmable to 
give the delay required for a particular call, 1u .. -x:essitating 
con1plex control cin.:uitry. 

In the years since Empress was designed, there have been 
dran1atic changes in integrated-circuit technology, making 
these items suitable for all the functions of space-switch 
crosspoints, control stores and tin1e-switch speech stores. 
The costs have fallen dramatically, particularly for storage 
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FIG. 4-Empress exchange trunking 

devices, and a large quantity of storage can now be obtained 
in a single device. On the other hand, although some advances 
have been made in devices suitable for space-switch cross
points, progress in this area is less marked than it is in others 
because these components are limited in capacity by the 
number of leads which a single device can accommodate. 
The result has been a change in the balance of costs between 
space switching and time switching. Modern designs of trunk 
and tandem digital exchange thus tend to use time-space-time 
trunking4, with random-access memories for the time switches 
and metal-oxide-semiconductor shift registers for the control 
stores. 

One area where technology has changed little is i n  the 
central waveform generator. The Empress design used 3 
temperature-controlled quartz-crystal oscillators with majority 
decision on their outputs, thus ensuring correct operation 
even if one oscillator failed. The waveforms derived from 
these oscillators were distributed via a system of buffer 
amplifiers. The main change likely to be seen in modern 
designs is a reduction in the number of distributed wave
forms. This arises partly from changes in methods of control 
and partly because it is now cheaper and simpler to derive 
more of the waveforms in the unit where they are needed. 

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 

General Performance 

Empress exchange was officially opened on l l September 
1968, although prior to that date the equipment had been 
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TABLE 1 

Traffic Carried by Delay Units 

Type 
Predicted 

Traffic 
of Percentage of Traffic Carried in Year Distribution 

Delay in a 
Unit 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 Large 

Exchange 
- -- - ·--

Zero 
(i.e., 

traffic 71 ·4 - 65·2 71·1 65·0 77-3 40 
via Bz 

switch) 
--- - ----

Fixed 14·9 - 23·9 22·4 25·2 18·4 

} 60 
Variable 13·7 - 10·9 6·5 9·8 4·3 

operated experimentally both in the Research Department's 
laboratories (then at Dollis Hill) and in the Empress exchange 
building. At the time of the opening, the exchange was in use 
for only part of the day. Full-time public service was attained 
in December 1968 and, in June 1969, the responsibility for 
the equipment was handed over to the Telecommunications 
Development Department. The equipment was removed from 
public service in May 1975 as it was felt that little further 
information could be gained from the trial, and the space 
occupied by the PCM tandem exchange was needed for other 
purposes. 

Between December 1968 and May 1975, the exchange was 
taken out of service only to attend to serious faults or to make 
modifications and, during this period, the exchange success
fully handled 8 850 226 calls. Calculations had been made 
before the trial of the proportion of traffic which would be 
carried by the 3 types of delay unit (zero delay, fixed delay 
and variable delay). The actual traffic carried is shown in 
Table I for the years for which information is available. It 

can be seen that the exchange achieved its primary object of 
establishing the practicality of digital switching, although, in 

such a small model with light traffic loading, the proportion 
of calls handled by fixed and variable-delay units was much 
lower than was predicted for a large exchange. 

The secondary object of the field trial was to examine how 
reliably the switching functions were performed using modern 
electronic components. Details of the problems which 
occurred form the remainder of this section of the article. 
However, before considering the faults in detail, there are 
two points that need to be emphasized. Firstly, the equip
ment was intended as a short-term feasibility trial, and its 
construction, carried out by the Research Department. could 
not be expected to reach the standards of normal production 
equipment. The second point is that the PCM line systems 
connected to the exchange were of an early prototype design 
and suffered from a number of problems. This applies also to 
the units which interfaced the line systems with the switching 
equipment, since these units made use of a component board 
from the line system. The following study therefore concen
trates on the performance of the exchange's switching and 
control equirment only. 

Reliability During the Field Trial 

For convenience, the reliability of the Empress exchange has 
been estimated by studying the faults that occurred during 
each month. A preliminary study showed, not surprisingly, 
that, while development work continued on the exchange, the 
reported failure rate was high, so that the period from instal
lation up to I January 1970 has been ignored. The following 
analysis of exchange faults covers the period I .January 1970 
to 31 July 1975, the latter being the date on which Research 
Department staff rewrned to examine the state of the exchange 
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TABLE 2 

Details of Faults Analysed by Units and Components 

Component 
Delay Routi-
units ner 

-

Soldered joint 1 

Wrapped joint 
---

Welded joint 
---

Plated hole 1 
-

Capacitor 
� 

Diode 
' 

Transistor 
--

Integrated circuit 1 

Resistor 
------

Fuse 2 

Others 7 2 

Intermittent faults 133 2 

Component failures 
and intermittent 143 6 
faults 

Total number of 
143 6 exchange faults 

Fault 
moni-

tor Alarms 

1 

3 

2 

1 

JO 

12 

29 

28 

- -

10 

2 

1 

2 

15 

4 

I 

Osei!-
l ator 
clock· 

- -

--

1 

1 

3 

15 

20 

19 

Wave-
form 

gener-
a tor 

2 

-

5 

7 

6 

Power 
equip-
ment 

i 

2 

1 

3 

--

3 

Unit 

Space 
switches 

- --

3 
-·--· 

2 

2 

2 

9 

9 

PCM-
system 

Stores units 

1 

8 
-

1 1 
---

4 2 

1 8 

6 20 

6 20 

Other Totals 
Trunk Regis- equip· 

unit� kn; Bu!Tcrs ment 
--

1 1 2 16 
- ----

1 1 

3 

1 
---

2 2 
I--

6 

--

JO 

2 2 4 1 16 

1 

1 6 

1 3 1 39 

3 32 1 215 

7 37 12 2 316 

--

6 37 11 2 300 

Note: The differences between the last two rows indicate that certain exchange faults were each associated with failure of several components 

TABLE 3 

Predicted and Actual Component Failures 

Con1ponent 

Soldered 
joint 

Wrapped 
joint 

Welded 
joint 

-- ---

Plated 
hole 

-- -

Capacitor 

Diode 
-- -

Transistor 
--

Integrated 
circuit 

--

Resistor 

Predicted 
Failure 

Rate 
(/thousand/ 

year) 

0-007 

0-007 

Not 
available 

1\ot 
available 

-- ---

0-16 
-

0-05 

0 4  

0 7 

0-035 

---

Nore: Period of service = 5 · 5 years 

12 

Anticipated Actual 
Number Number Number 

in of of 
Exchange Failures Failures 

--

1 x 106 38 16 

-

5·5 ,., 104 2 1 

5·4 x 105 - 3 
- -

1-3 x JOS - 1 

6·5 x 103 6 2 

1 " 104 3 6 
-

6 x 102 1 JO 

7·7 :X' IOl 30 16 

--- ----

Not 
1 quantified 

--

after its removal from service. In this period, a total of 
300 faults was recorded, of which 85 were permanent and 
215 were intennittent. Pennanent faults are taken at those 
where, after the detection of a f ault, a physical cause could 
be found and corrected. In some instances, the analysis of 
these faults showed that more than one con1ponent had failed, 
so that the number of permanent faults reported is less than 
the number of component failures. Intermittent faults have 
been defined as those where no cause could be found for the 
detected fault, the apparently faulty unit being returned to 
service without any significant remedial action being taken. 

The faults have been analysed in tenns of the type of unit 
in which they occurred and the type of component responsible, 
as shown in Table 2. A plot of the total number of exchange 
faults each month is given in Fig. 5(a), while Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) 
respectively show the total nun1bcrs of permanent and inter
mittent faults each 1nonth. The predic_ted failure rate for the 
nlain components in the exchange would imply about 14 

failures/year; that is, a total of 80 failures over the period of 
interest. The predicted and actual numbers of failures are 
co1npared in Table 3. 

Specific Faults 

While categorizing the faults by type of unit, it was realized 
that a large number of faults had occurred in the delay units. 
One of the variable-delay units had suffered 108 faults, 
although only 3 of these were permanent. The fault perfonn
ance of this unit is shown in Fig. 6; it is reasonable to deduce 
that other systems, using sin1ilar construction techniques and 
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component technology, will also experience intermittent 
faults, though these faults may not be evenly distributed 
across the system. 

Other specific faults arose during the life of the equipment, 
and these were n1ost serious when they occurred in parts of 
the systen1 that \Vere provided to enhance its reliability. For 
example, the security of the waveform-distribution system 
was achieved by using triplicated waveform generators, each 
output being connected to 2-out-of-3 majority-decision voters 
to maintain the supply if one of the generators failed. How
ever, an undetected fault in a voter circuit caused one of the 
waveforms to be lost when one generator was removed for a 
routine check. It is interesting to note that this fault occurred 
despite the considerable care exercised at the design stage, 
since the waveform-generation area was clearly critical to the 
operation of the whole exchange. This illustrates the difficulty 
of trying to anticipate every possible failure mode. Despite 
this, and other less serious problems, the overall reliability of 
the exchange was certainly good, particularly considering its 
experimental nature. 

CONDITION AFTER THE FIELD TRIAL 

After the Empress exchange had been removed from service, 
a t\.vo-part examination was conducted to determine the state 
of the equipment. The first stage involved exhaustive testing 
of the complete exchange in situ, and the second stage involved 
removing selected iten1s for detailed examination in the 
laboratory. 

Testing at the Exchange 

On-site testing revealed several previously undetected faults, 
\.vhich may be categorized as follows (permanent faults 
affecting traffic-carrying capacity had been rectified in-service 
under normal maintenance procedures): 

(a) intermittent faults that affected traffic-carrying capacity, 
(h) intermittent faults that decreased reliability, and 
(c) permanent faults that affected the fault-reporting 

system. 
The existence of these undetected faults den1onstrates the 

inherently fault-tolerant nature of switching systems. It also 
shows the difficulty of applying thorough routine tests to a 
complex piece of digital equipment, unless it is removed from 
operational service. The Empress exchange was in fact pro
vided with two different routine testers and many alarm 
lamps. 

As part of the original comn1issioning procedure, complete 
measurements had been made of the propagation delays 
throughout the waveform-distribution system. These measure
ments were repeated after the field trial and, although some 
changes were found, it was not possible to discern an overall 
trend. An example of the measurements obtained for one 
waveform is shown in Table 4. The apparent changes during 
the life of the exchange were probably caused by the inter
changing and replacement of the various waveform buffer
amplifiers as part of normal maintenance. The waveform 
timings after closure were all within the tolerances originally 
specified. 

Measurements were also made of the operating te1nperature 
of the racks, and of the electrical noise present on the power 
supplies. Rack temperature was found to be generally only a 
few degrees Celsius above ambient, while power-supply noise 
did not exceed 200 mV peak-to-peak. 

Laboratory Tests 

After completion of the on-site testing, various units were 
removed for laboratory testing by the Semiconductor Re
liability Division of the BPO's Research Departn1ent, and by 
the Materials Section of what was then called the Purchasing 
and Supplies Departn1ent (now called the Procurement 
Executive). Brief indications of the findings arc given below. 
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TABLE 4 

Waveform Measurements 

Leading-Edge 
Dak· Propagation Delay Pulse \Vidth 

of Rack 1---.-· 

Measure- Standard Standard 
n1ent Mean deviation Mean deviation 

(ns) (ns) (ns) (ns) 

1968 A 226·67 15·88 334·79 10·87 
B 224· 17 6· 19 330·36 5· 14 

1969 A 235·97 7·73 I 331·71 11 ·0 
B 21 8 · 93 6·92 332·07 i 5·62 

j 

A 237·63 I 12·69 328·26 ! 15·26 
1975 

I 
B 224·64 

I 
10-44 317·74 i 5·58 

Integrated Circuits 

The propagation delay of 25 DTL devices removed from the 
exchange was con1pared \Vith that of 12 similar devices 'Nhich 
had been kept as spares but never used. The normalized 
distribution of the results is shown in Fig. 7, from which it 
can be seen that there is no significant difference between the 
used and unused devices. 

Connexions 

Careful inspection showed th<'lt exa1nplcs of the printed
wiring-board edge-connectors, the v.1ire-wrapped joints used 
for rack wiring, and the '1-vclded and soldered joints used on 
integrated circuits, v,rere all sound. 

14 
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FIG. 7-Nonnalizcd propag2tion-delay measurements for 
integrated c ir cuits 

Printed-Wiring Boards 

Parts of some printed-wiring boards had become soiled by 
airborne dust. However, measurement of the insulation 
resistance of one of these boards shov.'ed that the value was 
still acceptable. Various samples of board material were 
tested for infian1n1ability, since the original specification of 
the material had required a certain level of flame retardancy. 
The tests revealed that one particular type of board material 
had lost its flame-retardant properties during the life of the 
equipment. 

CONCLUSION 

This article marks the closing of the first chapter in the story 
of digital switching. It is thus appropriate to consider not 
only what information was obtained fro1n the studies de
scribed here, but also the overall contribution which the 
Empress exchange made, and the paths which lead from it. 

The tests conducted arter the closure of the exchange in 
fact revealed little in a positive sense. The equipment was in 
good condition at the end of the trial, and any changes in 
physical or electrical parameters were of a very minor nature. 
Some interesting results were obtained frorn studying the 
intermittent faults, and these arc now the subject of further 
study in the Research Depart1ncnt. However, overall, the 
exchange-fault perforn1ance was close to that expected. 

The E1npress experiment undouhtedly fulfilled its pri1nary 
ohjective of proving the technical feasibility and economic 
viability of digital S\vitching. This provided an important 
inrut to the subsequent study of the trunk network by the 
UK Trunk Task Force.5 fron1 which in turn sten1n1cd the 
decision to n1ovc towards a digital trunk netV•/Ork. Equally 
encouraging \Vas the reliability of the cquipn1ent, and the fact 
that it was looked after by cxchange-n1aintenancc staff with 
no previous experience of digital electronics. The confidence 
in digital switching gained from the Empress exchange has 
led to digital switching becon1ing one of the niain principles 
of System X, the BPO's integrated digital switching and 
tran<;.1nission sy<;ten1 , no"r under develnrn1ent. The Empres'> 
equipn1ent can therefore reasonably be said to have some 
significance in the history of tclecon1n1unications, and so it is 
appropriate that the hardware has now been passed to various 
BPO museums, and to the Nationa: Science Museun1 in 
London. 
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The Electret: A Possible Replacement for the Carbon 
Microphone 

R. R. WALKER, B.sc.(ENG.), c.ENG., M.I.E.E., and A. J. MORGAN.t 

UDC 621.395.616.2 

The British Post Office (BPO), in common with other ad111inistrations, has for so111e tin1e been seeking an 
alternative to the carbon-granule 1nicrophone for use in telephones. This article describes the design, con· 
struction and perfor1nance of an electret microphone developed in the BPO Research Depart1nent as a 
possible drop-in replacement for the Transmitter Inset No. 16. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Rev. Henry Hunnings of Yorkshire is generally credited 
with the first patent, taken out in 1878, for a carbon-granule 
microphone. The British Post Office (BPO) Transmitter 
Inset No. 1, shown in Fig. 1, \vas a development of the 
Hunnings transmitter1• The critical feature is its solid back; 
that is, the back electrode is flush with the back of the granule 
chamber. Thus, when the microphone is turned on its face 
thcrl! is a possibility that none of the granules will be in 
contact with the electrode and the microphone is open circuit. 
In the early part of this century there were designs of telephone 
in use that had handsets and used solid-back transmitters (the 
Edwardian instrun1ents that are becoming fashionable again). 
The fact that the microphone may have been an open circuit 
while the handset was being picked up was of little conse
quence since the microphone did not form part of the signal
ling loop and obtained its feed current for transmission from 
a local battery. Signalling was, of course, provided by a 
magneto. 

When systems that used a central battery for signalling and 
transmission came into use, it was necessary to use a telephone 
in which the microphone was likely to remain in a near
vertical plane throughout the duration of a call. The micro-

t Research Department, Teleco1nmunications Headquarters 

F10. I-Solid-back transmitter (BPO Transmitter Inset No. 1) 
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phone obtained its feed current from the central battery and 
also provided the loop across the line. This led to the almost 
universal use of "candlestick" telephones in the 1920s. 

In 1929, a number of sources came up with the same solution 
to the problem of discOnnexions: both electrodes of the micro
phone were immersed in the carbon granules. Fig. 2 shows a 
design, by Messrs. Siemens, from which the BPO Inset No. 10 
was derived2• In this design, the granule chamber surrounds 
the electrodes. This simple change n1ade it possible to revert 
to telephones with handsets. There were detailed changes over 
the years, but basically the design of carbon microphone used 
by the BPO did not change until the Inset No. 163 was intro
duced in 1964 (see Fig. 3) and, in slightly modified form, this 
is the item that is still in use today. The principle change fron1 
earlier designs that is in1n1ediately apparent is the use of 
hemispherical electrodes enclosing a granule chamber that is 
about 8 granules deep. In fact, a vast an1ount of theoretical 
study and practical experience went into the design of this 
microphone, which resulted in significantly improved per
formance. 

ACOllSTIC
RESISTANCE 
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FRAME 
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F10. 2-SienlCns transmitter-1929 

GRANULE CHAMBER MEMBRANE FRONT COVER 

aACK COVER FELT PLUG PLUG 
CO�TACT 

SPRING 

FIG. 3-Transn1itter Inset No. 16, Mark J 
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Although the microphonic action of granular carbon has 
been the subject of study for as long as anyone can remember, 
the present position is that no one theory of operation has 
gained universal acceptance. Also, full explanations do not 
appear to be available for the various degradations in pcr
fonnance to which carbon microphones are prone: increase 
in noise, loss of sensitivity, and change of resistance. The 
authors can only offer their personal opinion that the full 
electrochemistry of carbon granules has yet to be discovered. 

PERFORMANCE OF CARBON MICROPHONES 

Over the years, many articles have been published, in this 
Journal and elsewhere, on the performance of carbon micro
phones4· 5·6· 1. By the nature of its operation, a variable
resistance microphone causes non-linear distortion, and 
microphonic action of the carbon adds its own contribution 
to this. Non-linear distortion has become an accepted part of 
the performance of carbon microphones, but there are other 
characteristics that cause more trouble. The sensitivity in
creases with increasing feed current, therefore the microphone 
gives greater output on short lines. There is a \vide spread to 
all the characteristics, which also change with tin1e. Finally. 
the n1icrophonc generates noise and can become increasingly 
noisy \Vith age and use, although specimens in carefully 
controlled cxperin1cnts have also been knovvn to become less 
noisy with use. 

It is perhaps too well kno\\1n that carbon microphones 
cause noise. This n1akes it difficult to be sure of 1nicrophone 
fault statistics. A customer may complain of noise on the 
telephone. Whe11 the complaint is investigated, the noise is not 
found: it has cured itself. The source of this intermittent noise 
could have been in the exchange, or in the line plant, or i t  
could have been i n  the telephone. So the prudent maintenance 
engineer changes the microphone. Why not? The iten1 is 
cheap, n1uch cheaper than the cost of another maintenance 
visit. 

But, with all these disadvantages, the carbon microphone is 
still In almost universal use because it is the on!y suitable 
111icrophone that does not require an an1plifier in the telephone. 
It is cheap and it is robust. Yet the BPO, in con1mon with 
n1ost other ad1ninistrations, has for some time been seeking a 
replacement for the carbon niicrophone. 

The replacen1ent must operate satisfactorily for very long 
periods, sometimes under arduous conditions of temperature 
and hun1idity, and it must include an amplifier. lt is this last 
condition that has been the stumbling block because there 
does not appear to be any way of niaking a microphone plus 
an1plifier for the same price as a carbon microphone. 

The first step is to distinguish t\'.tO different applications for 
linear n1icrophones in telephones. Firstly, the drop-in replace
ment with a linear microphone and its an1plifier in a similar 
case to that of the particular carbon microphone in use: this 
can be used to replace existing microphones in telephones, 
and to equip new production, without any other alteration to 
the telephone or to the rest of the system. Secondly, the use 
of a linear microphone in completely new designs of electronic 
telephone containing integrated circuits (ICs) that perform 
many other functions. 

ln the second case, the economics of a linear microphone 
may be fairly straightforward because the necessary amplifier 
can form part of one of the ICs at little extra cost. Moreover, 
a carbon n1icrophone is likely to be out of place in an elec
tronic environ1nent. But the drop-in replace111ent can be 
difficult to justify until account is taken of the maintenance 
costs incurred by carbon microphones. There is, too, an 
unquantifiable benefit to be gained from increased customer 
satisfaction from improved transmission performance and 
fewer faults. 

So, a replacement for the carbon microphone may be 
justifiable, provided that the replacement is cheap and highly 
reliable. 
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CHOICE OF A NEW MICROPHONE 

There is no perfect 1nicrophonc for telephony. The feasibility 
of designs employing electrodynamic (moving coil and moving 
iron). piezo-clectric and electret elements has been demon
strated8· 9• 10• A particular design using an c!ectret is described 
i n  this article, both because the item has been developed by 
the BPO Research Department and because its principles 
may be less generally understood. Before giving that 
description, hoVv·ever, it should be mentioned that there is  
another new microphone just con1ing out of the research 
phase in n1any laboratories; this device uses a piezo-electric 
foil as a diaphragn1. The foil is polyvinylidene difluoride 
(PVDF). It may prove n1ore suitable than clcctrcts for other 
forms of transducer (receivers, keypads) and, so far, no 
failure rnechanisn1 has been discovered for it. 

But, to return to the elcctret: its merits as a microphone 
include: 

(a) simplicity of construction, 
(h) IO\V cost, 
(c) relatively high output, 
(d) low diaphragm n1ass, and therefore insensitivity to 

handling noises on telephone handsets, 
(e) easy control of parameters, and 
(/) n1echanical robustness. 

THE ELECTRET MICROPHONE 

An electret ls a material which, after rei..:eiving an electrical 
charge. retains that charge (or a proportion of it). The term 
was coined n1any years ago by Oliver Heavisidc, who saw the 
properties of an electrct as being analogous to those of a 
permanent niagnet, despite the fact that no practical electrets 
could at that time be demonstrated. 

Electrets can no\\1 be made using polyn1er filn1s only a few 
micrometres thick, ideally suited for use as a niicrophonc 
diaphragm. The simplified 1.:ross-sectional diagram, Fig. 4, 
shows that a microphone using the electrct principle is 
essentially a very sin1ple device co1nprising a 1netal!ized 
electret diaphragn1 located a defined distance (in this instance 

� 7011m) in front of a conducting backplate. Jn operation it 
closely resembles a cap;.1citor microphone, but without the 
need for an external polarizing voltage. 

Operating Principles 

The electrct charge, qe, has associated with it a capacitance to 
ground, Ce. and an equivalent polarizing voltage, Ve, related 
according to the equation 

Ve _-,_ qe/Ce. 

The proximity of the electret film to the backplate results in 
a modification of capacitance ('e determined by the distanced 
bet\.veen the backplate und the electret film. Flexure of the 
elcctret film, which is also the microphone diaphragm, results 
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FIG. 4-Basic form of electret n1icrophone 
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in the value of C0 changing in sympathy with the movement 
of the diaphragm, which is of the order of nanometres. There 
is a corresponding change in voltage Ve, which appears as an 
EMF in series with a capacitance. It is necessary to pre-stress 
the diaphragm in order to oppose the electrostatic attraction 
which exists betweer it and the back plate. A back l'Olume of 
air is also included to provide compliance, against which the 
diaphragm acts under the influence of a sound wave. 

Since the charge and the capacitance are both proportional 
to the area of the diaphragm, Ve and changes in Ve arc, to a 
first order, independent of the diaphragm area. 

Microphone Construction 

The success of an clcctret. microphone hinges on its design 
and the assembly techniques employed, and of paramount 
importance is the clcctrct itself. There arc, at present, 4 main 
methods of charging an electret. 

The Ther1110-Chargi11g Process 
Jn the thcrmo-charging process, the film is placed between 
two electrodes and heated almost to softening point as the 
voltage across the electrodes is increased. This is followed by 
a controlled cooling cycle. 

The Electro11-Bem11 Method 
Jn the electron-beam method, the film is charged by electron 
bombardment. 

The Corona-Discharge Process 
In the corona-discharge process, the film is su bjccted to corona 
from appropriately shaped electrodes. 

The Knife-Edge Method 
In the knife-edge method, the film passes in intimate contact 
with a knife edge. This injects charge directly by virtue of the 
high electric field existing across the film. 

Fvidcncc to d;.itc suggests that all of these methods give 
good results, but research is continuing at the BPO Research 
Centre and elsewhere into the physics of eleetrets in order to 
produce a better product. The BPO has chosen to use the 
knife-edge charging method because it can be carried out 
continuously at room temperature and requires no special 
conditions, such as high vacuum. Fig. 5 shows the uncharged 
film from the supply spool being passed slowly over the knife 
edge, which is maintained at a potential of about 700 V and 
then taken up on the take-up spool drum. The film is I 2 · 7 t-tm 
thick FEP Teflon, aluminized on one surface. The design of 
the charging machine is such that the aluminizcd surface is 
kept in contact with earthed rollers, and on take-up the 
charged surface comes into contact with the earthed alumi
nizcd surface. This allows any unwanted electrostatic charge 
to leak away, leaving only the electret charge; the potential is 
now about 250 Y. 

The construction of the microphone achieves repeatable 
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dimensional and electroacoustic performance, long-term 
stability and ease of manufacture. Of particular interest is the 
method of locating and protecting the electret film. The 
metallized side of the film is cemented onto a brass ring using 
a cyanoacrylate adhesive and is held against the backplate by 
the fitting of the conductive body moulding. The backplate is 
moulded from conductive polypropylene and has on its front 
face a number of small pimples and an annular knife edge, 
both of very closely controlled dimensions. The knife edge, in 
conjunction with the brass ring, ensures uniform tensioning 
of the film, and the pimples serve to maintain a constant 
distance between the film and the backplate. 

Studies into the behaviour of electret materials indicate 
that, if protection from extremes of heat and humidity is 
provided, the lifetime c<1n be very long indeed. In practical 
terms, only the humidity need be considered because the 
upper temperature ranges necessary to shorten the life would 
result in damage to other parts of the telephone. Effective 
protection has been incorporated in a simple and inexpensive 
manner using a Melinex moisture-barrier in front of the 
aluminized surface of the diaphragm. 

Microphone Size 

Electret microphones can be made quite small and most of 
the work by the BPO Research Department has been con
centrated on designs of 15 mm di<1111eter. There is, however, 
some evidence to suggest that an increase in size to about 
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FIG. 6---Electret microphone (Drop-in replacement for Transmitter 
Inset No. 16) 
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25 mm diameter could be advantageous because this gives 
higher capacitance and, therefore, lower impedance; increas
ing the size of the electret does not necessarily increase its 
sensitivity. 

Microphone Amplifier 
The output of the electret microphone is some 20 dB below 
that of a typical carbon-granule microphone and so compen
sating amplification has to be provided. The impedance of the 
microphone demands the use of an amplifier with an input 
impedance of the order of 10 MO. This is most readily 
achieved using a field-effect transistor (FET) input stage, 
although bipolar designs can be ·used. The input stage is 
followed by further amplification, which can form part of a 
t:omprehi;:nsive clectronit: transmission t:in.:uit in a telephone. 
Alternatively, the complete unit of microphone plus amplifier 
can be made as a physical and electrical drop-in replacement 
for a carbon microphone for use in existing designs of tele
phone. Performance details presented here refer to a micro
phone of this type. 

A complete microphone, made up as a drop-in replacement 
for the Inset 16, is shown in Fig. 6. There are two points of 
special interest in the construction of the microphone: the 
microphone body moulding is made of conductive poly
propylene, and forms one connexion to the electret; the 
amplifier uses discrete components rather than an J.C. 

During the course of research and development on this 
microphone, the construction of the amplifier and its associated 
components (poling bridge, surge protection) has come full 
circle. It started in discrete components; then an IC was 
specially designed and constructed at the BPO Research 
Department for the application. But it was not possible to 
include some of the larger capacitors and higher-dissipation 
resistors on the chip, and it became apparent that the entire 
circuit was more expensive than the original breadboard. So 
thick-film circuits were investigated and models made. But, 
in the end, the design reverted to discrete components because 
this form of construction appeared to offer the least costly 
soli;tion. 

If this microphone is adopted for large-scale production it 
may well be that alternative forms of construction will be 
adopted for the amplifier. 

Performance 
One of the attractions of the electret microphone is that it iS 

relatively easy to control the frequency response characteristic, 
by both electro-acoustic and electrical means. The frequency 
response curve shown in Fig. 7 is the mean, with standard 
deviations superimposed, of 6 drop-in replacement electret 
microphones measured in a standard telephone handset in 
accordance with internationally agreed standards. The limits 
to which these microphones were designed, which differ 
slightly from those currently employed, are also shown. 
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In addition to the good control of frequency response, 
distortion is greatly reduced by using an electret in place of a 
carbon microphone, as is shown in Fig. 8. Other character
istics of this microphone are given below. 

(a) Noise level: -80 dB (ref I V psophometrically 
weighted). 

(b) Operating current range: 10-110 mA. 
(c) Output impedance: 80 Q (nominal at I kHz). 

LONG-TERM STABILITY 
As mentioned, it is of paramount importance that any re
placement for the carbon microphone has extremely good 
reliability. The design described here has been subjected to 
extensive and severe environmental tests and has proved 
entirely satisfactory. 

CONCLUSION 
The move away from carbon microphones in telephones is 
gathering momentum throughout the world. Designs are now 
available that offer more stable characteristics, less distortion 
and improved reliability; the latter is the vital ingredient in a 
cost-effective solution. For the immediate future the electret 
is a strong contender. It remains to be seen whether, in the 
longer term, PVDF foil microphones offer significant ad
vantages. 
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Semiconductor laser Development and Production 

UDC 621.375.826: 621.382.2 

This article first appeared in the 'Post 0.ffece Research Review', a puhlicalion issued hy the British Post 
Office (BPO) Research Depart1nent. The article describes the work of the BPO Research Deparflnent on 
se1niconductor lasers in support of the dei•elop111e11t of optical-fihre tra11sn1ission syste1ns. 

In consideration of the fact that the infonnation given in th1:v article was contributed by 1na11y authors 
who, in turn, hare also reported on the work done in this field by other co/leagues, no author credit is gi�·en. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the British Post Office (BPO), optical-fibre transmission 
systems are moving very rapidly from the laboratory experi
mental stage to the first operational trials prior to entering 
production. Two classes of system arc emerging: an 8 Mbit/s 
120-channel system1 aimed primarily at the junction netY.'ork 
with repeater separations of 15 km or, more usually, between 
buildings up to 15 kin apart; and a 140 Mbit/s 1920-channcl 
system for operation in the main network with repeater 
spacings of 10 km. The 140 Mbit/s system requires a laser, 
\Vhereas the 8 Mbit/s systen1 can use either a laser or a light
emitting diode (LED): the choice between them is a con1plex 
one involving balancing the additional complexity and prob
able expense of the laser source against the additional 
perforn1ancc (typically 10 dB in power) that it offers. There 
js also intense interest in LED sources of various designs for 
more general use in the ultra-cheap fibre systems that are 
expected to become possible foJloy,·ing the build-up of pro
duction for the first syste1ns; these could conceivably open 
new niarkets by offering i:heap wideband transmission to the 
custon1er. 

Also in the research phase is a new generation of sources 
and detectors for operation at 1300 nm fabricated with an 
inditun-gallium-arscnide-phosphide (lnGaAsP) active layer 
on indium-phosphide (_lnP) substrates. In this wavelength 
region, fihre losses are minimal; values of 0·5 dB/km have 
been obtained (1 ·7 dB/kin at 900 nm). Also, the first-order 
fibre material dispersion goes through zero. offering the 
prospect of very high performance systems \l.'ith exceptional 
repeater separations of 40 kn1 or n1ore if the niaterials prob
lems in their n1anufacture can be solved. Both lasers and 
LEDs will probably find wide application at the longer wave
length, since the linewidth/n1aterials dispersion lin1itation at 
900 nn1 wavelength has been greatly reduced. 

The work of the BPO Research Departn1ent on sen1i
conductor lasers in support of the optical con1111unications 
project is outlined in this article. The aim of the technology 
effort on materials and devices is to provide new types of 
devices for expe1·imenta[ work on system development. The 
reliability studies on the other hand aim to evaluate (and help 
to i1nprove) the con1n1ercial devices which will eventually be 
used in the field. 

LASER DESIGN 

In 1970, the advent of the double-heterostructure (DI�) 
gallium-aluminium-arsenide (GaAIAs) laser gave the possi
bility of stable continuous room-ten1perature operation of 
semiconductor lasers for the first tin1c. Since then, the niajor 
research effort around the world has gone into modifying 
this basic structure to produce devices best suited to the needs 
of optical-fibre systen1s in terms of drive po\ver, modLJJation 
performance, spectral characteristics, coupling efficiencies 
into fibres, and reliability. The DH laser consisls, to take a 
specific cx.an1ple, of a thin (0· 1-0· 3 f-lm) layer of GaAIAs, 
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the active region in which light is generated, sandwiched 
between, typically, I ,un1 thick layers of n-type and p-type 
GaAIA.s. The structure is grown epitaxially on a GaAs 
substrate and a final GaAs contacting layer is usually added 
to the sandwich. Additionally, the lateral extent of the current 
flow can be restricted by proton isolation to between 4 and 
20 ,um in the case shown in Fig. I, and yields a '"stripe
geo1netry' structure. The GaAIAs layers confine the injected 
carriers, so that light is generated only within the active 
region. A 'buffer' layer of GaAs is son1etimes included to 
isolate the laser fro1n any defects present in the substrate. 

Above a critical current, knoY.'n as the threshold current, 

laser action occurs and light is amplified in the plane of the 
layer structure. The end faces of the laser, which are produced 
by cleaving, act as se1ni-reflecting mirrors so that sufficient 
feedback is achieved to sustain laser action. The sandwich 
structure also forn1s a slab optical waveguide in the plane of 
the layers, \.vhich dramatically reduces the optical diffraction 
losses that would otherwise occur from such a narrow light
emitting active region. Unlike other types of iascr where the 
output is highly collin1atcJ, light c1nittcd fron1 such a source is 
fairly divergent (up to =30") perpendicular to the layer 
structure because of the very narrow source dl1ncnsion. 
Continuous operation at ten1peraturcs up to 100 C is possible 
v .. ·ith stripe-geometry GaAIAs lasers on a suitable heat sink. 
The sn1all size of the semiconductor laser is evident from 
Fig. 2. 

Provided that a sufficient step in alun1iniun1 concentration 
is maintained between the layers. the en1ission wavelength can 
be varied between about 800 and 900 nm by incorporating 
alun1inium into the active region. More recently, double
heterostructure devices operating close to I ·06 µ:m have been 
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F1(;. 2-La�cr bonded onto a heat sink 

reported, made in sandwich structures of GaAsSb (gallium 
arsenide antimonidc)/AIGaAsSb and also of lnP/lnGaAsP, 
where emission wavelengths of up to 1 · 6 µ.m arc possible. 
Continuous wave (CW) operation of an lnP/lnGaAsP laser 
at I· 3 µ.m has recently been demonstrated at the BPO 
Research Department. 

Development has concentrated on the realization of a low
thrcshold-currcnt version of the standard stripe-geometry 
laser with proton isolation, by optimizing the proton pene
tration into the layers and the stripe width, and also mini
mizing lasing cavity length. Calculations have shown that 
minimum threshold currents can be achieved when the proton 
isolation docs not penetrate the active layer (shallow isolation) 
and when the stripe width is in the range 3-7 /1.111. Additionally, 
shortening the length of the lasing cavity from 400 µ.m to 
I 00 µ.m can reduce typical lasing threshold currents �rom 
120 mA to 40 mA for epitaxial layer structures routinely 
available. It is predicted that, with epitaxial wafers having 
active layer thickncsscs very close to 0· I /till and also with 
rear facet reflective mirrors added, threshold currents as low 
as 10 mA should be possible. Devices with thre hold currents 
in the region of 20 mA at room temperature have already 
been produced, in line with the calculations made. Such lasers 
have a high potential for use in optical-fibre systems, not only 
because their much lower operating currents enable simpler 
drive circuits to be designed, but also because of their trans
verse mode stability and transient behaviour; these points 
will be discussed fully later in this article in a section on 
output characteristics. 

MATERIALS REQUIREMENTS 

Until recently, the only system of any practical value for 
the fabrication of double-heterostructure lasers was the 
GaAs/GaxAl1 .,As system. It can be grown successfully as 
a single crystal because aluminium and gallium (quite fortu
itously) have approximately the same atomic radius and 
therefore the crystal lattice spacing of Ga,Al1 ,,As is a fairly 
good fit to that of GaAs for all values of x. Good lattice 
matching is an essential requirement for any system in which 
different materials arc grown as part of the same single crystal 
(hetero-epitaxy). 

To move to a different emission wavelength (for example, 
to exploit the more favourable properties of the optical trans
mission medium at I· 3 1.im) advantage can be taken of the 
almost total mutual miscibility of 111-V semiconductors in 
the solid slate and produce a ternary composition tailored to 
have exactly the right band-gap by preparing a solid solution 

or two binary semiconductors having band gaps respectively 
greater and smaller than the required value. For example, a 
band gap corresponding to I· 3 µm emission can be obtained 
by suitably choosing x in the ln"'Ga1 xAs system. However 
the active layer must, again, be capable of being grown 
epitaxially on a readily available substrate and, in order to 
meet the lattice-matching requirement for epitaxial growth, 
the system must be given an additional degree of freedom by 
introducing a fourth component (in this case, phosphorus). 
The qmllernary system lnxGa1 _ ,As,.P1 

Y 
offers, in principle, 

one composition that is 

(a) lattice-matched to lnP, and 
(h) emits laser radiation at the required wavelength. 

An active layer of the correct quaternary composition can 
therefore be sandwiched between optically-confining layers of 
lnP, the whole structure being grown on an lnP substrate. 
Thus, whatever method is chosen for growing the laser 
structure must offer good control over the compositional 
parameters x and y as well as over the thickness of the layers. 
The method must also allow each layer to be doped with the 
requisite amount of n-type or p-type impurity and it must 
produce material as free as possible from all other chemical 
impurities and from crystal defects. 

GROWTH METHODS 

The growth method which, so far, has most consistently 
yielded hctero-cpitaxial structures of laser quality is liquid
phasc epitaxy (LPE), which is an extension and elaboration 
of the oldest crystal-growing technique-growth from super
saturated solutions (see Figs. 3 and 4). It was first applied by 
Nelson in 1963 to the growth of GaAs from solution in liquid 
gallium, and is now used throughout the world in a number 
of variants that differ in degree of refinement but not in 
principle. The widely adopted 'saturation slice' variant, which 
is favoured by the BPO, elegantly avoids the need for a 
detailed and exact knowledge or the relevant solubility values. 
To grow a ternary (Ga,Al1 xAs) layer, the BPO choose the 
Ga: Al ratio in the melt, shown in Fig. 5(11) as point A, and 
this melt is allowed to saturate itself with GaAs al t'1e chosen 
growth temperature TL: the liquid composition travels to
wards the GaAs point until it meets the limiting solubility 
curve corresponding to TL· Thus, the melt automatically 
acquires the exact composition for the stipulated growth 
temperature (point L). By slightly cooling tht: mt:lt L, a supt:r
saturntion is produced which causes solid material to crystal
lize on to the substrate (conjugate point S). The required 
value of x is achieved simply by adjusting the position of 

F1G. 3-Liquid-pha�e cxpitaxy kit 
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FIG. 6-Growth of multilayer structures 

point A on the Ga-Al axis. In the case of a quaternary layer 
(see Fig. 5(11)), both x and y must be controlled and two 
adjustments arc needed: the ratio of JnAs to GaAs in the 
starting mixture (point A), which fixes the arsenic to gallium 
ratio; and the ratio of this mixture to the solvent indium 
(point A'), which determines the amount or phosphorus taken 
up by the melt when the charge is allowed to saturate itself 
with In P (poiP.t L). A slight drop in temperature then produces 
a solid of the conjugate composition S. Unfortunately, the .r 

and y adjustments needed to conlrol lattice parameter and 
band gap are not independent, but the trial-and-error ap
proach to the optimum melt composition converges fairly 
rapidly. 

To grow multilayer structures such as GaAs/GaAIAs. the 
various solutions with their saturation slices floating on top 
arc placed in the wells of a graphite block (see Fig. 6). accu
rately machined to slide over another graphite block fitted 
with a shallow recess for the substrate. The whole assembly is 
held at 1100 K in an atmosphere of pure hydrogen to equili
brate the melts with their saturation slices and then the system 
is cooled by a few degrees to generate a supersaturation in 
each melt. It is important to be able to control the degree of 
supersaturation. so that the epitaxial layers can be grown 
slowly or rapidly at will and their homogeneity and flatness 
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F1G. 7-Cross-section of a S-layer laser structure as viewed in the 
scanning electron microscope 

controlled. Jn practice, the excess of supersaturation is 
allowed to decay away by inserting an appropriate delay 
before the substrate is brought into contact with the melt by 
moving the slider. 

The melts arc about 3 mm deep by 2 cm2 in area, weighing 
3 g. They contain about 200 mg of GaAs and enough dopant, 
either tin (n-type) or germanium (p-type) to give each layer 
the required carrier density. Layer thickness can he controlled 
to 0· 1 /.LITI or less for the active layer and 3 1im for the buffer 
layer by accurately controlling the stability of the temperature 
profile to ::. I Kand its uniformity to t 0 · 2 K at the operating 
temperature of I 100 K. Extreme purity of the atmosphere, 
boat, and other parts of the furnace must be maintained. 
Traces of oxygen, hydrocarbons, or nitrogen produce spurious 
solid phases on the surface of the melts which interfere with 
growth and can degrade the product either catastrophically 
or in less easily recognized ways. 

The ultimate test of a successful growth run is, of course, 
the fabrication of good lasers, hut this procedure is of little 
help to the materials growers because it is slow as well as 
having only a moderate diagnostic value. A broad range of 
characterization techniques is needed, csriecially during the 
'learning' rcriod, to monitor the 13 rropcrties of the structure 
whid1 can be specified by the designer (5 thicknesses. 5 doping 
levels, und 3 gallium-to-aluminium ratios) and also those 
properties which are known to influence device hehaviour in 
a less easily quantifiable way-lattice defects, lattice matching, 
surface morphology, and luminescence efficiency. The ultimate 
aim or the materials assessment programme is to ensure that 
only sat isfactory material is sent forw�1rd for laser fabrication, 
faulty material being inten:cpted and the fault diagnosed. 

Typical materials as.<;essmcnt results arc shown in the 
accompanying illustrations. The 5-laycr structure can be 
revealed by examining a cleaved and preferentially etched 
cross-section in the scanning dcdron microscope (see Fig. 7), 
or by determining the carrier concentration profile electro
chemically (sec Fig. 8l. X-ray double-crystal rocking curves 
give a sensitive indication of residual lattice parameter mis
match hctween the layers (sec Fig. 9). and of the resulting 
curvature of the sample. X-ray Lang topographs can distin-
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guish layers of good crystallographic quality from those show
ing 'slip' and other defects (see Fig. I 0). The elemental compo
sition of compound semiconductors is conveniently and 
non-destructively monitored by electron microprobe analysis, 
as shown by the line scans of the gallium (lower) and indium 
(upper) concentrations in a layer of lnxGa1 _,AsyP1 -y on 
InP (see Fig. 11). 

NEWER GROWTH METHODS 

Exploratory research on two methods of growing epitaxial 
layers is in progress in the BPO Research Department. Both 
methods are flexible, and applicable to various types of 
device: their suitability for laser fabrication specifically is 
being examined. 

Double-heterostructure lasers with very low threshold 
currents have recently been fabricated in the USA from 
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F1G. 10-X-ray Lang topographs showing layers of high and low 
crystallographic quality respectively on substrates of similar quality 

F1G. I I-Electron microprobe line scans 

epitaxial structures grown by metal-organic chemical vapour 
deposition (MO-CVD). In this method, the layers are grown 
by decomposing gaseous compounds, metal alkyls or hydrides 
of the constituent elements on the substrate, supported on 
a radio frequency heated susceptor in a cold-walled quartz 
reactor; the doping elements are also introduced in the form 
of metal alkyls or hydrides. The method is undoubtedly very 
interesting and may eventually establish itself as a production 
method, but it is important to stress that high-quality layers 
with internal efficiencies as high as those of the best layers 

grown by LPE have so far been obtained only in one or two 
of the leading laboratories. 

Another new growth method is molecular beam epitaxy 
(M BE), which has a number of advantages associated with 
the fact that growth takes place in ultra-high vacuum. Thus, 
the method offers very precise control over layer thickness 
and doping profile and large uniform areas can readily be 
grown. Furthermore, the properties of the growing interface 
can be monitored in situ by various ultra-high frequency 
surface analytical techniques. Despite the relatively small 
scale of the effort devoted to M BE, very interesting new, as 
well as existing, device structures have been grown, exploiting 
the special features of the method. But, so far, even the leading 
workers in this field have failed to produce GaAIAs double
heterostructure lasers of acceptable quality, in sharp contrast 

with the excellent properties of their microwave devices and 
their unipolar and bipolar transistors. An M BE kit is shown 
in Fig. 12. 

DEVICE FABRICATION 

Fabrication technology is aimed at being uncomplicated and 
using as many routine GaAs processing steps as possible. 

Because the basic properties of the device are instilled into 
the wafer during the epitaxial-growth sequence, fabrication 
involves, broadly, device area definition and contacting pro
cesses only. Area definition is carried out using proton 
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Fie. 12-Molccular beam epitaxy kit 

isolation technology, originally developed within the BPO 
Research Department for GaAs IMPATT diode isolation. 
For lasers, electroplated gold stripes of various widths (in 
the range 2-20 p.m, depending on the need) are formed on 
the titanium-gold (TiAu) metallized p-side of the epitaxial 
wafer in photoresist-detined stripe regions. The electroplated 
gold has to exceed some minimum thickness to prevent proton 
damage of the stripe region, and this is achieved by controlled 
plating of the gold through and over the photoresist to ohtain 
any value of stripe width hetween the standard widths avail
able on the nhotoresist mask. Lateral scattering of protons 
under the mask is also taken into account in calculating the 
required electroplated gold mask width required. Precise 
control of proton penetration has been found to be ne<.:cssary, 
especially for narrow ( < 10 µm) stripes. As the proton front 
penetrates within I /Lill of the a<.:tivc region, and as the stripe 
width narrows, there is a tendem:y for the lasing light-output/ 
<.:urrcnt curves to become non-linear or 'kinky'. 

Proton bombardment is carried out with a Van de Graaff 
accelerator using H3..,. ions that dissociate at the GaAs surface 
into 3 equal-energy protons. In this way, a supply of, say. 
200 keV protons can be obtained using an accelerator which 
is designed for higher energy operation. In practi<.:c, in<.:ident 
proton energies of ·<400 keV arc required. corresponding to 
a mean range of up to 4 µm in GaAs, as the active layer is 
huricd typically 2-3 µm from the p surface of the epitaxial 
wafer. Channelling of the proton heam is eliminated by a 
slight rnisorientation of the ( IOO)GaAs wafer with respe<.:t to 
the incident beam. 

After proton bombardment, all metallization is removed 
and the n-sidc of the wafer is thinned <.:hemically to leave the 
total wafer thi<.:kness in the range 60-ICX) 1i.m, so that high 
yields can he obtained during the cleaving of short-cavity 
lasers. 

After chemical thinning. AuGe is alloyed to form an ohmic 
contact to the n-side, and then a titanium-palladium-gold 
(TiPdAu) Schottky barrier contact is applied to the p-side, 
giving a specific conta<.:t resistivity of less than 10 4 !l cm�. 
Doping of the p-GaAs capping layer with Ge to a level close 
to 1019 cm J during epita:-;ial growth eliminates the need 
for a surface top-up zinc diffusion. Cleaving and scribing 
operations can then be performed to produce individual 
devices, which can be bonded with indium onto gold-plated 
headers. By using the method of supporting the wafer on a 
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.�1/otc•; The pl;.lting is about 12 fJ.111 thid.;. 

Fm. 13-Gold-platcd ind ividual heat sink, after rcplating, with 
photoresist still in place 

'tacky' backing affixed to a tensioned plustic sheet during the 
diamond 'nicking' and cleaving operation, it is possible to 
cleave 100 µ.m long cavity devices with a very high yield when 
the wafer thi<.:kncss is 70 fLITI or less. 

One development currently in progress is the formation of 

integral plated-up heat sinks as one way of removing the 
indium bond from close proximity tn the p-side of the chip. 
There is a tendency for lnAu intermetalli<.: compounds to 
form and produce voids, especially under operating <.:onditions 
at slightly elevated temperatures. which in<.:reases the thermal 
resistance. When the indium is in close proximity to the p-sidc 
of the chip, this increase can be very serious in limiting elev
ated temperature lifetimes under CW op�rational conditions. 
Fig. I 3 shows a plated-up heat sink. formed by dectroplating 
gold uniformly over the p-metallization of a wafer, masking 
with photorcsist, and etching the unmasked areas followed by 
re-plating (with the photoresist still in pla<.:el to improve the 
edge profile of the heat sink. In this way, it is possible to 
obtain efficient heat sinking to within a few mi<.:rometers of 
the ends of the laser cavity and. because there is no metal 
overhang with this method. there is no interference with the 
light emitted from the ends of the lasing cavity. 

LASER CHARACTERISTICS 

The criterion by which these lasers are judged is their suit
ability for proposed civil opti<.:al-lihre transmission systems. 
Two regimes of use ure envisaged: the first <Lround 8 Mhit's 
(and possibly 34 M hit ·s). where LEDs can compete with lasers 
because fibre dispersion does not necessarily (.il1minate in the 
systems use envisaged: the second at 140 Mhit.'s and ahove. 
where a laser is required in the 900 nm region and where its 
transient and srectrul characteristics have to be wntrolled. 

At around 8 Mbit:s it is envisaged that sources and regen
erators will be lo<.:ated in ex<.:hange huildings where <1dequate 
power is av<1il<1ble. Thus the potential of the laser lies in its 
higher power output capability and <1lso. if laser operating 
currents are in the range 50-ft)() mA. its ability to operate on 
hctlf-width return-to-zero current pulses using simple mcan
power feedback control. Su<.:h drive con<litions should en
hance laser lifetime by a factor of 4 above the values normally 
quoted for CW operation of the device. 

Devices with <.:haractcristi<.:s similar to that shown in Fig. 14 
have been used without intermediate regenerators in the mode 
described above over the 13 km Martlesham to Ipswich 
opti<.:al-fibre link at 8 Mbit/s. and shown to be very suitable. 

Measurements have also been made to determine the 
suitability or this type of dcvi<.:e in high-bit-rate optirnl-fibrc 
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F1G. 14-Continuous wave characteristics of a laser with a 4·4 11111 
wide stripe and a 96 111n long cavity 

Note: Time scale is 5 ns per divi'iion 

F1a. 15-0ptical pulse response at a peak power of 3 mW 

communication systems. Lasers with a cavity length of 
I 00 µm and stripe width of 4 ·4 µm, having threshold currents 
of 35-50 mA at 20°C, have been studied in this respect. The 
light/current characteristics of such lasers are linear up to at 
least 3 mW with a differential power efficiency of up to 60%, 
whereas wider stripes often exhibit non-linearities at lower 
power levels and, as a result, have a lower differential power 
efficiency. 

The devices studied exhibit a lowest-order transverse mode 
(that is, a single-lobed intensity profile) in the plane of an 
active layer, 5-9 µm wide. The polar diagrams of the emitted 
light, measured in the planes parallel and perpendicular to 
the active layer, are both single-lobed with angular half
widths of approximately 20' and 40° respectively. 

Transient response studies have been made with lasers 
pulsed from a DC bias level approximately I 0 mA below 
threshold. The current pulses have a risetime of less than 
0 · 5 ns and an amplitude adjusted to give a peak power of 
3 mW. The light pulses were detected (Fig. 15) with a high
speed silicon avalanche photodiode and displayed on a 
sampling oscilloscope, the combined risetime being less than 
O· 3 ns. 

High-frequency (::::::0·5-1 GHz) damped oscillations (relax
ation oscillations), normally associated with driving a semi
conductor laser from below threshold, are seen to be absent. 
Such oscillations interfere with the laser output pulse height 
and position when the bit rate approaches the oscillation 
frequency. 
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(a) Conrinuouo;;-wave optical-spectrum at optical power output of 3 mW 
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(b) Time-resolved pulse spectrum nlcasurcd artcr I O'\ on a pul.;;c ha\•ing a peak 
op1ical povwer output of 3 mW 

F10. 16-0ptical spectra 

The absence of relaxation oscillations is a common feature 
of all the lasers studied having a stripe width of 4·411.m. In 
devices having wider stripes, the relaxation oscillations arc 
either absent or completely damped within I ns of the leading 
edge of the optical pulse. The high level of broadband 
intensity noise evident from Fig. 15 is observed under DC 
and pulse-modulation conditions on all lasers studied having 
a stripe width of 4·4 µm, the wider-stripe dcvi<.:es exhibiting 
significantly less noise. With the laser operating at an output 
power of 3 mW, the opti<.:al power signal-to-noise ratio in a 
bandwidth of 350 MHz, as determined from the RMS noise 
on the photocurrcnt of the monitoring photodiodc, was 
approximately 22 dB in the worst case. This should result in 
a negligible penalty in the receiver sensitivity of optical 
communication systems having bandwidths of up to 350 MHz. 

Typically, these lasers emit power into several longitudinal 
modes, the modes and their separation being determined by 
the cavity length. For lasers with a cavity about I 00 µm long, 
the longitudinal mode separation is about I nm. 

Time-resolved measurements of the optical spc<.:trum 
showed that the signal-to-noise ratio of an isolated longitudi
nal mode was very much smaller than the corresponding value 
for the total output of the laser, suggesting that the noise is 
the partition noise that occurs when a photon can be stimu
lated into one of a number of lasing modes. 

Optical spectra of the lasers have also been measured under 
steady current pulse conditions. The steady current spectrum 
of one laser (cavity length 96 µm) at an output power of 
3 mW and the time-resolved spectrum of the same laser 
measured I ns from the onset of an optical pulse having a 
peak power of 3 mW are shown in Figs. 16(a) and 16(/J) 
respectively. In the latter measurement, the laser was biased 
approximately 10 mA below threshold. The lack of any 
significant spectral broadening as a result of pulse modulation 
is consistent with the absence of relaxation oscillations in the 
optical transient response. Based on considerations of the 
material dispersion alone, lasers having the optical timc
resolved pulse spectrum shown would be suitable for use in 
140 Mbit/s optical fibre communications systems having a 
repeater separation of at least 15 km and also, if operated 
with a reduced pulse width, for 280 Mbit/s systems with 
repeater separation in excess of 10 km. 

In summary, the low threshold currents, linearity, and 
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absence of relaxation oscillations i n  the transient response of 
the short-cavity narrow-stripe GaAs/GaAIAs lasers described 
make them particularly interesting as sources for high-bit-rate 
optical communications systems. Devices having threshold 
currents below 50 rnA offer the possibility of modulation at 
140 Mbit/s with a zero bias current, leading to reductions in 
power consumption and to simplification of the feedback 
circuit necessary for laser level control. Jn addition, operation 
of the laser with a zero-bias current will result in an improve
ment of the laser reliability if the residual degradation mech
anisms are associated with. the flow of current through the 
device rather than the peak optical flux density at the facets 

RELIABILITY 

A major problem in the past has been the unreliability of 
sen1iconductor lasers and LEDs. The potential operational 
lives of these devices have gradually been increasing as some 
of the reasons for failure have been discovered and overcome. 
To date, the majority of work around the world has been on 
GaAIAs devices, but early work on the newer InGaAsP lasers 
is showing that there are son1e problems here also. 

The problems of improving laser lifetime have turned out 
to be markedly different from those normally encountered in 
semiconductor devices. Whereas, in the main, failures of semi
conductor components have been associated with the surface 
of the chip and its passivating oxide and may be aggravated 
by current flow, temperature, and moisture, failures of 
GaAIAs lasers have been associated with processes within the 
semiconductor chip. Dislocations threading through the 
a<:tive layer have been shown to increase their length in the 
presence of the high rate of carrier recombination, \Vhich 
leads to a localized reduction of the efficiency of light gener
ation and hence an increase in laser threshold current. The 
effect can occur in periods ranging from a few hours to several 
thousand hours. Strict quality control of the grown epitaxial 
wafer can now eliminate this and similar problems: GaAIAs 
devices have now been operated for several years without 
failing, although, in general, the threshold current docs 
increase. A realistic state-of-the-art figure at present is 
0·5-1 ·0�·� increase in threshold per thousand hours for 
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F1u. 17-Thermal resistance and threshold current increase 
(measured at 25''C) with 1i1nc for a laser operated at 90'-C 
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roo1n-te1nperalurc operation. Hence, failure is gradual, the 
end-of-life being determined by the n1argins of current supply 
to drive the laser allowed by the systen1 design engineer. For 

example, if a 50'./� increase in threshold can be catered for, 
which can be regarded as acceptable in practice, then a I /� 

per I OOO h increase in threshold is equivalent to 50 OOO h 
(6 years) of continuous operational use. 

Another early problem was that strain, introduced during 
device fabrication and bonding stages, could result in early 
failure. This is the reason why se1niconductor laser chips are 
almost universally bonded down with a very 'soft' indium 
solder, \Vhich nlelts at 156''C. 

Because of the long device life now possible at room 
ten1perature from GaAIAs lasers, effort in the BPO Research 
Departn1ent has concentrated on exploring 1ncans of acceler
ating operational failure. Temperature and also current have 
been exa1nined as overstress parameters (see Fig. 17). Tem
perature overstress has been limited to 90'"'C by the presence 
of indium but, even at this temperature, rnetallization prob
lems begin to dominate internal laser-chip degradation 
processes. The thermal resistance of the device is seen to 
increase by a factor of 2 or 3 over periods of several hundred 
hours of operation at 90''C, sometin1es saturating at a higher 
value. The observed increase i n  thermal resistance is related 
to the formation of In/Au intennctallic compounds during 
device operation; these con1pounds form granular strui..:tures, 
which may be responsible for the worsening thcrnial proper
ties. These changes are accelerated by current flow as well 
as by temperature, so that at 90"C the thennal resistance 
changes can be slower by a factor of 10 \Vhen no current is 
pas sed. The threshold current for lasing is sensitive to tcn1-

perature, changing by 1-2�-� per "C, and, hence, high device
thern1al-resistance causes serious problen1s in n1aintaining 
stable laser operation, particularly at high ambient tempera
tures (device operation at up to 50'"'C would be preferred for 
son1e BPO applications). 

In order to measure the internal degradation of the luser 

chip in the presence of a deteriorating !hernial resistance, 
pulsed, low-duty-factor n1easurements of devkc characteristics 
can be 1nadc. In addition, to reveal the effects of tc111perature 
overstress alone on degradation, devices have been tested in 
the LED 1node by operating the1n at currents just below the 
roon1-ternperature threshold at all stress te1nperatures. This 
precludes the identification of degradation mcchanisn1s 
associated \Vith high optical flux densities but, with the appli
cation of dielectric coatings to protect the output facets fro111 
attack, catastrophic disintegration (burn-off) of these facets 
due to the high power density incident on them is thought to 
be controllable. Pulsed degradation rates for CW operated 
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FIG. 18-Laser Jcgradation rates (in tenns of percentage change in 
plllsed threshold measured at 25"'C) as a function of tcn1perature 
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devices at 25, 55 and 90"C are shown in Fig. 18_ The scatter in 
results is higher at the higher temperature and analysis of the 
distribution indicates that a different degradation 1nechanis1n 
is do111inating at elevated temperatures. Clearly, this prohibits 
conventional Arrhenius extrapolations for this type of device 
and this is confirmed by photolun1incscence asscssn1ent of 
working devices. This technique allo\VS the uniforn1ity and 
efiicicn(..'.y of the a(..'.livc region to be spatially asscsst:J and 
sho,vs that devices operated at 90 C often degrade in a non
uniforn1 V.'ay, whereas no such non-unifonnities have been 
observed after roon1-ten1perature operation. 

Current overstress, to date, has not yielded any consistent 
results. Thus, it is evident that a viable accelerated test for 
predicting the operational lives of this type of laser is not yet 
available. Such a test rernains a prin1e ain1 of degradation 
studies, as continuing long-period testing under oncrational 
conditions is not acceptable as a n1cans of validating device 
performance. It is hoped that experience with GaAIAs 
devices \.viii !cad to a n1uch quicker understanding of the 
reliability problen1s of lnGaAsP dcvi<.:es as they begin to 
appear. 

Book Review 

World Con1m1111icatio11: Threat or Pnnnisc? C. Cherry, John 
Wiley & Sons Ltd. xiv + 229 pp. 48 ills. £11 ·00 (Hard
back); £4·75 (Paperback). 

This is a revised edition of a book first published in 1971. In 
his "Apology and Acknow·ledgcn1ent", Professor Cherry 
clain1s no 1nore than that it is a n1odest altempt to bridge the 
chasn1 between the tcd1nical experts on one bank, and 
hun1anists on the other. This has becoinc a popular activity 
with writers fascinated by the political and social in-1plications 
of telcco111n1unications, but Professor Cherry is not only one 
of the originators of the genre, he is still one of the n1ost 
thought provoking. 

Not surpri5ingly, Profes'>or Cherry does not atte1npt to 
offer a univcr<;al reply to the question posed in the title of his 
book. Concepts and actions which niight be regarded a<; good 
or progressive in Western eyes n1ay be quite nlicn to the 
cultures of the e111erging nations. Co1n1nunications do not 
really help the Western world to kno\.v these peoples better. 
Images of their lives and thoughts pass through tnany stages 
of selection and presentation before they reach our ne1,vs
papers and television screens. Admittedly, the telephone 
dilTcrs fundamentally from the mass broadcasting forn1s of 
communications, although both spring fron1 the sa111c basic 
technologies, in that a telephone conversation is not n1erely 
an exchange of 1nessages but in1plies son1e con1111itn1ent to a 
revelation of personal character and opinion. But even then, 
the international telephone service does not 1nake the world 
our village for, at best, we cannot expect to get to ''knov/' 
111ore than one or t\vo hundred people in this -w·ay. 
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CONCLUSION 

The semiconductor laser is still developing, and it is not dear 
yet what device configurations will eventually be chosen. 
However, satisfactory versions of the laser itself are now 
appearing, and there is a real need, in parallel with pushing 
ahead with further developn1ent, to put the laser chip itself 
into the 1nost practical environment for use with fibre systems. 
To this end, studies of the n1ethods of coupling the laser 
output n1ost cffeclivcly into the transmission fibre are now 
beginning in earnest. The feasibility of incorporating the laser 
• .. vithin a hybrid package to enable it to be driven more 
efl\;ctively at higher modulation rates is also being investigated. 
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However, Professor Cherry believes that global communi
cations can bring benefits, both by facilitating the establish-
1nenl of international institutions and by permitting the 
decentralization of son1e functions. There are now over 
2600 specialized international organizations gradually building 
a federalism, not of states but of areas of interest. They are 
defining and tackling large nun1bers of problems that go 
beyond national frontiers, and gradually building a trust in 
institutions, which is an essential part of the infrastructure of 
niodern civilization; they could not orcratc \.Vithout niodcrn 
con1111unications. 

These are but a few of the 1nany strands in Professor 
Cherry's argu111cnt. Along the way, the reader is presented 
with a \vide variety of fascinating infonnation. Did you know, 
for instance, that the habit of buying books and borrowing 
fro111 public libraries increased sharply after sound broad
casting started in the early 1920s and increased sharply again 
v.·hcn television took off in the early 1950s? Or that two-thirds 
of the population of the USA knev.· of President Kennedy's 
assassination within half an hour of its occurrence? Why is 
the USA so advanced in its use of the telephone but (com
paratively) laggardly in its use of Telex? 

This book 1,vill not help anyone to solve a technical problem 
or pass an exan1ination. It is, hov.·evcr, recornmcnded to all 
1,vho wish to reftecc on the social consequences of their 
activities, and particularly to those of us who feel tempted to 
utter a fe\v an1ateur sociological 1nusings as a preface to our 
lectures. ls the world our village? Does global con1n1unication 
pron1ote international accord? Professor Cherry brings a 
sharp pin to these bubbles. 

0. WRAY 
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Main Transmission Network: Planning of Digital 
Transmission Systems 
D. J. BECKLEY, C.ENG., M.I.E.E.t 

UDC 621.394.4: 681.327.8 

This arlic/e briefly rew·ews the types of trans111ission 111edia used in the British Post Office (BPO) n1ain 
trans1nissio11 network at the present time, and discusses the considerations and plans for the introduction 
of digital tra11s111ission systen1s into this network. The article describes the growth and extent of the 1nain 
network and the application of digital syste111s in the provision of· an integrated network of digital
switched exchanges and digital lli1e SJ'Sten1s. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the last 15-20 years, there has been enorn1ous v-.'orld
wide interest in the exploitation of digital technology for 
both S\'.'itching and transmission, and there is little doubt that 
this technology will be used in most public telephone 
net�1orks within the next decade, if it has not already been. 
In the British Post Office (BPO), initial interest found its 
most practical realization in the form of 24-channcl pulsc
code modulation (PCM) systems on syn1metrical pair audio 
cables in the junction net\vork1 , but right fron1 the early 
days, the BPO has envisaged an integrated network of digital 
switching and transmission. 

fnterest in such a network ¥-'as confirmed in 1967 by the 
setting-up of the UK Trunk Task Force (UKTTF}', whose 
commitn1cnt was to study the long-tern1 telecommunications 
requirements of the society of the future, the technologies 
likely to be available, and the cost of meeting those require
ments with the various technolo�ies identitied. One conclu
sion of the UKTTF \Vas th;t service, operational and 
econon1lc benefits would derive fro111 the use of digital forms 
of transmission in the UK main network irrespective of the 
type of switching systc111 adopted, provided that a satisfactory 
repertoire of transmission systen1s of different capacities 
was available. Another conclusion was that, once a digital 
transmission network had been established, considerable 
advantage could be gained fron1 the adoption of digital 
switching at group switching centres (GSCs). Following the 
UKTTF activities, the Advisory Group on Syste1n Defi
nition (AGSD) \vas set-up to define the operational require
ments for the network as a whole, with a view to the design of 
a family of digital switching units, which are no\.v c1nbraccd 
within the generic description of Systen1 X. It is against this 
background that digital transmission systems arc being 
introduced to the BPO main network. 

An important advantage of digital transn1ission is thJt i t  
can be used for �11! services; for example, telephony, tele
graphy, television and data transmission. HoY,;evcr, as \viii be 
indicated later, digital transmission is not compatible with 
analogue tra11smission systems at transn1ission rnultiplcx 
levels; this aspect is a significant operational disadvantage. 

This article briefly reviews the gro\vth and extent of the BPO 
niain trans1nission network and indicates the progress and 
co1nplexities of introducing digital trans1nission systems and 
thi.: likely u�e of Lhcsc systcnis for the various services. 

THE MAIN TRANSMISSION NETWORK 

The BPO n1ain transmission network3 con1prises the cable 
and radio systems used to provide circuits between GSCs and 
between GSCs and higher-order exchanges in the switching 
hieran:hy; also bet\veen international frontier stations (sub-

t Network Planning Departinent, Telecon1n1unications Head
quarters 
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marine cable and satellite terminal stations) and international 
switching centres (ISCs). The n1ajority of plant used for the 
main network comprises high-capacity systems on coaxial 
cables and micro-wave radio-relay links, the latter also being 
used for television links for the UK Broadcasting Authorities, 
Confravision services and very-high-speed data services. 

Over the years, there has been a steady increase in the 
circuit capacity of trans1nission systems in the n1ain network; 
this increase is in keeping with the traffic demand and the 
advances in technology. Initially, all of these systen1s employed 
frequency-division n1ultiplex (FDM) techniques, which were 
first developed for use on lightly-loaded balanced-pair cables 
to provide carrier channels (to a maximutn of 4)4, in addition 
to an audio-frequency bearer circuit. Although these early 
systems \vere used quite extensively, a truly national FDM 
network did not en1erge until the arrival of the 12-circuit 
carrier systen1s5, vvhich \Vere installed in the late 1930s and 
early 1940s, t1sing tv.,io 24-pair balanced-pair cables, one for 
each direction of transmission. This net\vork extended from 
Truro in the South \Vest to Inverness in the North, and 
formed the foundation for the high-frequency (HF) network 
as it is today. This network was later {1945-1955) enhanced 
to provide 24 cin.:uits per two pairs, and some 60-circuit 
systems were installed. But, by that tin1c, the advance of 
tei.:hnology and economic factors favoured coaxial cable 
systems, and no more advances were made with balanced-pair 
carrier systems. The 12-circuit and 24-circuit network has, 
ho\vevcr, given noble service, and it is only in recent tin1es 
that plans have been n1ade to withdraw the equipn1ent fron1 
use. As will be indicated later in this article, the cables will be 
used for digital transmission. 

Coaxial cable systen1s V..'ere first introduced6 into the net
work in the late 1930s and early 1940s, but it v..:as not until the 
1950s and 1960s that provision of these gained nlomentun1 
and thl:-y becan1c the don1inant n1ediu1n for 1nain net\vork 
circuit provision for relatively-short as well as Jong-distance 
circuits. 

Because of the cost of in-band (and more especially out
band) signalling systen1s, econon1ics had, until the late 1960s. 
favoured the use of audio circuits on balanced-pair cahles for 
short�distancc cin.:uits, and an extensive nctv..'ork of such 
cables has been installed. Jn many i.:ases, these audio cables 
have been designed to cater for junction as \vc!I as trunk 
traffic, and many arc already being used for pc·M �tpplications, 
or are planned for use in the future. 

The devclopn1ent of the 1nicro'A'·avc-radio clcn1cnt7 of the 
n1ain network O\\'CS its origin to the expansion of the broad
cast television and international services, �'ith which it is 
largdy concerned, and has grov..1n rapidly since the late 1940s. 

Llntil 1968, the planning of all cables for the 1nain network 
\Vas concentrated in Tt:leco111n1unic.:ations Headquarters but, 
at. that tin1e, the decision was 1naLk: to <lt:lc!,iate to Regions the 
responsibility for audio cables, irrespective of their use. 
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To Orkneys and 
�etlands 

Note: Circuit quantities indicated repre.scnt thousands of circuits 

FtG. !-Major trunk-traffic links 

Telecommunications Headquarters retained the responsibility 
for the planning of the HF network, which serves the main 
arteries of the network. Although HF plant is dominant, 
a significant proportion of main network circuits are routed 
on audio plant, see Table 1. The present circuit capacity 
of the main network is indicated in Fig. 1. 

REVIEW OF THE USE OF FDM SYSTEMS IN 
THE NETWORK 

HF systems are provided only when the number of circuits 
required is sufficiently large to justify them; where it is not, 
main network circuits are integrated with junction circuits 
and carried on junction plant, either audio or PCM. For the 
HF network, as elsewhere, it is the practice to select the most 
economic system for a particular route; the choice of system is 
dependent upon route distance, the annual increment of circuit 
growth, the suitability of available systems, the ability to ex
ploit existing plant, and the transmission requirements. The 
decision may also be influenced by other considerations; for 
example, the security of the network, which must be planned 
to provide diversity of routings to minimize the effects of 
system failures. During the last decade, a substantial network 
of spare capacity has been provided for use in the event of 
failures. The network is known as the service protection 
network (SPN) and this will be discussed later i n  this article. 
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TABLE 1 

Main Network Circuits (Including Private Circuits) 

Total Circuits --
Installed Planned 

Transmission Media - -
1978-79 1982-83 

HF FDM Systems 313 ()()() 413 500 

Higher-Order TDM Systems 200 13 600 

Audio Plant 14 600 14 500 

24-Circuit PCM on Audio Plant 41 200 49 300 

30-Circtiit PCM on Audio Plant 1800 15 500 

Not"s: Of the total circuits routed on HF plant and shown for 1978-79 and 
1982-83, 24 OOO and 30 OOO respectively arc routed wholly or partly on 
microwave radio 

Circuits required between UK international switching centres and UK 
frontier stations correspond to approximately 20 OOO and 36 OOO circuits 
respectively for 1978-79 and 1982-83. They are all planned to be routed 
on HF plant. and arc additional to the totals sho"n above 

TABLE 2 

Coaxial Cable Systems at Present Installed in the BPO 
Main Network 

Frequency 

I ·3 MHL 
2·6 MHz 
4·0 MHz 

12·0 MHz 
60·0 MHz 

120 Mbit/s 

Circuit Capacity Rema rks 
--------· -- ·-------- ----

300 
600 
960 

2700 
10 800 

1680 

Obsolescent 
Obsolescent 
Obsolescent 

In the past, the technological advances made in an environ
ment of continuing expansion (which has of course influenced 
the pace of technical advance), have led to a widening of the 
range of systems available to the planning engineer. As might 
be expected, the economic aspects vary quire considerably from 
route to route and, in the network, there is a wide and more or 
Jess continuous spectrum of application for systems. However, 
it is not possible or economic to keep a very wide range of 
facilities available because there will be insufficient demand 
to keep production lines in operation. Thus, the trend has 
been towards adding higher-capacity systems to the repertoire 
and removing the small-capacity systems from the lower end 
of the scale. 

Table 2 lists the coaxial cable systems that arc now installed 
in the main network, and indicates those that are now obsoles
cent. The la rgest systems (that is, 60 MHz systems8), are just 
entering the network at the beginning of the digital era. Two 
points are worthy of note. The first is that advances in tech
nology have progressively made it possible to re-exploit cable 
assets to greater advantage than was envisaged when they were 
first installed; secondly, the existence of these very consider
able assets places constraints on the design objectives for new 
systems. Table 3 gives a statistical picture or the main network 
as it has been planned for 1978 at the beginning of the digital 
transmission era, and al 1982, the latest date for which firm 
plans have been made. 

Before considering the requirements for digital systems, 
it will be useful to reflect on the way in which exploit
ation of the various FDM systems has progressed. Jn 
the early days of carrier telephony, it was not uncommon to 
de-multiplex to audio at an intermediate point on-route in 
order to obtain an economic 'fill' of the group capacity (that 
is, channel fill of groups). Early coaxial systems were perma
nently cabled down to the group level (60-108 kHz), which 
was the only flexibility point. ln the 1950s, new systems were 
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TABLE 3 

Main Network Statistics 

Plant/Circuits 

Hypcrgroups 

Working Supcrgroups 

Wor\...ing Groups 

12 MHz Line Systems 

Installed 
----

1978-79 

1395 
-----

9300 

r 30 200 

590 
--+----

4 MH1: Line Sys1en1s 

120/140 Mbit/s Systen1s 

8 Mbit/s Syslc1ns 

Tube Kilon1ctres of 2 6/9 5 n1n1 Coa:11;ial 

' 1260 

7 
·----

Cable 41 300 

Tub� Kilo111etres of I· 2/4 ·4 n11n Coaxial 

Planned 

1982-83 
----

1589 
----- -------

10 700 

37 500 

673 

1316 

I IOI 

144 

41 400 

160 OOO Cable • 154 300 
-----+---

Main Network Circuits (including private 
circuits) on HF FDM -313 OOO 

Muin Network Circuits (including private 
circuits) on TOM 

Main Network Circuits (inclL 
circuits) on Audio Plant 

1ding private 

- - - -

HF fDM 

200 

57 600 

679 48 kHz Wideband Circuits on 

240 kHz Wideband Circuits o 

Radio Channel I-lops* for 

---� . 

n HF FDM 

960-channel 
Telephony Sys1e1ns 

levision Radio Channel Hops* for Te 

Radio Channel Hops* for 1800-��annel i 
Telephony 

------------------
Radio Channel Hops* for M iscel!aneous I 

Services 
----

Radio Channel Kilon1ctrcs fo 
(960/1800 Channels) 

r Telephony 

Radio Channel Kilon1etres f or Television 

Radio Channel Kilometres for :vliscella
neous Services 

I 

137 

760 

412 

411 

90 

47 OOO 

16 200 

3500 

I 

-

i 

Average Length (kn1) of 12 MHz Line 
Sys terns 

--------
Aver a g: e Length (kn1) of 4 MHz Line 

Systen1s 

Average Length (kn1) of 120(140 Mbit/s 
Systen1s 

::_[ 
28 

Average Length (kn1) of 8 Mbit/s Systems 

•-Unidire\:tional 

413 500 

13 600 

79 JOO 

1042 

198 
·-- - -

760 

439 
-------

426 
- -

90 

47 OOO 

17 500 

3500 

65 

42 

37 

32 

provided wilh flexibility at the supcrgroup level (312-552 kHz). 
In the J960s, flexibility was also provided at the hypergroup 
level (312-4028 kHz). These facilities have led to the setting-up 
of longer links of increased modular size: first groups, then 
supergroups and now hypergroups. At the same time, HF 
systems have become more and more economically attractive 
for short-distance use, and this has led to the provision of 
shorter links of all n1odular sizes. Thus, as the network has 
developed, the spectrum of 1nodular sizes has increased and 
we now have hypergroup links as short as 10 km and as long 
as 600 km; 20 years ago, the range was 50--200 kn1. An im� 
portant consideration in the network has been the ability to 
achieve satisfactory fills of the modular sizes without install
ing excessive connecting equipment at group and supergroup 
levels, which is costly to provide, involves more effort in 
circuit provision and maintenance, and adds to transmission 
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impairments such as noise, group-delay and attenuation 
distortion. In fact, as the net\vork has developed, its perfor
mance has been improved, not only because technical advances 
have been achieved, but also because the size of the network 
h;.-is n1ade it possible to e>..ploit the facilities to greater advan
tage. Optin1ization has enabled cconon1ics, techni1.:al i1nprove-
111ent and operational advantages. 

The Service Protection Network 

During the last decade, a substantial element of spare capacity 
has been provided in the n1ain network for the protection of 
high-capacity FDM line transn1ission systen1s. Micro\1.-·avc 
radio-relay systems arc provided with protection channels, 
\Vhich can be used to restore line systems. ()vend!, the spare 
cable capacity an1ou11ts to abollt 10°� of the trafi1c-carrying 
capacity, and is pri111arily used for the protection of the 
inland net\1.-'ork. The capacity is largely in terms of dedicated 
4 MHz and 12 MHz coaxial cable systen1s though, in sonic 
cases, spare 4 Ml·lz bands in 12 MHz syste111s have been 
allocated. To enable radio protection channels to be used for 
line systen1 restoration purposes, it has been necessary to 
provide extensions fron1 tern1inal radio stations to city centre 
terminals. 

International services are catered for by the international 
protection network (IPN), vvhich con1prises a soinewhat 
larger proportion of spare capacity between international 
switching centres (ISCs) and international frontier stations 
(submarine cable and satellite terminals) to ensure that 
international services are not disrupted by inland failures. 

With the establishn1cnt of a digital network, which is not 
con1patible with the analogue nct\vork, it will be necessary to 
establish a separate protection net\vork, both for inland and 
overseas circuits. As yet planned, the proportion of capacity 
on digital plant is not significant, but the tin1c w·ill soon 
arrive \Vhen spare digital capacity must he provided to deal 
w·ith transmission failures, and outline plans have already 
been prepared. 

PLANNING OF THE MAIN TRANSMISSION 

NETWORK 

The planning of the BPO main transn1ission network is 
organized in annual cycles, comn1encing \Vith the publication 
of the annual schedule of circuit estimates (ASCE). Currently, 
the ASCE covers a period of 5 years, the first-year quantities 
being the circuits which will be set up in the year following 
publication, and for which plant will have been provided 
under earlier forecasts and plans. Processing of the data and 
determination of the annual programme of transmission 
works occupies 9 n1onths, following which, tenders are 
sought and contracts are placed for the plant and equipment 
required. 

It is the norn1al practice to plan new line syste1ns or radio 
transmission systen1s on the basis of the fifth year of the 
ASCE (that is, 4 years in advance of completion of the trans
mission systems), this allovvs one year for cin.:uit provision. 
Terminal equipn1ents are planned with one year less lead 
tin1e. 

In keeping with the plan to change-over progressively from 
analogue to digital forms of transmission for network growth 
in a period of 8-10 years starting in 1978, the first 30-channel 
digital line systems for the main network were planned in 
1974 and will be brought into use under the J978/79 annual 
programme of transmission works. Current plans extend to 
1982, and include 5 cycles of digital planning. As explained 
earlier, the network of FDM systems has reached a well
developed stage, and nearly all the main network switching 
centres are connected by higher-order transmission systems 
(that is, 4, 12 or 60 MHz systems). These systems are exploited 
to provide both short-distance and long-distance links, the 
modular sizes of which depend upon growth requirement. To 
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avoid excessive intermediate multiplexing equipment costs, 
the modular sizes are chosen to suit growth, though this 
inevitably means less flexibility. One of the features of this 
approach is t,hat, in the arteries of the network, there exist 
along the sa1ne roule (perhaps in the same cable or systen1) 
both short-distance and long-distance hypcrgroups and super
groups, the short-distance links usually being co-terminal with 
the 2 nodes which they connect. It is ahA.rays possible to 
jnterconnecl short-distance routes to serve distant centres, 
but it is possible to use spare capacity in the long-distance 
syste1ns for short-distance use only by introducing intermediate 
multiplexing on route; that is, converting to short-distance 
use. In general, there will be no relationship between the dates 
of saturation of the long- and short-distance elements, •Nhich 
will occur randomly. In the planning process, longer-distance 
systen1s are set-up whenever possible, satisfactory fills (that is, 
the use of capacity) being achieved by transferring groups 
from tandem-connected short-distance links. The capacity 
thus freed is available for growth on shorter-distance routes 
and, in effect, long-distance systems arc introduced without 
noticeable loss of flexibility. 

In all these processes, circuits are planned with the object 
of niccting n1inimum standards of diversity to guard against 
plant failures. Currently, traffic routes of niore than 12 circuits 
have a minimun1 diversity of 2, and are split such that no 
more than two-thirds of circuits are carried on a single trans
mission system, which may be a cable or radio link. Where 
only cables are available, the transn1ission systems used for 
the diverse circuit routings are, in most cases, in separate 
cables. 

DIGITAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

In 1973. following the publication of the report of the UKTTF, 
the BPO Managen1ent Board endorsed the recommendation 
that planning of the main network should move towards the 
use of digital transn1ission, and preliminary plans were made 
for the development of a suitable range of systems. 

A digital multiplex hierarchy is decided, in the first instance, 
by the design of the primary niultiplex group assembly. Initial 
work in the development of PCM systems was concentrated 
in the USA where, as elsewhere, the initial impetus can1c 
from the possibility of deriving significant economic advan
tages from the use of PCM on audio cables. This work was 
mirrored in the BPO, which was amongst the first tele
communications adn1inistrations in the world to develop a 
PCM system for operational use1• The BPO system, like the 
American system, provided 24 channels, though there were a 

number of important design differences between the 2 systems 
(particularly in the coding law and the frame structure) that 
would have prevented their use for international links. But, 
in the event, after considerable debate in the forum of the 
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Com· 
mittee (CCI TT), 2 designs were standardizcd9; a 30-channel 
design based on a new coding law (A law) and· a 24-channel 
design based on the Bell System coding law (J.l law). The 
original American design had to be niodified for international 
as V.'etl as long-distance use in the USA. North An1erican 
countries and Japan have adopted the 24-channel assembly, 
whereas all European and many other countries have adopted 
the 30-channcl assembly. It \.Vas against this background that 
decisions had to be made for the development of a range of 
digital transmission systems for the BPO network 10, to satisfy 
both main and junction network requirements. A comparison 
of the American and European FDM and TDM multiplex 
levels is given in Table 4. 

Ideally, from the planning standpoint, a complete range of 
digital transmission systems would have been available from 
the start, but this would have been too demanding of research 
and development resources; therefore, it was necessary to 
spread the development programme over a number of years. 
Three phases of development were envisaged. 

Phase I 

The immediate objectives were the development of a 30-
channel primary multiplex equipn1ent and associated line 
system for use on audio cables 11• 11, and a medium-capacity 
digital system for use on coaxial cable. These systems were 
intended to fulfil, respectively, the role of the 24-channel 
PCM systems on junction cables and the mediun1-capacity 
FDM system requirements provided on coaxial cables; thus 
enabling a start to be made in creating a digital network 
capability as quickly as possible. At that time, the C(�lTT had 
not decided on the hierarchical levels above the second level, 
and it became necessary for the BPO to decide upon the digit 
rate of a suitable coaxial cable system in advance of CClTT 
recommendations. ln the event, and after considering the 
available information on cable performance and taking into 
account the power-feeding lirnits in the BPO network, 
120 Mbit/s V.'as chosen as the digit rate for the coaxial cable 
systemJJ. Thus, the 30-channcl primary multiplex and the 
associated 2 Mbit/s digital line systems, together with the 
120 Mbit/s coaxial line system and the associated 2/8 and 
8/120 Mbit/s multiplex equipn1ent, formed the first of the 
3 phases of the development programme, details of which are 

TABLE 4 

Multiplexing Structure 

Digital 
Multi- (Time-Division Multiplexing) 

plexing --
Level 

North America Europe · ·- -
First 1 · 544 Mbit/s (24 channels) 2 · 048 Mbit/s (30 channels) 

Order Primary block ft law Primary block A law 
encoding encoding 

I Second 6·312 Mbit/s (96 channels) 8 · 448 Mbit/s (120 channels) 
Order ' 

Third 44-736 Mbil/s (672 channels) l 34-368 Mb1t/s (480 channels) 
Order or 

32-064 Mbit/s (480 channels) 
- - - - -
Fourth 274-176 Mbit/s (4032 channels) i 139-264 Mbit/s (1920 channels) 
Order 

Analogue 
(Frequency-Division· Multiplexing) 

- -
UK 

60-108 kHz (12 channels) 
Group 

------·- -
312-552 kHz (60 channels) 

Supergroup 

--

1 Other European 

h 
Countries 

60-108 kHz (12 channels) 

I 
Group 

I 312-552kHz(60�h�nnels) 
Supergroup 

' 
312--4028 kHz (900 channels) 1 812-2044 kHz (300 channels) 

Hypergroup Mastcrgroup 
(note) 

-
1

8516-12 388 kHz (900 channels) 
Super Mastergroup 

Note: In North America the multiplexing level is 60-2788 kHz or 564-3084 kHi; (600 channels) Mastergroup 
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Phase 

TABLE 5 

Development Programme 

Equipment/Systems 

2 Mbit/s DLS 

l 120 Mbit/s DLS 
Multiplex Equipment up 

J to 120 Mbit/s (2, 8 and 
120 Mbit/s) 

Ready for 
Service Date 

December 1978 
(In service) 

��-+��� �������-+-������-

2 

JI GHz Radio System 
140 Mbit/s DLS 
8 Mbit/s DLS (on Carrier 

Cable) 
8/34 Mbit/s and 34/68/ 

I 140 Mbit/s Multiplex 

I 
Equipments 

Supergroup codec 
--+- ---------

Hypergroup codec 
Optical·Fibre Systems: 

8 Mbit/s 3 
140 Mbit/s 
565 Mbit/s 

DLS: Digital line system 

April 1982 

April 1983 

1984 
1984 
1988 

given in Table 5. An irnportant feature of this programme 
was the need to utilize existing assets to the n1aximum; for 
example, for the 2 Mbit/s system, it was essential that i t  
should b e  able t o  operate over the same cables as those being 
used for the 24-channel systc1n, with the same regenerator 
spacings and with the regenerators housed in the same cases. 
Similarly, the 120 Mbit/s system had to be capable of using 
existing coaxial cables, with regenerators housed in the cases 
used for intermediate repeaters for 12 MHz line systerns15, 
and using the same power�feeding stations. 

Phase 2 

The second phase of development was seen as extending the 
range of systems to capitalize on existing assets within the 
scope of existing technology, and moving rapidly towards 
the CCITT assen1blies. Tt had been realized that the CClTT 
might, and in all probability would, recommend third and 
fourth multiplexing levels which did not harmonize with 
the 120 Mbit/s rate, and, in the event, the 34 Mbit/s and 
140 Mbit/s rates respectively were chosen. By that time, 
more research had been carried out into the potential of 
various line codes as well as coaxial cable characteristics, and 
it was realized that, with 2 km spacing of regenerators, a 
transfer rate of 140 Mbit/s could be achieved. This is an 
acceptable if not highly satisfactory n1odular size, though of 
course it represents a reduction from the capacity achieved 
per pair of coaxial tubes compared with the 12 MHz analogue 
system (1920 circuits as against 2700 circuits). 

Having settled the higher levels of the multiplex structure, 
it became possible to consider the design parameters for other 
systems, notably microwave radio-relay systems and highcr
capacity cable systems. The BPO decided that the 1 1  GHz 
radio band should be exploited to give six bothway 140 Mbit/s 
channels, which would be used in a 1 + 5 (1 protection and 
5 operational channels) arrangement, and that a 140 Mbit/s 
coaxial cable system would be needed to extend the radio 
channels into city centres. At the same time, it was envisaged 
that there would be a need for interface facilities to enable 
digital line capacity to carry analogue circuits without de
multiplexing to audio. As a result, supergroup and a hyper
group encoder/decoder (codec) equipment is now being 
developed, the latter under the third phase of the programme. 
A pair of supergroup codecs will allow a supergroup to be 
carried by an 8 Mbit/s digital path, but this represents a poor 
utilization of the digital capacity (60 circuits instead of 120 
circuits); however, it will be advantageous in situations where 
contiguity of the same type of plant cannot be achieved. The 
hypergroup codec is less inefficient (840 circuits instead of 
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900 circuits) and will provide 14 supergroups on a 68 Mbit/s 
stream. 

Finally, an important element of the second phase is the 
8 Mbit/s system, which is being designed for use on the 
network of balanced-pair cables which were used for the 
24-circuit carrier systems. The regenerators and power
feeding stations will have a maximum spacing of 3 · 5 km and 
40 km respectively. The 24-circuit carrier intermediate 
stations were spaced at a maximum of 25 km, and many of 
these will be re-used as power�feeding stations. liowever, the 
cables will now be used for much shorter links than was the 
case for the carrier systems and will be connected to a number 
of sn1all group switching centres (GSCs), allowing many 
carrier intcrn1ediat'.! stations to be vacated. Intermediate 
regenerators not located at power-feeding stations will be 
housed in cases located in manholes. 

Phase 3 
In 1973, when the development programme was being drawn
up, circuit demands were still buoyant and actual growth 
matched forecast gro\vth. At that tin1e, almost all cable 
system growth in the FDM network was met by using 12 MHz 
systems, and it was foreseen that, unless a high�capacity digital 
system was developed, there would be a massive den1and for 
new cables in the early 1980s. (This forecast considered the 
limited circuit-capacity capable of being provided by 11 GHz 
radio links and that a 140 Mbit/s digital system on coaxial 
cable would only have two�thirds of the circuit capacity of a 
12 MHz system.) 

It was not known whether cables that were already in
stalled had adequate performance characteristics to support 
higher digital rates. Also, there \Vere doubts related to the 
technology of the day and of power requiren1ents for the 
regenerators. Preliminary research and development work 
was set in train for a 565 Mbit/s coaxial cable system but, by 
the time the initial phases of this \vork had been completed, 
there had been a significant fall in demand arising from the 
business recession, and it was recognized that the massive 
demand for new cable would not now arise '1.S early as had 
been expected. fn addition, progress had been n1ade in the 
develop1nent of optical fibres16--24, and it was evident that 
optical-fibre transmission syste1ns would be available in 
advance of the situation where coaxial cables would be 
required in large nun1bcrs because of the limited capacity of 
140 Mbit/s systems. In consequence, research and develop
ment work for a high-capacity digital systen1 on coaxial cable 
has been reduced in priority and work is now continuing at a 
reduced pace. 

Another development that has been reduced in priority is 
that for 19 GHz radio links. These will provide 8 channels of 
140 Mbit/s using intermediate stations at 6---16 kn1 intervals, 
depending on the mean value of rain attenuation and the 
radio-frequency plan adopted. The aerials \Viii probahly be 
mounted on buildings or on masts about 30 m high (about 
the height of lamp standards used on highways). 

Work on the development on a n1illi1nctric long-distance 
waveguide systen125 - 21, using 120 Mbit/s channels, had 
reached an advanced stage with the co1npletion of a field trial 
installation between Martlesham and Wickham Market. 
Preliminary plans were made to install a wavcguide between 
Bristol and Reading but this was cancelled when the cost of 
the considerable redevelopment work to provide 140 Mbit/s 
channels instead of 120 Mbit/s had been reassessed. Other 
considerations that influenced the decision included the 
progress of optical-fibre transmission systems and the reduced 
forecast in respect of traffic de1nands. 

Esti111ates of the relative cost of the various systen1s that 
have been considered are given in Fig. 2. The associated 
economic studies which have formed the basis for the infor
mation given in Fig. 2 are, of necessity, speculative in nature 
and arc based on assun1ptions which 1nay, in the event, prove 
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12 MHz ON NEW COAXIAL CABLE 

11 
14() Mbit/s ON NEW 
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08 
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11 GHz 
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140 Mbit/s 
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0·4 

01 

--- -----
--- / 

/'� B Mliit/1 ON CARRIER CABLE 

CIRCUITS ADDED EACH YEAR 

Note: 8 Mbil/s gives 2400 circuits total capacity; that is, 120 drcuits per annum 
for 20 years 
11 GHz gives 5 x 1920 circuits total capacity; that is, up to 480 circuits 
per annum for 20 )'ears 

F10. 2-Estimates of the relative cost of transmission systems for a 
JOO km route 

I 
I ! 2048kbith 

SUPEAGROUP I 
312�552kHl I TRANSMUL TIPLEXER I 

I : 2048 kbitls 

I 

FIG. 3-- lnterconnexion of a trans111ultiptexer between FDM and 
TDM interfaces 

to be wrong. But decisions can be made only in the light of the 
best and most recent knowledge; if, for example, optical-fibre 
transmission systems turn out to be significantly more costly 
than present knowledge suggests, then a decisive change in 
direction will be necessary, more especially to step-up the pace 
on projects which have been slowed down. However, the 
trend of research and development work related to optical 
fibre systen1s is towards higher capacity and cheaper systcn1s, 
and it seen1s unlikely that such a change of course will be 
necessary. Indeed, it is quite possible that when production of 
optical-fibre systems is well established, it will be more eco
nomical to provide them than to re-equip existing coaxial 
cables. In this regard, the BPO is in a particularly fortunate 
position; most other adn1inistrations lay their long-distance 
cables directly in the ground whereas the BPO draws cables 
into ducts, which can easily be re-utilized. As matters stand, 
the use of optical fibres should enable greater exploitation of 
duct capacity. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that there has been an 
increasing interest in the forum of the CC!TT in the possi
bility of a device kno\vn as a transnul/tip/exer, which is 
intended to enable interconnexion of analogue and digital 
plant at higher multiplex levels. The use of a supergroup 
transmultiplcxer is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the 
interconnexion of two 2 Mbit/s digital paths and a super
group. The advantages of a transmultiplcxer are that it: 
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(a) avoids the need for costly FDM and time-division 
multiplex (TDM) primary multiplexing equipment or, alter
natively, of the advanced provision of line/radio capacity, 

(b) uses the assigned frequency spectrum and bit rates to 
maximum efficiency (that is, as if FDM and TDM primary 
multiplexing were used), 

(c) can incorporate signalling conversion, which may be 
advantageous where out-band signalling is en1ployed, 

(d) requires less space than would the equivalent multi
plexing equipment, and 

(e) could be installed at short notice for expediencies. 

The disadvantages are that it: 

(a) may be a costly device if produced in small Quantities 
(more than offsetting (a) above), and 

(b) does not provide an overall digital facility (that is, it 
is not transparent to digital data, and does not provide a 
message-transfer system capability using the 30-channel 
(2 Mbit/s) signalling time-slot facility). 

If developed, the transn1ultiplcxcr would be likely to find 
only transitory use in the BPO main network since, under the 
present planning policy, digital transmission will soon pene
trate the whole of the network and problems of contiguity 
will be of limited duration. As with the supergroup codec, 
a transmultiplexer would be an expedient device. 

PROGRESS IN INTRODUCING DIGITAL 
TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS INTO THE 
NETWORK 

The econon1ic introduction of digital transmission systems 
poses considerable problen1s, simply because the interface 
bet\veen the 2 media (FDM and TDM) carries a heavy 
penalty. The flexibility of the network cannot be exploited to 
anything like the same exLent and, in the early stages of 
dcvelopn1ent, digital systems can be exploited economically 
only for circuits between the nodes to \'.'hich the systems are 
connected. Also, there are problems related to the n1uch 
larger modular size (30 channels) of the primary multiplexing 
group, whil:h leads to difficullies of achieving satisfactory fills 
and diversity. Therefore, to create a digital overlay econon1i
cally, it 1nust be introduced where there is comparatively high 
grow'th and a requircn1ent for short links which can then be 
interconnected; these conditions exist in the dense parts of 
the network. The Midlands area of the UK provides the best 
springboard for digital network development, and the early 
systems arc being installed there. The stages of the develop
ment of the digital network at interv1:1ls up to 1982 and the 
expected further progress in 1983 are sho\vn in Figs. 4-6. A 
limiting factor in the early planning years has been the non
availability of a range of systems. In the first 3 years of plan
ning, 120 Mbit/s systems were the only available higher-order 
syste111s, and a total of 88 of these have now been planned to 
be in service by mid 1982. From the planning standpoint, it 
was disappointing not to have had the option of using 8 Mbit/s 
systems, which offer valuable flexibility, during the very early 
years. Notwithstanding the limitations, very satisfactory pro
gress is being made not only in the extent of the digital net
work, but also in the achieven1ent of good fills. The c1nbryonic 
dlgital facilities will soon expand to the remainder of the 
network and the 8-10 year objective is likely to be achieved 
except, perhaps, in the rernote parts of the net�1ork, \Vhere 
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FIG. 6- ")igital trans1nission network as planned for 1982-1983 

growth is s1,1\V anJ. where spare analogue capacity may last 
for a considerable time. Rapid progress will be made in the 
main inter-city routes by using the 11 GHz radio links, thus 
extending the network significantly in distance. In-filling 
with short-distance systems will follow. 

Provision of new analogue systems for growth of the 
inland network has been brought to a close, and it i s  the spare 
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capacity of existing systems that will be used for further 
analogue circuit growth until about 1988, by which time 
approximately 35-40;,-;; of inland circuits will be on digital 
plant. This digital clement will form a sound foundation for 
the introduction of digital switching systen1s during the 1980s. 

SIGNALLING IMPLICATIONS IN 

TRANSMISSION PLANNING 

In planning for growth of the analogue network, very little 
special attention to signalling aspects was necessary, since 
the n1ajority of circuits in the HF network employ in-band 
signalling, which can be planned independently of trans
n1ission. The few cases where requiren1ents dictated otherwise 
(for example, out-band signalling) were dealt with easily. 
This freed trans1nission planning from the obligation to take 
account of circuit details such as direction (incoming, out
going or both\vay), a factor which has significant implications 
in a digital environment since the 30-channel PCM n1ultiplex 
equipn1ent incorporatc.-:s signalling cards. 

In a wholly digital transmission network, the same freedoms 
would apply as for a wholly analogue network, hut in a n1ixed 
netvvork of digital and analogue systcn1s there is the added 
co1nplication that the signalling rcquire1nents can not be 
detern1ined until decisions have been n1ade on the type of 
plant to be used. 

Therefore, to ensure proper planning of signalling aspc1.:ts, 
it has been necessary to make extensive changes in the trans
mission co1nputcr planning systen1s. Whereas it \Vas pre
viously necessary to plan only enough transn1ission-systcn1 
and terminal-equipment capacity to meet the total circuit 
requiren1ents, it is now necessary to allocate circuits to that 
capacity and to dctern1ine the signalling requircn1ents 
accordingly. This has repercussions in utilization, since use of 
the transmission net\\'ork must nov.' n1ore nearly keep to the 
detailed plans. 

PLANNING FOR SERVICES OTHER THAN THE 

PUBLIC SWITCHED TELEPHONE NETWORK 

This article has, so far, described only the provision of plant 
for the inland public S\vitched telephone network (PSTN), 
which do1ninates the requiren1cnts for transmission capacity. 
Other requirements for plant are those for the provision of 

(a) capacity for inland extensions and international cir-
cuits, 

(h) video circuits, 

(c) sound programn1e circuits, 

(d) telegraph circuits, 

(e) speech-band and wideband private circuits, and 

(/) digital data circuits. 

International Circuits 

About 20�,� of network capacity is provided for international 
circuits. This capacity is used between international frontier 
stations and lSCs; all lSCs are located in London. The 
frontier stations are, for the most part. located on the East 
Anglian coast, or in the South East and South West England. 
All plant requirements are for analogue capacity, though 
provisional plans are being n1at.lc to 1nake digital capacity 
available between London and the satellite tern1inal at 
Madlcy for the European con11nunications satellite (ECS) 
project. Until 10 years ago, the inland capacity requiren1ents 
for international services were relatively small, and it was the 
practice to provide dedicated supergroups that were routed 
on hypergroups provided for the general nct\'.'ork. Hov.·evcr, 
in recent times, the require1nents have been large enough to 
justify dedicated hypcrgroups for the international services. 
Future requirements for analogue capacity are likely to be 
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provided over digital plant using hypergroup codecs at frontier 
stations and the ISC terminals. 

Video Circuits 

Video circuits are mainly provided for the Broadcasting 
Authorities and are, in all cases, routed on microwave radio
relay links for the Jong-distance elements. Cable sections are 
used only for short distance links and for links between radio 
terminals and renters' premises. -The radio capacity provided 
for video circuits is equivalent to about 6 �,'u of the transmission 
network. It is likely that, in future, many of the requirements 
will be provided on digital plant: in some cases, the renter 
will be provided with a digital link over \Vhich will be trans
mitted signals that arc generated in digital form at the studio; 
in others, analogue-to-digital converters may be used, located 
at a renters' pren1ises or at the BPO television netY..ork switch
ing centre. Enquiries have already been received from one 
renter for an extensive digital netv,rork, and it seems possible 
that, within a decade, 1nost video requirements will be on 
digital plant. Satisfactory colour picture quality can be 
achieved \vith a digital stream of68 Mbit/s, though techniques 
arc under study for reducing this digital rale. \Vhatcvcr the 
outco1ne, it is clear that video signals \Viii be transn1ittcd over 
digital trans1nission paths. 

Sound Programme Circuits 

The majority of sound programme circuits arc for the Broad
casting Authorities, and for many years the circuits have been 
provided on audio plant or phanton1 circuits of carrier cables. 
During the last decade, there has been an increase in the use 
of C<trrier program1ne cquip1nent to carry circuits on standard 
J 2�circuit carrier groups. The facility is provided by disabling 
a nun1bcr of telephone channels (depending upon the band
width required) and allocating the frequency spectrun1 to the 
programrne circuit. In the digital era, a some\vhal sin1ilar 
principle will be used, whereby a number of 64 kbit/s tin1e
slots nonnally used for telephone channels in a JO-channel 
TDM group will be allocated to the programn1c circuit. As 
yet, hov.1cver, international slandards have to be defined on 
the bit rates required and the coding law. Currently, there are 
plans to use some proprietary equipment that can provide 
6 progran1n1c channels, each of 15 kl-17 band1,vidth, using a 
2 Mbit/s digital block. Ho1,vever, until international standards 
are defined, it is unlikely that rapid progress 1,vill be made 
towards the ultiinate goal of carrying digital progran11ne 
circuits on the digital plant provided for telephony. 

Telegraph Circuits 

ror 1nany years, telegraph circuits have been routed on audio 
channels, initially using an1plitude�modulated multi-channel 
voice-frequency telegraph (MCVFT) and, more recently, 
frequency-shift voice-frequency telegraph (FSYFT) equip
ment. In the early 1970s, a feasibility study and field trial were 
conducted of high-capacity systen1s that provided 184 tele
graph channels over a 1 ·5 Mbit/s digital line system (DLS) 
normally provided for PCM telephony28. In 1974, following 
satisfactory conclusion of the trial, an initial order was 
placed for production equipment and, since that date, equip
ment providing a total of 17 OOO bothwaY channels has heen 
ordered; of these, 3200 are now in service, The 184 channel 
system can be used with 1·5 or 2 Mbit/s digital paths and 
has now been adopted as the main multiplexing system to be 
used for Telex customers' lines. To maintain service in the 
event of line failures, 2 independently-routed DLSs arc nor
mally provided, on a 1nain and stand-by basis. 

More recently, a speech-band TDM system has been 
purchased for international use and this provides 46 telegraph 
channels over a 2400 bit/s link provided by a data modem. 
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The economics of this system are ideal for Jong-distance high� 
capacity routes, where the cost of t he bearer is high in relation 
to the cost of the terminal equipment, as is the case by inter
national circuits, 

Private Circuits 

Speech-band private circuits providing speech and data 
facilities comprise about 15 �,-;; of main network transmission 
requirements and are currently routed over HF channels or 
audio plant, depending on plant availability and circuit 
length. Private llF circuits of 48 kHz or 240 k�Iz bandwidth 
(comn1only known as widehand circuits) arc also available 
for providing high-speed data facilities and/or 12 or 60 
speech-band channels respectively on equipn1ent located in 
customers· premises. 

In the junction network, speech-band private circuits can 
be routed over 24-channel PCM sys1ems and, in the im
mediate future, routings will also be made on the 30-channel 
systems being introduced, both in the junction and the 1nain 
networks. lt is possible that 2 Mbit/s links will be extended 
into customers' pren1iscs to provide private 30-channcl PCM 
groups. 

In the longer term. in the era of integrated digital trans
n1ission and switching, it is envisaged that private circuits will 
be carried on 2 Mbil/s links, brought together at the 64 kbit/s 
level by means of sen1i-pern1anent connexions set up through 
the digital switch block of digital main network switc:hing 
centres (DMNSCs) and possibly at digital local exchanges 
(DLEs), to provide end-to-end private circuits capable of 
exp!ui£ing the 64 kbit/s capacity for speech or high-speed Llata 
purposes. Such an arrangen1ent is expected not only to provide 
data facilities additional to those currently offered, but also 
to permit significant improvcn1cnts to he 1nadc in privatc
circuit procedural arrangernents and provision tin1escales. 

Digital Data Circuits 

Den1ands for the BPO experimental packet-s\.vitched data 
service (EPSS)19-33 hu.ve been satisfied by the use of 48 kbit/s 
modems operating over group paths of FDM systems. Future 
services will exploit digital transmission capacity, and plans 
have hecn niade to provide a transn1ission network of 2 M bit/s 
links in the main network for these services. 

THE FUTURE 

This article has indicated that the in1petus for the introduction 
of digital transn1ission systems was to achieve a reduction of 
circuit cost in an analogue switching environment, but that 
the most important cost advantages lie in a digitally s\1.:itched 
environment. It is likely that over the next 10-15 years a 
substantial proportion of main network switching units v.'ill 
be converted to digital sy,.·itching or have digital switching 
elements. It is unlikely that these units \\1i!I be served wholly 
by digital transmission plant from the outset, and analogue
to-digital interface equipment will be necessary for some of 
the circuits required to provide the range of traffic routes. 
Nevertheless, the aim must be to provide digital transmission 
to the maximun1 extent possible to serve these digital ex
changes. 

During the san1e period, there y..·ill be a rapid grov.'th of 
requiren1ents for digital transmission capacity for essentially 
digital services, more particularly high-speed digital data 
services, but there will also be a rising den1an<l for digital 
transmission capacity where superior technical quality can be 
obtained, notably for sound-progran1me and video circuits. 
The overall trend 1,vill be towards the recovery of analogue 
capacity and its replacement by digital plant. though whether 
analogue systen1s "''ill be replaced before they reach the end 
of their useful Jives remains to be seen. What is clear is that, 
in the long run, all of these services will be closely integrated, 
using the same transmission systems and perhaps the same 
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switching facilities, but full integration is likely to be a slow 
process. A key element in all this is the development of the 
digital transmission network. 

CONCLUSION 

As was foreseen, the decision to change fron1 analogue to 
digital transn1ission has posed problems in the planning of 
the BPO main network. Although interfacing equipn1ents can 
be used they arc expensive or pose olher problems, and the 
fact has to be faced that the two forms of transmission are 
basically incompatible. This presents a challenge to planning 
engineers, compounded by the difficulties in reaching judge
ment on the tin1c to allow for development, manufacture and 
installation of new equipn1ent and systems. Basically, a new 
nct\.vork has to be built with all that this implies by \vay of 
econon1ics, loss of flexibility, and evolutionary benefits, 
though the last t\vo are less 1narked in a digital network. 

One of the penalties of digital transmission is that it is more 
dcn1anding of spectru1n, and this has repercussions on the 
availahle capacity of n1edia in the nety.·ork today (that is, 
cable-both balanced-rair and coaxial-and radio). Optical
fibrc transn1ission systen1s, \viii, however, restore the balance, 
and the 1nain network of the future will be at least as cco
non1ical, flexible and rugged as the analogue network of 
today. It Y.'ill certainly he no niore difficult to plan, especially 
in an era of digital switi.:hing. It is in a mixed analogue/digital 
netv·.:ork that n1ost problen1s arise in planning for groY.'th, 
but at the half-way stage in the 8 -10 year change-over period, 
it is possible to say that these diffit:ulties can be overcome 
economically. 
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A Standard Control System for Thyristor Rectifiers 

J. P .  HENDERSON, e.sc.t 
UDC 621.314.6: 621.382.334 

Thyri5·tor co11trolled rectifiers are now included in rhe range oj· poH·cr plants al'ailable to the British 
Post Office. 50 V 111od11/ar power-plants use thyristor rcct�fiers in a ranRe of si:::es ji·v111 500-5000 A. This 
article describes the design aspects of the rectifier cquip111e11t and the operation of the co11tro/ .�yste111. 

INTROOUCTION 
The British Post Office (BPO) has recently introduced into 
service a range of thyristor rectifiers that provide outputs of 
500-5000 A at 50 V DC. 

These rectifiers all use the same basic power circuit, and a 
standard control-systen1 has been developed which can be 
used \Vithout 1nodification in any size of rectifier. This article 
des<.:rihcs the background to the developn1ent of this equip-
1nent and the working of the power and control circuits. 

THE POWER PLANT No. 233 
ln 1972, the BPO introduced into service a n1odular powcr
plant, the Power Plant No. 233; its design philosophy was 
described in detail in earlier articles in this Journa/1•1. A block 
diagram of the basic system is shown in Fig. I. Two types of 
rectifier are used: the Rectifier No. 126 is provided as a 
standby unit, and provides spare capacity in the event of 
failure of an associated Rectifier No. 127. 
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The Rectifier No. 127 contains tv.·o separate units; a main 
rectifier section, wl":ich provides an output of 51 ·5 V DC; 
and an auxiliary rectifier, which provides an output of 
5 · 3 V DC. The main rectifier supplies the equipment load 
and float-charges the battery by working in series �1ith the 
auxiliary rectifier. Together they 1naintC1in a total float voltage 
across the battery of 56·8 V. 

The range of Rectifiers No. 126 and 127 i11trodl1ced initially 
provided outputs bet\veen 50-300 A at 51·5 V DC. These 
rectifiers used conventional techniques of transductor control. 
In this method, saturable reactors (transductors) on the 
prirnary side of a 111ains transformer control the voltage 
applied to the transformer, and, hence, the rectifier output. 
Rectification is provided by silicon diodes connected in a 
3-phase bridge circuit on the secondary side of the trans
former. This approach is satisfactory for outputs up to 300 A, 
but above this value several factors n1ilil<ttc against the use of 
transductors. In particular, the size, \Veight and audible noise 
generated by large transductors can be troublesome. However, 
the major factor \vhich led to the adoption of thyristor control, 
rather than transductor control, was the need to use 12-pulsc 
rectification. Rectifiers draw their current from the n1ains 

supply in pulses: the 11u111ber of pulses of current dn.twn fron1 
the supply in one cycle is referred to as the pulse 1111111/Jcr of 
the ;-cctifier. Transductor rectifiers using 3-phasc bridge 
rectifiers are 6-pufse rectifiers. The current pulses drawn fron1 
the n1ains supply cause distortion of the 111ains voltage. 
Because of this, the Electricity Council places lin1its3 on the 
level of harmonic currents \vhich 1nay be drawn from the 
supply. These !in1its restrict the tolal amount of load which 
n1ay be connected in the form of 6-pulse rectifiers at a given 
site. To ovcrcorne this limitation, the larger rectifiers, in the 
range 500-5000 A, use l 2-pulse rectification. Tvvclvc-pulse 
rectifiers produce higher-order hannonics than 6-pulse 
rectifiers, and the specified limits of harmonic current at these 
higher frequencies allow· a greater total load to be connected. 

The complexity of 12-pu!se \Vorking n1akcs the use of 
transductor control uneconomical in comparison with the 
use of thyristors. An additional attrai..:tion of using thyristors 
is that they allow a far greater opportunity for standardization 
in both the power and control circuitry. Standardization in 
its turn can reduce development and production costs and 
simplify maintenance procedures. 

THE POWER CIRCUIT 
The basic po·wer circuit used in the n1ain rectifier section of a 
Rectifier No. 127 (output, 500-5000 A) is shown in Fig. 2. 
The main rectifier operates as a 12-pulse rectifier. For sim
plicity of description in this article,· the auxiliary rectifier 
circuitry is omitted rrom Fig. 2. Because of its 1nuch lower 
rating, the auxiliary rectifier can function as a 6-pulse rectifier, 
and can be regan:led as half the circuit for the l 2-pulsc design. 
It contains one t�ansformer and 6 thyristors. Both the n1ain 
and auxiliary rectifier use the san1e control systen1 as described 
later in this article. 
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FtG. 2-Thyristor·rectifier circuit arrangen1ent for outputs of 500-5000 A 

The operation of the main rectifier is as follows. The 
3·phasc mains supply feeds transformers Tl and T2. Each 
transforn1er has 6 secondary windings. Transformers TI and 
T2 are constructed in an identical fashion except that the taps 
in the primary windings of transformer TI are linked in the 
opposite sense to those of T2. This introduces a phase shift 
of 30'' between the 2 groups of secondary windings. When the 
secondary windings arc connected together, as shown in 
Fig. 2, twelve single-phase outputs are available, each dis
placed by 30". 

Star groups made up of 3 windings, each displaced by 120", 
are commoned via the thyristors CSR 1-12 into 4 first-stage 
chokes (chokes LtA-D). These chokes serve 3 functions: 

(a) Firstly, the chokes enable the voltage at the con11noning 
point of each group of 3 thyristors to be different. This 
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enables the periods of conduction of thyristors in each of the 
4 groups to overlap. The current supplied by the rectifier at 
any instant is therefore shared by 4 thyristors, with a conse
quent reduction in individual thyristor ratings. 

(b) The second function of the chokes is to promote good 
current sharing when thyristors h0;1ve to be used in parallel. 
For the larger rectifiers, it is not easy to obtain single thyristors 
with an adequate rating. Therefore, up to 4 thyristors have to 
be used in parallel for each of the 12 secondary phases. If 
these thyristors are connected directly in parallel they \Viii not 
share the current equally because of the wide spread of para-
1nctcrs of the devices. A separate choke \Vinding is therefore 
provided for each group of 3 thyristors, and the additional 
i1npedance of the winding determines the current each device 
carries. Fig. 2 illustrates the case where two thyristors are 
used in parallel; for exan1ple, thyristors CSRla and CSRlb 
each have a separate winding on choke LIA. 
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(c) The final function of the chokes is to act as smoothing 
chokes in the first stage of the inductive 'capacitive power 
filter. The capacitor banks CA and CB arc made up of parallel 
combinations of 10 OOO µF capacitors. Typically, the larger 
rectifiers require up to 400 OOO µF to reduce the noise level 
at the output of the rectifier to the required level of better 
than I· 5 mV (psophometrically weighted). 

A Control Unit o. 31A (described later in the article) 
monitors the rectifier output voltage and current, and pro
vides firing pulses to the pulse amplifiers. The pulse amplifiers 
supply the firing pulses at a suitable level to trigger the 
thyristors. The DC current transformer operates on trans
ductor principles and supplies the control unit with a voltage 
proportional to the current supplied by the rectifier. The 
output voltage is monitored directly. 

CONTROL-SYSTEM 
Design Considerations 

The realin1tion of a standard power-circuit for both the main 
and au,iliary rectifiers led to consideration being given to the 
possibility of developing a standard control-circuit "hich 
could be used in any rectifier in the range 500--5000 A. Ho\\
ever, in specifying a common control-circuit, there ''ere 
constraints not applicable to control systems designed for one 
specific size of rectifier. The control circuit had to perform 
in a stable manner in every size of rectifier and had to take 
account of the difTering gains of these rectifiers. (The gain of 
the power circuit may be considered as the change in output 
voltage for a given change in firing angle of the thyristor, and 
this changes with each size of rei;tificrs because the parameters 
of the various wound components in the power circuits 
change.) Nevertheless. the decision was made to use the same 
control circuit to control either the main or the auxiliary 
rectifiers in all si7cs of rectifier. The control circuit is, there
fore. capable of controlling two difTercnt rectifiers of widely 
dilTcring output charactcrbtics, as dt:�cribed later. 

In addition to these restrictions. there were other problems 
related to the way in which the rectifiers were to be used in 
the overall power system. The rectifier not only supplies 
current to the exchange equipment, which presents a \'arying 
load, but also noats the exchange battery at a constant 
voltage. The impedance of the battery is a complex quantity 
which can vary with the age of the battery, the state of charge. 
battery site and type of construction. At present, this im
pedance cannot be adequately defined for all battery conditions 
and therefore it is not possible to predict precisely at the 
design stage the performance of the rectifier for all system 
conditions. 

The action of the main and auxiliary rectifiers working in 
series results in considerable interaction between them and 
achieving stable operation under all operating conditions can 

present problems. If the public mains supply to a telephone 
exchange fails, the rectifiers will operate from an engine
driven alternator. This introduces not only the need for the 
rectifier to function with a supply of var}ing frequency but 
also introduces additional control loops. The rectifier control
system must maintain stable operation when working in 
series with the engine's mechanical speed-governing system 
and the alternator's voltage control system. It was therefore 
an important part of the development programme to prove 
that the control system functioned in a stable fashion under 
all possible operating conditions. 

Circuit Description 

The control system comprises two components: the Control 
Unit No. 31 A, which controls the rectifier output charac
teristics and provides low-level firing pulses; and the Pulse 
Amplifier No. I A, which converts these pulses to a level 
suitable for firing the thyristors. 
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CONTROL UNIT 31A 

The Control Unit o. 31 A is shown in Fig. 3. The unit 
comprises 2 printed-wiring boards mounted on a common 
chassis. The control unit may be plugged into any siLe of 

(u) Pubc i\rnplific" No. Ii\ 

(bl Control Unit No. 31 i\ 

F1G. 3-Pulsc Amplifiers and Control Unit 
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rectifier by means of two 40-way connectors and V·.:ill control 
either the main or the auxiliary rectifiers. The smaller of the 
2 printed-wiring boards, the voltage/current control board, 
carries mainly linear devices and determines the output 
characteristics of the rectifier. The larger printed-wiring 
board, the digital board, carries mainly digital integrated 
circuits and generates the firing pulses for the 12 thyristors. 
The firing pulses produced by the digital board are phase
shifted to control the rectifier output under the command of 
the control board. 

The Voltage/Current Control Board 

The voltage/current control board receives output voltage 
and current sense signals from the rectifier power circuit and 
prol:csses these signals to produce the necessary rectifier 
output characteristics. The output from the board is a DC 
voltage that varies over the range 0-5 V and this voltage 
determines the phase of the firing pulses produced by the 
digital board and, hence, the rectifier output voltage. The 
control board produces the rectifier characteristics iliustrated 
in Fig. 4. 

The mode of operation of the control circuit is determined 
when the control unit is plugged into either the main or 
auxiliary positions in the rectifier. Links on the 40-way 
sockets in the rectifier modify the arrangement of the circuitry 
to give the appropriate characteristics. Block diagrams of the 
circuit configurations are shown in Fig. 5. When the control 
circuit is in the auxiliary position, the rectifier provides a 
regulated 5 · 3 V DC output, with a constant-current charac
teristic above 100% full-load current down to full short
circuit conditions. During initial charging of the battery the 
output of the auxiliary rectifier has to be boosted to 15 · 5 V DC 
to provide an adequate charging current. Altering the position 
ofa float/boost link in the auxiliary rectifier provides a signal 
to the control circuit to increase the output voltage. 

In contrast, the main rectifier requires a constant-voltage 
characteristic from no load to 100% and a constant power 
overload above this down to an output voltage of 42 V. To 
ensure that when rectifiers are operating in parallel they share 
the load current in a stable nianner, there is a sn1all slope in 
the constant voltage characteristic between no load and full 
load. To achieve these characteristics, the control board 
monitors both output voltage and current. The voltage
feedback signal does not vary with rectifier size but the 
current feedback signal must be suitably scaled down so that 
the control board detects the same range of input signals and 
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therefore produces the saine output characteristics for all 
sizes of rectifiers. 

The current�feedback signal fron1 the power circuit is 
derived from a DC current transforn1er, which is mounted in 
the common-earth side of the main�transformer secondary 
windings, as shown in Fig. 2. The DC current transformer 
burden resistors for each different size of rectifier are arranged 
so that, no matter what the rating of rectifier, the output from 
the circuit is a DC voltage that varies linearly fron1 0 V at 
no load, to 5 Vat JOO�� load current. 

The two different configurations of operational amplifiers 
required to produce different rectifier characteristics are 
shov./n in Fig. 5. Operational an1plifiers Al,  A2, A3 and A6 
are used in both modes. Amplifier A4 is used in the main 
1node only, and arnplifier AS is used in the auxiliary mode 
only. 

An important function of the control board is to ensure 
that all sizes of rectifier are stable; in this respc\:t, the overall 
gain of the rectifier control system is an in1portant factor. 

The problem of differing gains of rectifiers (as 111cntioncd 
earlier) is overcome by providing a ·gain' resistor, niounted in 
each rectifier, which is connected into the control circuit via 
the 40-way connectors. The resistor is inserted hctwecn the 
output of the control board and the input to the digital board. 
In this position. the resistor provides compensation so that 
the overall gain around the loop containing the control 
board-gain resistor-digital board-rectifier power-circuit, 
remains constant. The constant loop-gain ensures that all 
rectifiers behave in a sin1ilar way. no matter \Vhat their size. 
In practice, it is sufficient to detern1ine a single value of 
resistor for each size of rectifier. Once this value has been 
chosen, additional udjustments to cater for the variation in 
parameters of individual rectifiers of the san1e size are not 
required. 
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The Digital Board 

The function of the digital board is to provide firing pulses 
to the 12 thyristors in the power circuit. The output voltage 
of the rectifier is controlled by varying the timing of these 
firing pulses with respect to the phase of the public mains 
supply or standby supply. The 0--5 V output voltage of the 
control board is used by the digital board to determine the 
timing of the firing pulses (0 V represents minimu1n output 
while 5 V represents maximum output). 

To fire the thyristors, the digital board must produce 
12 output-pulses, one for each thyristor. These firing pulses 
must each have a 30') phase shift between them to correspond 
to the 30° shift between the phases to \Vhich the thyristors are 
connected. When the rectifier output is changed, the timing 
of all firing pulse<; has to he advanced or retarded simul
taneously. 

A further requirement of the digital board is to ensure that 
firing pulses are applied to the thyristors only when they are 
forward biased. Damage can result if pulses are applied 
when the thyristors are reverse biased. The thyristors are 
forward biased for ISO·' of each cycle, but the rectifier design 
restricts the range over which firing pulses may be applied 
to 150::.. The relationship between the firing pulses and the 
voltages applied the thyristors is shown in Fig. 6. 

Several problems niust be considered when designing a 
circuit to provide the firing pulses: 

(a) Any departures from a precise 30" phase-shift between 
consecutive firing pulses will give rise to undesirable sub
hannonics in the rectifier output voltage. This \vould n1ake 
it difficult to achieve the low psophometric-noise-lcvels 
demanded of power supplies for telecon1munications equip
ment. 

(h) The timing of the firing pulses must remain locked in 
phase with the supply voltage to niaintain a constant output 
voltage. As an example of how accurate this locking process 
must be, consider the main rectifier output voltage which has 
to be controlled beLween 51 V and 52 V: once connected to 
a battery, a relatively srnall change in output voltage can 
easily cause a swing in output l:urrenl from no load to full 
load. A change of approximately 1 V in the output voltage of 
the rectifier corresponds to a phase-shift in firing angle of 
only 1-2". This change would be suffi�ient to swing the output 
from no load to full load. Thus, it is clear that the tin1i11g of 
firing pulses must be extren1ely precise if large swings in 
output current and voltage are to be avoided. 

This problem becomes niore severe V.'hen the rectifier is 
fed from a supply of varying frequency, such as an engine
driven alternator. In this case, the control system must 
maintain the timing of firing pulses despite rapid changes in 
frequency of the AC supply during load changes. 
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FIG. 6-Relationship between the voltage wavefonns applied to the 
thyristors and the thyristor firing pulses for a 12-putse rectifier 
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The majority of proprietary thyristor rectifiers utilize 
analogue circuitry for the production of firing pulses. How
ever, in this application, it was decided that the use of digital 
techniques was more appropriate to achieve the desired degree 
of accuracy in the timing of the firing pulses. Furthermore, 
the use of digital circuitry offers the opportunity for simpli
fication in the construction of the control unit at some future 
date when suitable large-scale integrated circuits become 
available to carry out various circuit functions. 

A block diagra1n of the circuit arrangement of the digital 
b_oard is given in Fig. 7. The circuitry can best be described 
in terms of 3 functional blocks3• 

The Supply-Frequency-!.ocked Reference Signaf Generator 

A reference signal indicating the phase of the At: supply is 
obtained via an isolating transformer. Unwanted noise on 
this signal is filtered out by two stages of filtering and the 
signal is then converted to a square wave by a zero-crossing 
detector. This signal is used as a reference for a phase-locked 
loop, \vhich produces an output at 12 times the supply fre
quency and which is locked in phase to the supply frequency. 
This 600 Hz signal is fed to the clock input of a 6 bit shift 
register; the 50 Jlz square wave is fed-to the serial input. The 
parallel output of the shift register is then six 50 Hz square 
waves, each phase-shifted frorn the next by 30°. A further 
6 signals arc produced by inverting these outputs. In this 
way, 12 reference signals are available \Vhich represent the 
phases of the voltages applied to each of the 12 thyristors. 
The accuracy \vith which the reference signals remain locked 
to the AC supply depends on the ability of the phase-locked 
loop to follow changes in the supply frequency. 

Two of the 12 reference signals are fed into logic gates to 
produce a signal at twice the supply frequency. This signal is 
used to reset an integrator circuit which has a constant voltage 
input, thereby producing a ran1p signal at twice the supply 
frequency and locked in phase with it. This ra1np signal is 
fc<l to the phase-controlled signal generator. 

Phase-Controlled Signal Generator 

The ramp signal from the control board is con1pared \Vith the 
DC control signal, resulting in a signal of rectangular v.·ave
form whose mark-to·space ratio depends on the level of the 
DC' control signal. This signal is gated by the appropriate refer
ence signals to produce a square wave at the supply frequency 
v.:hich is phase-shifted by the DC control signal. l'hc range over 
\Vhich this square wave can be phase shifted is limited to t 50'.l. 
The firing pulses are derived fron1 this square wave, and their 
range of movcn1ent is, therefore, li1nitcd to 150". 

The phase-shifted square wave serves as a reference to a 
second phase-locked loop. Again, the output of this circuit is 
at 12 tin1es the supply frequency and locked in phase with it. 
Therefore, the output consists of a 600 Hz square wave which 
can be phase-shifted by 150�. The parallel outputs of the 
divide-by-12 counter of the phase-locked loop are used to 
generate address signals for the thyristors. These address 
signals comprise 12 different combinations of binary signals 
on 4 lines and are used to identify each thyristor in turn. 

The Signal Processor 

The first operation of the signal processo1 is Lo co111pare, in a 
n1ultiplexor circuit, the thyristor address signal v.·ith the fixed 
reference signals frorn the supply�frequency-lackcd reference 
signal generator. This gives a logic one output if the address 
signal for a particular thyristor occurs \vithin the permitted 
firing zone defined by its associated rcfCre11ce signal. The 
circuit inhibits any firing pulses y,·hich occur outside of the 
permitted firing zone. 

The logic one signal is used to gate the phase-shifted 600 Hz 
signal and, provided that a logic one signal is present, this 
signal is passe<l to the den1ultiplcxor. 
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FIG. 7-The digital board 

The dcmultiplexor receives the phase·shifted 600 Hz signal 
and also the thyristor address signal. It processes these signals 
and distributes the 600 Hz phase-shifted signal over 12 sep· 
arate outputs, as dictated by the address signal, such that 
each individual output produces pulses at 50 Hz. 

These output pulses are all displaced from each other by 
30°, and all are phase-shifted with respect to the incoming 
supply by the DC control voltage. The 12 output pulses, 
together with their complements, the need for which is 
described later, are fed to 12 pulse amplifiers. 

THE PULSE AMPLIFIER No. 1A 

The output pulses from the Control Unit No. 31 A are pro
duced by transistor-transistor logic circuits and are therefore 
of limited power. Pulse amplifiers are required to provide the 
following functions. 

The firing pulse required by the thyristor is a current pulse 
of 80 µs duration with an amplitude of about 1 A. The larger 
rectifiers in the range use up to 4 thyristors in parallel for 
each of the 12 phases. Therefore, the amplifier must be capable 
of simultaneously driving 4 thyristor gate circuits. 

The firing pulses are applied between the gate and cathode 
of each thyristor. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the cathodes 
of the thyristors can be at different potentials because they 
are separated by choke windings. The pulses produced by the 
control unit are all produced with respect to the same common 
power-rail of the control unit. The output of the control unit 
cannot therefore be connected directly to the thyristors as 
this would short together all the thyristor cathodes. Therefore 
the pulse amplifier must provide isolation between the input 
and output pulses. 

It is important to avoid pick-up between adjacent firing 
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circuits otherwise thyristors may be fired at the wrong time. 
The firing circuits must also be immune to electrical noise 
generated by external events which could also cause thyristors 
to be fired. 

A block diagram of the basic elements of the pulse amplifier 
is given in Fig. 8. All the pulse amplifiers in the rectifier are 
fed from a common 24 V power rail and this supplies a simple 
100 kHz DC-DC converter. The transformer in the converter 
provides isolation between the input supplies and the output 
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pulses. The output of the converter charges a reservoir 
capacitor which is discharged through the thyristor gate 
circuit via a switching transistor in response to the input 
signal from the control unit. The reservoir capacitor stores 
sufficient energy to fire 4 thyristors simultaneously. The pulse 
amplifier has 4 pairs of outputs and a light-emitting diode 
(LED) is provided in series with each. The LEDs light up 
when the assoGiated output is being used. 

Pick-up between the gate circuits is minimized by mounting 
the pulse amplifiers as close as possible to the thyristors they 
are to fire. The leads carrying the high-power firing pulse can 
then be kept very short. The pulse-amplifier circuit is n1ounted 
in a metal can to provide electrical screening. There ren1ains 
the possibility of pick-up in the relatively long leads which 
carry the low-power firing pulse from the control unit to the 
pulse amplitier. 'l'his problem is overcome by coding lhe 
firing pulses from the control unit. The pulse an1plifier is 
supplied with t\vo firing pulses, one being the inverse of the 
other. Logic circuitry in the pulse amplifier checks for the 
presence of both signals before triggering the output pulse. 
This procedure provides good immunity to common mode 
interference with the input signals to the pulse amplifiers. 

CONCLUSION 

The first prototype thyristor rectifier was installed in late 
1975. Since that date, about 250 rectifiers have been installed, 
and there have been no instances of rectifier instability caused 

Book Review 

Technician Workshop Processes and Materials I. C. R. 
Shotbolt, c.ENG., F.1.PROD.E., M.I.MECH.E., M.I.Q.A., 
M.A.S.Q.c. Cassell and Co. Ltd. (Cassells TEC series). 
206 pp. 179 ills. £3·00. 

This book provides excellent coverage for the new Technician 
Education Council (TEC) level 1 Workshop Processes and 
Materials mechanical engineering standard unit TEC 
U75/001. Jn it, the author sets out to explain workshop 
principles rather than practice but, when necessary, supple
ments his explanation by examples of the industrial use of 
materials and processes. Both the metric and imperial systen1s 
of units are discussed in the chapters on measurements and 
screwcutting techniques and , in this respect, it is gratifying to 
note the author recognises the need for mechanics to be 
adaptable to both systems. Particularly useful are the safety 
note5 shown in bold print. These cover such topics as operator 
safety, care of machinery, machining operations and hints 
and suggestions to assist the mechanic. Although questions 
are helpful to the student at the end of each chapter, it would 
have been more useful if model answers had also been 
included-probably not directly after the questions but 
perhaps in a separate section at the end of the book. An 
index would also be of value. 

Most British Post Office Telecommunications students will 
follow the Materials and Workshop Practice standard unit 
TEC U75/002, which is oriented towards electrical cngi-
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by the wide range of combinations of batteries and AC 
supplies, either from the mains or engine-alternator sets. The 
viability of using large-scale integrated circuits to simplify 
the control system has been investigated but, at present, this 
cannot be justified on economic grounds. 
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ncering. The book also adequately covers the mechanical 
engineering content of this unit, but does not set out to cover 
in detail the electrical aspects of machine shop practice. 
Passing reference only is niade of electrical hazards in the 
machine shop and the causes and treatment of electric shock. 
The general objectives that are not covered but form part of 
the TEC U75/002 unit include aspects on saft:ty 1n atters with 
particular emphasis on good electrical engineering practice, 
the treatment of accidents caused by electric shock and 
the principles of establishing good electrical connexions by 
means of solder, crimp and wrapped joints. A single text 
book covering both units TEC U75/001 and 002 would 
satisfy the needs of a wider range of students and, it would 
seem, that with minor additions to the book, this could be 
achieved. 

As a frequently used reference book, there is a need to 
improve the paper cover binding as, in the reviewer's copy, 
this soon became detached. The illustrations are mostly line 
drawings and are adequately detailed, generally appearing 
where they should, on the same page as the reference. 

A well written book presented in a logical manner and 
recommended to students following the Workshop Processes 
and Materials unit. It would be of lesser value to those 
students taking the electrical engineering oriented. unit, 
Material and Workshop Practice, because details on electrical 
safety and electrical connexions are not sufficiently covered. 

D. c. WELLER 
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Operational Experience and Evaluation of the 
British Post Office Experimental Packet-Switched 
Service 

P. D. G. MARLOW-MANN, C.ENG., M.l.E.R.E., A.M.8.1.M.t 
UDC 621.394.4: 681.32: 681.3.08 

This article reports 011 the operntio11nl experience gained from the Experimental Packet-Switched Service, 
the problems encountered are discussed am/ the results of tests carried out are detailed. 

INTRODUCTION 
The British Post Office (BPO) officially started its 2-ycar 
experiment in packet switching in April 1977 with the formal 
opening of the Experimental Packet-Switched Service (EPSS). 
However, by phasing the introduction of hardware and soft
ware over the preceding 18 months, a temporary service was 
provided; this enabled customers to develop, and gain 
operating experience of, their systems. The nm up to the 
actual opening, and the subsequent 18 months of in-service 
operating experience, has provided the BPO with much useful 
information on the problems of implementing and operating 
a packet-switched network: it has also afforded the opportu
nity to evaluate network performance under controlled 
conditions. This article reviews the major findings from this 
period. 

t Network Plann ing Department, Telecommunications Head
quarters 
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PRESENT NETWORK 
The EPSS network has been fully described in previous 
articles 1 • 2, but for completeness, a broad outline of the 
present network, including changes recently made, is given 
below. 

The EPSS network comprises 3 packet-switching exchanges 
(PSEs), one each at London, Manchester and Glasgow. Each 
PSE consists of a number of fully-interconnected sub-units
packet-switching units tPSUs)-and a monitor and control 
point (MCP) for network control. Both PSUs and MCPs are 
based on standard commercial mini-computers (Ferranti 
Argus 700E), although the microprocessor-based packet line 
cards for customer interface were a special development. 
Three PSUs arc provided at London. fully duplicated for 
security, and working in the hot-standby mode; the 2 PSUs 
at Manchester. and the one Glasgow PSU. are unduplicated 
or single units. Originally, it was planned to equip the Glasgow 
PSE with 2 PS Us, but there was insufficient customer demand 
and one of the units was transferred to London for develop
ment, test and experimental purposes. The 3 PSE, 6 PSU 
network is partially interconnected by 48 khit/s trunks, and 
customer access to the PSEs is gained by use of conventional 
Date! services. Both packet and character terminal operation 
can be catered for. Packet terminals operate at digit rates of 
2·4 kbit/s, 4·8 kbit/s or 48 kbit/s, and can choose either a 
standard or a simplified protocol working\ the options are 
specified when the terminal is initially connected to the net
work. Character terminals gain access at digit rates of 50 bit/s, 
110 bit/s and 300 bit/s over directl:y-connected telegraph or 
telephone private circuits, or via the public switched telephone 
network (PSTN ). EPSS protocols were developed specifically 
for the experiment in advance of international standards. with 
which they are not compatible. Fig. I shows the topology of 
the EPSS network, and Fig. 2 a general view or the London 
PSE. 

FtG. 2-Gcncral view of London PSE 
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OPERATING EXPERIENCE PRIOR TO 
OPENING DAY 

To enable customers to connect their terminals to the network 
as soon as possible. it was decided in the Autumn of 1975 to 
introduce a provisional service on a phased basis, as modules 
of software were proved functionally viable. It was necessary 
to retain enough PSUs and associated hardware at the con
tractor's works to form a test configuration for factory 
acceptance testing and software development purposes. How
ever, by careful re-organization, sufficient equipment was 
made available and installed at the London, Manchester and 
Glasgow PSEs to form an embryonic network. Many custo
mers' terminal installations were not ready for connexion to 
the network and therefore competition for the limited number 
of access ports initially available was not immediately a 
problem; but customer scheduling was necessary later, and 
some customers were parented on remote PSUs by means of 
tariff T circuits provided on an expedient basis. 

The software modules comprising the advance EPSS soft
ware system, although basically correct, required further 
development work to enhance their resilience to incorrect or 
unexpected events, and to eradicate faults brought on by 
various combinations of circun1stances. Since customers were 
using the network to develop their terminal software, they 
were producing just the fault conditions to which the PSE 
software was most vulnerable, and PSU failures in the early 
days were frequent. For the first software system brought 
into service, the average PSU failure rate was one fault every 
90min. 

An unfortunate consequence of giving advance service to 
customers under these conditions was that the relatively poor 
performance gave rise to criticism, but as factory development 
continued, the software systems improved, and service to 
customers became progressively more acceptable. By the time 
the penultin1ate software system was released, improvements 
were such that it was decided in April 1977 to declare the 
formal start to the EPSS. During this early phase, assured 
service rose from 4 h/d at the beginning to 8 h/d, 5 days a 
week; during these times, all major failures would be attended 
to. The network was, however, available for use during other 
times on an unassured basis; that is, any major failure would 
not necessarily be dealt with in1mediately. 

PROBLEMS DURING PROVISIONAL SERVICE 

One of the first problems encountered in trying to provide 
advance service concerned network control. For the designed 
system, the operator interface for inserting or changing either 
customer or network paran1ctcrs is via the MCP. Since MCP 
hardware and software were not available until the later 
phases of implementation, all communication with the net
work had to be achieved on a direct interface with the indi
vidual PSUs, using a special test and support progran1 that 
accepted suitably coded parameters. Although the lack of 
plain English translation made interpretation difficult, and 
the facilities offered were not as comprehensive, it was, 
however, found that, after familiarity had been gained, the 
method had the advantage of being faster in its application 
than the MCP system that replaced it. 

Sin1ilarly, because training, documentation, and network 
adn1inistration were all structured for final system operation, 
the development of separate interim procedures required 
much co-operation and adaptability from local staff. Since 
software and network configuration changes occurred fre
quently, and had to be implemented concurrently at 3 different 
locations, it was essential to ensure strict adherence to forn1al 
procedures. Ad hoe operational and maintenance procedures 
had to be designed, documented and implemented very 
quickly, and it soon became necessary to co-ordinate these 
aspects from one central point. To illustrate the complexity 
of this function, at one time, a restart of a failed PSU entailed 
selecting the correct information from 12 different operating 
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configurations and 2 different software systems. Unless 
operating and maintenance procedures are adequately defined, 
and site organization formalized, restoration of service in the 
confusion that could follow a system failure would be any
thing but smooth. 

Frequent intermittent failures of the packet line cards 
(PLCs) tenninating customer's lines on the PSU were ex
perienced during these early stages, and this was eventually 
found to be the result of f retting corrosion4• Fretting corrosion 
is the build up of contact resistance, caused by the slight 
motion between materials due to small temperature fluctu
ations. This was found to be present in the connexions of the 
programmable read-only n1emories (PROMs) holding the 
microprograms for the microprocessors to the PLCs. These 
PROMs operate at a high temperature and, during the 
development phase, used a plug-and-socket arrangement to 
facilitate replacement. This combination led to the failure of 
the PLC after periods of typically 2-3 d operation. Although 
various techniques of lubrication \\-'ere tested by the con
tractor, with limited success, a full cure was obtained only by 
replacing all sockets with a later type using gold inlaid 
contacts. 

Power at all sites was taken from the essential services 
supplies, which incorporate a diesel generator to guard against 
the effect of mains failure. Unfortunately, the essential 
services supply change-over arrangements at each site have 
to be routined at intervals, resulting in a break in supplies of 
between 200 ms and 20 s, depending on local power distri
bution arrangements; this causes a failure of the complete 
PSE, both on initial changc�over and again on restoration of 
the normal supply. ln cases where a true no-break AC 
essential services supply does not exist, and OC-AC inverters 
are not provided, it would be better to power the equipment 
from the mains, with fall-back to the essential services supply 
only when there is a real mains failure. This would avoid 
failures of the PSE when routines are carried out. However, an 
analysis of the mains supply failure record should be made 
during the planning stage, since experience has shown that 
some supplies can be subject to a high fault rate. Provision 
of inverters at the London PSE, powered fro1n the - 50 V 
ex.change battery, overcame the problem at that site, and 
arrangements to have power routines performed outside 
assured hours of service have reduced the problem at the 
other sites. 

Another major operational difficulty of this period centred 
around the magnetic drums used for storing systen1 infor
mation, and the "tatistical and billing records. The EPSS was 
designed for each PSlJ to have access to 2 drums. working in 
a n1aster/slave (hot-standby) mode. Due to the skeletal state 
of the network, only one drum per PSE was available initially 
and the resulting vulnerability soon became apparent
follo\ving a drum failure, records were queued within the 
PSU occupying the spare working area, eventually causing 
the complete failure of the PSE. Temporary solutions to this 
problem involved software modifications to by-pass the drums 
at the expense of losing records, but despite this, obscure 
problems persisted until the final network configuration was 
achieved. 

This experience indicated that maintaining a n1aster/slave 
configuration was essential to the security of the Glasgow 
PSE when it v.1as reduced to a single PSU. Because information 
is passed between major software niodulcs at packet level, it 
was possible to adapt the network configuration to allow 
either the 2 Manchester drums to work in a master/slave niode 
and be accessed also by the Glasgo\.v PSU, or for one of the 
Manchester drums to be paired with the single drum at 
Glasgo\v. Drum information is transmitted in normal packet 
format over the 48 kbit/s inter-PSE trunks, alongside other 
netv.1ork traffic: although the latter option places more 
reliance on the trunk routes between Manchester and Glasgow 
(since all master records have to be continually copied onto 
the slave drum), it has proved useful in avoiding the effect of 
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Manchester power breaks, which would otherwise have 
caused the Glasgow PSE to fail through lack of access to a 
drum. 

OPERATING EXPERIENCE SINCE THE OPENING 
OF SERVICE 

After the acceptance of the final software system, the remain
ing equipment was relea.sed from the factory and introduced 
into service. This allo\\·ed the network to be configured into 
its designed state which, together with operation of the 
accepted software, in1provcd the service to customers and 
allowed network measurements to take place on a valid basis. 

Four phases in the development of the EPSS can thus be 
traced as follows: 

(a) provisional service before the opening of the EPSS 
(from November 1975); 

(b) service using penultimate system software and reduced 
network equipment (25 April 1977); 

(c) service using final system software (from 21 November 
1977); 

(d) introduction of full network facilities including dual 
system operation at London (from 27 February 1978). 

NETWORK PERFORMANCE 

Fig. 3 shows the average weekly total network availability 
(TNA) during assured hours, and the corresponding average 
weekly PSU failure rate from opening of service in April 1977. 
It became apparent during the early days of the experiment 
that PSU failure rate was not a good measure of network 
performance, since one long-duration hardware fault could 
have a greater effect on service than a large number of quickly 
reloadable software failures. Nevertheless, a loose correlation 
between failure rate, reflecting fault probability, and TNA, 
representing fault effect, is readily apparent from Fig. 3. 

A disadvantage of using TNA to express network perform
ance is that it does not provide a meaningful representation 
of service as seen by a particular group of customers. This is 
because the failure of, say, the Glasgow PSU does not affect 
customers on other PSUs unless they were working to a 
Glasgow customer; any transit calls in progress via the 
Glasgow PSU are automatically re-routed. Consequently, 
availability targets are expressed and measured on an indi
vidual PSU basis and, using an interpretation of the specified 
design parameters, availability targets for a full 168 h week 
have been set at 99 · 93 % and 99 · 80 % for duplicated and 
single PSUs, respectively. This means that, to meet target 
limits, the down time must be less than 7 min for a duplicated 
PSU, or 20 min for a single PSU, during a 24 h day, 7 d week. 
During the 40 weeks of service since implementation of the 
final network configuration, this target has been met for 72 % 
of the time by duplicated PSUs, and for 80% of the time by 
single PSUs. 
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The effect of the greater reliability of duplicated PSUs on 
network security is clearly seen on the TNA graph from 
February 1978 onwards, when duplicated PSUs were intro
duced. 

Fig. 4 categorizes the faults affecting exchange switching 
equipment. This shows a distinct improvement in software 
performance after the introduction of the final system soft
ware and, again, after the introduction of duplicated pro
cessor operation at London. The increase in attributable 
faults from November 1977 is due to the increased imple
mentation activity while hardware, software and network 
configuration changes were taking place. It has been found 
that a sin1ilar unsettled phase followed every new software 
implementation or network change during the experiment 
irrespective of h6w much pre-introduction testing was carried 
out, or how many precautions were taken. Similarly, the 
increase in hardware faults during this period was due to the 
teething problems arising from the introduction of new switch
ing units into service, and use for the first time of hardware 
facilities required for duplicated processor operation. The 
number of true faults was certainly less than the totals 
indicated in Fig. 4, because the graph shows reported, not 
proved, faults; it also includes repetitive failures due to the 
same cause, and faults that would not affect service 
availability. 

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the network usage during the period 
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of formal service. With a few exceptions. due to special tests 
being carried out at other exchanges, most of the traffic 
originates from customers parented on the London PSE. 
Peaks in traffic levels are predominantly the result of RPO 
tests and experiments, with the exception of the period around 
June 1978, which was due to increased custon1er activity in 
preparation for a customer/BPO organized demonstration of 
the uses of packet switching. 

Fig. 7 illustrates the distribution of calls and packets 
generated by packet, character and network terminals. Net
work terminals comprise all the internal network virtual 
terminals; for example, the MCP, the drum, and the statistics 
collector. It should be noted that approximately 60 %ofcalls/d 
are the routine polling calls made by 2 packet terminals to 
verify the correct functioning of their line and the availability 
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of the PSE. These calls could be considered non-valid traffic 
because it is unlikely that they would be generated on a true 
revenue-earning netwqrk. AJso of note is the high proportion 
of packets generated by network terminals, and the corres
pondingly low nun1bcr of calls, since these are normally left 
permanently established. 

Traffic levels and general usage of the network has been 
disappointingly low, due possibly to the experimental nature 
of participants' interests. However, with the stable network, a 
general increase i n  traffic levels is detectable as more appli
cations arc run on a routine basis. Examples of present usage 
are: time-sharing services run by the universities, their many 
users utilizing the EPSS to access host computers; and daily 
file transfers carried out by the National Girobank. 

EPSS PROTOCOLS 

Although a detailed evaluation of EPSS protocols is beyond 
the scope of this article, the main criticisms made of the BPO 
protocol specifications, \.vhich affected character and packet 
terminal operation, are outlined below. 

By far the greatest difficulty experienced with character 
terminals accessing the EPSS over the PSTN arose because 
only one atten1pt at the EPSS address selection phase was 
possible. Failure for whatever reason (called-customer busy, 
incorrect selection etc.) resulted in release of both the EPSS 
and PSTN connexions and required the calling customer to 
re-dial through the PSTN and repeat a lengthy validation and 
log-on sequence. Software changes have now been made so 
that, normally, only the EPSS portion of the call is cleared. 

Other areas for suggested improvements included: more 
specific service signals; faster echo response; use of an escape 
character to clear the call, which would avoid the need to 
provide a separate BREAK key; and selectable padding on 
carriage return flyback to avoid overprinting on certain types 
of terminals. 

Difficulties concerning the specific shortcomings of EPSS 
protocols affecting character terminals were found, of which 
the following serves as an example. Once a call originating 
packet (COP) has been sent, no further packet is delivered on 
that call until the called terminal has returned the first re
sponse packet (FRP). Since this condition also applies to a 
clear packet, if there is no one available at the receiving 
character terminal to return the FRP (as in the case of an 
unattended Telex terminal), it would be held in the busy 
condition, even after the calling terminal has released his 
portion of the call and would remain in that state until 
human intervention restored it to the free condition. 

Comment by packet terminal users on operational diffi
culties tended to be less than those from users of character 
terminals, since any inconsistencies experienced would be 
programmed into the packet terminal implen1entation, and 
the annoyance factor therefore becomes less apparent. How
ever, the use of packet hold applied during the periods when 
terminals or the PSR were unable to handle further traffic 
gave rise to considerable discussion. It was felt that 
packet hold (the time during which the PSE stored packets) 
should be greater than the present 2 s maximum, and also 
allow for the traffic differentials of the various line speeds. It 
was also considered that packet hold should be selectively 
applied by the PSE to those tern1inals causing the congestion, 
rather than global application of the condition to all 
customers. 

The experience gained in the design and operation of EPSS 
protocols has, nevertheless, enabled the BPO to make valuable 
contributions to the study and design of international stan
dards for packet protocols, and to identify the facilities likely 
to be of n1ost importance to customers on new systems. 

SYSTEM OPERATING EXPERIENCE 

Many lessons have been learnt from the in1plc1nentation and 
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operation of the EPSS. The following examples are selected 
for their importance and, with the current spate of computer 
network implementation, their applicability at this time. 

Syste1n Security 
Especially during the early phases of the EPSS, system security 
would have been enhanced if automatic system restart had 
been incorporated in the original system specification. This, 
coupled with an automatic log of system failure parameters, 
would have eased problems of providing 24 h service, without 
resorting to continuous cover by trained staff. Remote reload 
from a continuously manned site is an alternative solution to 
the problem. 

MCP Man-Machine lnterfl1ce 
Operational experience has indicated that the ergonomics of 
the MCP man-n1achine interface could be improved. Inter
action is presently carried out via a visual display unit (VDU), 
using a network control language of formatted commands in 
plain English. Although commands can be abbreviated, input 
is still cumbersome and could be further simplified, preferably 
by having an additional alternative format for the input of 
commands. 

The advantage of this becon1es apparent when the following 
example is considered. The provision of a new terminal with 
the present method requires I 7 separate comn1ands in the 
form: CHange: TER111i11al: 1·12345: RATe: TO: I: FRon1: 0, 
where the upper case characters represent the abbreviated 
command and all after TI 2345 is different for each of the 
17 commands. The whole operation takes 10-15 min, which 
con1pares unfavourably with the J-2 min required before the 
introduction of the MCP, when each con1mand \Vas repre� 
sented by a group of suitably coded characters. Consequently, 
the provision of an alternative facility to input parameters in 
a continuous string in fixed format, with mnemonic codes 
either on1itted or in a highly abbreviated state, would result 
in a considerable saving in time, without loss of security. 

Although an alternative input would have its advantages, 
output in plain English should still be retained. However, 
experience has shown that the use of mimic diagrams to 
replace tabulated data would provide a clearer representation 
of outputted information. 

Two other facilities that, in retrospect, could usefully have 
been included in MCP implementation are: 

(a) the ability to transmit and receive messages in packet 
form from one MCP to other MCPs and to customers, and 

(b) the ability to use the MCP to examine and, via suitable 
interlocks, change the contents of a PSU core store; this 
would enable software support to be carried out from remote 
locations, with the consequential saving in time and improved 
service cover. 

Network Control 
Network control was found to be a very important aspect of 
the EPSS implementation and operation, and a hierarchical 
chain of con1mand was established. At the lowest level, 
individual PS Es were responsible for the day-to-day operation 
of their own exchange. The next level allowed for one PSE 
to be nominated as system control on a rota basis. This 
function was to provide a single interface between Telecom
munications Headquarters (THQ) and the PSEs, and to give 
the maximum autonomy for local arrangements. In practice, 
with the sn1all network for the EPSS, th:s function is not 
formally used, since it has been found practical to work 
directly to all sites. The final level in the chain consisted of 
the THQ groups controlling the experiment; here it was found 
necessary to establish one central function that could co
ordinate the interests of all groups and provide the interface 
to the PSE. A computer-based system for holding and 
distributing network control information was considered, but 
this proved unnecessary for the scale of the experiment and a 
conventional paper-based system was implemented. However, 
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for a larger network, a computer-oriented system should 
be considered to cope with complexity of holding the necessary 
database of system parameters. 

Acco1111nodation 
Although the EPSS was designed to operate in a standard 
telecommunications environment, it was found necessary to 
adopt a computer operations approach to site organization, 
and PSEs had to be supplied with the appropriate data
handling equipment. System security, in particular, received 
special attention, with master system tapes held in secure 
locations, and \\.'ith operating tapes and information fully 
catalogued. 

NETWORK EXPERIMENTS 

Once the network had been configured into its final designed 
state, and operating perforn1ance had stabilized, a programme 
of experiments was carried out. l'hesc experiments used the 
test and experimental PSU, configured and connected via 
nonnal customer access ports to the London PSE, to appear 
as a traffic source of 10 customers (sec Fig. 8). This traffic 
source used call-generation software originally developed for 
factory acceptance testing, which allowed a distribution of 
calls with known and controlled characteristics to be estab
lished through the network. One of the facilities of the pro
gramme enabled very accurate packet counts and tin1e nieas
uremcnts to be made to an accuracy of ::'.: I ms. 

For these experiments. a distribution of calls was established, 
representing the 1naximun1 designed steady-state load that 
could be carried by a PSU for an indefinite period. This load 
was defined as unity and, by altering a master timer in the 
traffic-generating PSU, the frequency of call and packet 
generation could be varied. This allowed the PSU to be 
subjected to different traffic levels, referred to as multiples of 
steady-state traffic loading or, for convenience, load factor. 

Fig. 9(a) illustrates the effect that various traffic levels 
have on packet throughput for short (16-byte) packets, and 
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Fig. 9(b) shows the corresponding effect on the tirne taken to 
switch the packet across the PSU {cross-office delay). Graphs 
for both throughput and cross-office delay exhibit the typical 
curves produced by a processor-controlled switch. It can 
clearly be seen that a linear relationship exists between 
throughput and PSU loading, until processor utilization 
approaches 100% and queues start to build up. The effect of 
queue fonnation is rnore apparent on <.:ross-office delay, and 
a steep exponential curve is produced as the processor be
comes fully utilized. Further increase in traffic levels only 
adds to the queues, causing a greater cross-office delay and 
consequential fall in throughput. 

Throughput, in the series of experiments described in this 
article, is defined as the nun1ber of packets/s switched by a 
PSU. Previous EPSS results published for throughput have 
been quoted in tern1s of packets handled per second by a 
PSU. Since every packet S\\.'itched represents 2 packets (one 
received and then retransmitted), results quoted here are half 
those expressed as packets handled. 

In theory, throughput should eventually stabilize at a 
constant level or decline slightly, but in practice, actual 
throughput is affected by sub-functions within the software 
systen1. This is well demonstrated hy the kinks in duplicated 
PSU throughput graphs in Fig. 9(a) where, having reached a 
n1aximum, the throughput starts to reduce. However, because 
of the high traffic levels being presented to it, the processor 
shuts down the statistics-collection sub-function, and the 
extra processing resources thus released are used to provide 
a further improvement in throughput. 

Figs. 9(c) and 9(d) illustrate results from the sa1ne series of 
experiments, but using a n1axin1un1 packet length of 255 bytes: 
similar shaped curves are obtained. The minimal effect due to 
different packet lengths was anticipated, since only the header 
of the packet containing addressing and facility information 
is processed, the variable-length niessage portion being held 
in a working area of core store. In the previous experi1nent, 
the effect of loading the PSU with short packets caused 
processor utilization to hccon1e the litniting factor; with 
longer packet lengths requiring n1ore storage, however, it is 
the lack of dynamic work space (DWS)-conceptually, the 
spare operating area fron1 v.·hich space is allocated for the 
temporary storage of packet data-that the PSU encounters 
first. The effect of this is more significant: rather than just 
cause delays, the lack of resources causes the PSU to prevent 
further input of traffic by the extension of packet hold to 
customers. It \\.'as these conditions, in conjunction with 
limitations of the test software, that prevented tests with 
higher traffic levels being run, and the throughput possible on 
shorter packet lengths being reached. Total transmission 
time for a packet con1prises cross-office delay and the trans
mission time of the packet on the link, the latter being a 
function of packet length. Because of the greater transmission 
tin1c for long packet lengths, a reduction in the number of 
packets being presented to the PSU, and consequently a 
reduction in throughput compared with short packet lengths 
occurs for any given load. Cross-office delays, however, 
remain in the same order, since DWS resources are the 
limiting factor and queues will not have been formed. 

Also demonstrated in Figs. 9(a) to 9(d) is the relationship 
between duplicated and single PSUs, and the effect of the 
statistics-gathering overheads. Penalties are incurred with 
duplicated-processor working, since inforn1ation must be 
copied from the on-line half of the PSU to the standby to keep 
the standby half of the PSU updated and ready for immediate 
takeover. The effect of the extra processing, and the reduction 
in DWS caused by the additional software, is clearly repre
sented by the reduced throughput and greater delays of the 
duplicated processor, compared with the single processor. 
Similarly, the improvement in throughput and cross-office 
time by relieving a PSU of the overheads of gathering statistical 
information is clearly indicated in these graphs. Experience 
has shown that many of the statistics on the EPSS are being 
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collected in too n1uch detail; a better balance between 
information gathered and the resources necessary to obtain 
it could be achieved, with a consequential improvement in 
performance. 

Measurements for combined call set-up and call clear-down 
times gave an average for a duplicated PSU of 77 ms, and for 
a single PSU of 63 ms, for a call ""·here both calling and 
called parti1:s are connected to the same PSU. For calls 
between different PSUs in the same PSE, the figures were 
107 ms for a duplicated PSU, and 79 nis for a single PSU; 
this reflects the extra processing, transmission, and packet
handling delays. Although it was not possible to measure the 
components of call set-up and clear-down separately, a 
theoretical treatn1ent indicates that those processes should be 
symmetrical. 

A full description of standard and simplified protocols has 
been published in a previous issue of the Journa/3, but, essen
tially, standard protocol allows interruption of a transmitted 
packet to return the acknowledgement for a correctly received 
packet, and thus allows further transmission. With simplified 
protocol, interruption or packets cannot be made, and return 
of the acknowledgement must await completion of a packet; 
transn1ission of further packets therefore bears an equivalent  
delay. The advantage of standard protocol should, therefore, 
be to produce a higher throughput under full-duplex, high
utilization conditions. This is borne out in all cases for a 
48 kbit/s line (approximately 6'.}� improvement in throughput 
using standard, instead of simplified, protocol at all packet 
lengths) and is marginally better for longer packet lengths at 
2·4 kbit/s (approximately 3 �,� itnprovement in throughput 
using standard, instead of simplified, protocol); however, a 
timing interaction within the PSU reverses this situation for 
short packets at this speed. 

Table I illustrates the values of line utilization possible with 
EPSS protocols. At relatively long packet lengths, line util
ization is always greater than with short packet lengths, 
because the overheads of the 5·hyte header and the 2-byte 
error-che ck ing codes have a more significant effect on packets 
with a short data field: 43 �-�overhead on information transfer 
rate for a I 6·byte packet compared with 3 % for a 255-byte 
packet. Also, for the shorter packet lengths, there are a 
greater number of packets handled for a given information 
throughput and, consequently, the processing and packct
handling overheads are greater. 

Line utilization for a 48 kbit/s terminal is greatly reduced 
at short packet lengths, since a continuous packet stream at 
this rate represents a load of approximately 260 packets/s, 
presented to a PSU whose maximum packet handling capa· 
bility is about 20 packets/s. At longer packet lengths, where 
the load is reduced to about 23 packets/s, a more realistic line 
utilization ensues, but this shows that the performance of 
high-speed lines, in particular, is very much dependent on the 
overall traffic load being handled by the PSU. 

However, this result, and the others reported here, should 
be considered in terms of normal customer usage. It is highly 
unlikely that a continuous stream of partially-filled packets 
would be transmitted on the same call, because tariff structures 
and normal efficiency constraints lead to most transmissions 
being made with a maximum packet fill. Neither is line 
utilization on its own necessarily of primary importance to 
customers; the information transfer rate, the efficiency of 
terminal usage and the improvement in facilities are factors 
likely to have a more significant influence on customer 
decisions. Even using Date I services, some Joss of line efficiency 
must result, either from the error protc�tion codes normally 
used, or from the penalty of retransmissions. However, the 
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TABLE 1 

Comparison of Line Utilization using EPSS Protocols at 
Different Packet Lengths 

Protocol r· 

Line Utilization(%) 

Packet length Packet length 
16 bytes 255 bytes 

--l-
2·4 kbit/s 25·6 91 ·I 

Standard �·---·--

48 kbit/s 2·7 66·2 
------

2-4 kbit/s 26·7 88·9 
Simplified 

48 kbit/s 2·6 62·6 

result.s from these tests indicate that on the EPSS network a 
2·4 kbit.!s terminal can gain the benefits of a packet switched 
system with no significant loss of transmission efficiency 
whereas, for 48 kbit/s tern1inals, the benefits arc achieved at 
the expense of a noticeable reduction in line utilization. 

Tt has been found that a true analysis of syste1n performance 
can be made only under controlled conditions, and the 
interpretation of the results obtained from the experiments 
carried out on the EPSS has enabled the peculiarities resulting 
from system design to be appreciated. Most proccssor
controllcd switching systems involve such a complexity of 
interrelated events that, even if an cxtren1ely sophisticated 
theoretical treatment or inathematical modelling was carried 
out, it is unlikely that all aspects could be accurately predicted. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The EPSS was established with 3 main ain1s: 
(a) to allow the BPO and custo1ncrs to assess the economic 

and technical viability of packet switching; 
(h) to enable a decision to he made on provision of packet 

switching facilities in future data services; an<l 
(c) to enable operational experience to be gained, and to 

assist in formulating tariff and traffic-design principles. 
The recent decision to provide a National Packet Switched 

Service (NPSS) to supersede the EPSS indicates that the aims 
of points (a) and (h) have now been met. This article has 
recorded some of the main findings from those aspects con
cerned with the third aim. There is still scope for further 
studies; nevertheless, it is hoped that the experience gained 
from the EPSS to date will be of use to those planning or 
implementing a packet switched network. 
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A New Mobile Equipment for the Radiophone 
Service: Development of a 55-Channel Mobile 
D. G. WOODt 

!JDC 621.396.6: 621.395.4 

After outlining the development of the British Post Office Radiophone services, this article discusses the 
deficiences of the existing JO-channel 111obile equipment, describes the new 55-channel mobile and indicates the 
ilnprove'11ents that the new mobile �rill bring to the Radio°phone custo111er. 

INTRODUCTION 

The British Post Office (BPO) Radiophone service is a means 
of providing access to the public switched telephone network 
(PSTN) for customers on the move. The customer is connected 
to the PSTN by a telephone operator at a Radiophone con
trolling exchange, via a radio channel to a fixed base station 
and a 4-wire circuit to the exchange. Each customer is 
equipped whh a mobile radiotelephone equipment (referred 
to in this article as a tnobile). 

The original London Radiophone service, introduced in 
19651, was replaced by an i1nproved service, designated 
Syste1n 3, in 1972. A total of thirty-seven 25 kHz spaced, 
2-frequency, very-high-frequency (VHF) radio channels were 
allocated for use on the new service. These consisted of one 
control channel, used for signalling to a mobile customer 
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that a call was being held by the Radiophone operator, and 
36 traffic channels used for speech communication. At that 
time, mobile equipments of J 0-channel capacity \'.'ere available 
in quantity for private mobile radio systems, and these were 
adopted as the standard for the BPO service. The 10 channels, 
with which each mobile was equip ped, comprised the control 
channel and a group of 9 trafTic channels. The 36 traffic 
channels were arranged in 5 groups of 9 channels, designated 
LI, L2, LJ, L4, LS, with some of the channels shared by more 
than one group; each group was expected to cater for up to 
350 mobile customers. These aspects \Vere described in an 
earlier article2• 

The System 3 Radiophonc service was introduced in the 
South Lancashire area in 1973 to replace the original Radio

phone service3 (opened there in 1959), and has since been 
introduced in 6 new areas. The number of mobiles operating 
on the service has grown from about 1000 in rnid-1973 when 
only London \Vas operational, to about 6000 at present (1978) 
in the 8 Radiophone areas. Fig. 1 shows the service area 
coverage of the 8 Radiophone areas, and also a breakdown 
of the numbers of mobiles licensed in each area. 

ln 1973, another eighteen 25 kllz spaced, 2-frequency radio 
channels were made available for use on the System 3 service 
and plans were made for a further 3 groups of channels to be 
introduced in London. This allowed the expected capacity of 
the London Radiophone service to be increased from 1750 
to about 3000 mobiles. 

CHANNELLING CONSTRAINTS OF THE 
10-CHANNEL MOBILE 
Limi ted Channel Availability 

Even \�.:ith a further 18 traffic channels added to the service, 
it was obvious that the London Radiophone area would 
exhaust the available capacity within a very few years. 
Because of the limited frequency spectrum iillocated for 
mobile radio, it was likely to be several years before more 
channels might be made available for Radiophonc use. It was 
therefore necessary to seek ways of increasing the channel 
loading as much as possible, without causing a significant 
degradation of the grade of service. 

A traffic study was made in 1974 and it was found that, if 
all mobiles could select any one of the 54 traffic channels 
instead of being restricted to 9, the average number of 
mobiles per channel capable of being carried by a Radio
phone service could be increased by 30 '/'�- The service would 
then be able to grow for a longer period before overall system 
capacity was reached, even if some 10-channel mobiles \Vere 
still present on the service. 

Roaming-Access Requirements 

One of the facilities of the Radiophonc service that is particu
larly attractive to the mobile user is roa1ning; that is, the 
ability to niake or receive calls in other Radiophone areas in 
the UK. But, as expansion of the System 3 service into the 
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FIG. 2-Comparison of growth of nun1bers of mobiles licensed in 
London and South Lancashire (Systen1 3) 

provincial areas commenced, the difficulties in providing the 
roaming facility proved one of the major drawbacks of the 
10-channel mobile. Each tirne a new group of channels was 
introduced in London, roaming access for the mobiles 
associated with that group had to be 1nade available at each 
provincial area base station. By the time the South Lancashire 
Radiophonc service opened in 1973, the London Radiophone 
service was growing rapidly and had expanded to 5 channel 
groups. Fig. 2 compares the growth of the London service 
with that of South Lancashire-a typical provincial area. It 
was not possible to open with the same first channel group as 
that used in London (channel group Lt) because this V..'Otild 
almost completely bar roaming access in South Lancashire 
for mobiles of the other London channel groups (L2-L5) due 
to the necessarily limited sharing of channels between groups. 

It was therefore necessary to produce a separate channelling 
arrangement for provincial area groups (designated PI, P2, 
etc.) from that used for the London expansion programme. 
This proved to be a considerable task and was based on 
provision of roaming access for all 5 London groups oper
ational at that time. After the extra 18 radio channels had 
been allocated, however, it became virtually impossible to 
provide roaming access for the added London channel groups 
(L6. L7. LS) in the provincial areas, because of the lin1ited 
growth in these areas; provision of additional channel equip
ment would have been necessary just to accept traffic from 
roan1ing London mobiles. This would have been very costly 
and the equipment would have been severely under-used. 

NEED FOR A SS-CHANNEL MOBILE 

It became clear that the continued use of the JO-channel 
mobile would cause increasing difficulties in planning channel 
allocations for growth in all Radiophone areas, and would 
restrict lhc capacity of those services. l"he need was therefore 
identified for a 1nobile that could select any one of the 
55 channels available on the Radiophonc service. 

The facilities of such a mobile had to be defined, taking 
into account that this equip1nent \vould have access to many 
more channels than its JO-channel counterpart. It was also 
desirable that, as far as possible, the mobile should be 
designed to interface with the existing System 3 service. In 
particular, signalling and radio requirements should be taken 
into account so that the mobile could be introduced \vithout 
modification of existing Radiophone equipment. 

The first problen1 was that n1anual d1anm.;:l-st:lectiu11, as 
used on the 10-..:hannel mobile, 1,1v·ould not be suitable for a 
mobile with a much greater channel access capability, and it 
was concluded that son1e forn1 of autornatic channel-selection 
was essential. Additionally, the provision of separate sets of 
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crystals for the fifty-five 2-frequency channels was undesirable, 
because of the large amount of extra space required to locate 
them. Both of these considerations led to the need for a 

synthesized signal source with rapid switching times, to allow 
each of the pairs of frequencies to be selected and generated 
in sequence during the automatic channel-selection procedure. 
The problem was presented to interested mobile manu
facturers. It was found that a 55-channcl n1obile, operating 
on these principles, could be produced, and work 1,1v·ent ahead 
to prepare a specification. A prototype was developed and 
type-approval \Vas con1pleted in mid-1976. 

AUTOMATIC CHANNEL-SELECTION AND 
CALLING 

The 10-channel mobile identifies a free traffic channel by 
absence of a carrier signal at the receiver input when that 
channel is selected. If a carrier signal is present, a CHANNEL 

ENGAGED lamp glows when that channel is manually selected 
by the user. With this type of indication, the user must have 
a chart to indicate which channels are available at the par
ticular base station considered the most suitable for his 
location. This arrangement is not suitable for a system of 
automatic channel-selection. Since all 55 radio channels arc 
not available at every base station, nor indeed in every 
Radiophone area, it was necessary to define a positive means 
of identifying a free channel for the new mobile. 

A system of n1arking free channels \Vas defined, and this 
was the one major variation from the existing system inter
face. Under this marking arrangement, free channels at each 
base station in a Radiophone area transmit the channel 
carrier, n1odulated with a 111arking signal. The mobile searches 
automatically through the 54 traffic channels until it finds one 
with the 1narking signal modulation, and this channel is used 
to set up the connexion via the operator. lt 1,1v·as decided that 
every base station within a Radiophone area \\.'ould present 
the same 1narki11g signal, but that adjacent areas would 
present different 111arki11g signals. Thus, by providing a 

MARKING SIGNAL SELECTIOS control, the user could preselect 
the Radiophone area into vvhich he v..1ished to call. 

The mobile could n0\\1 select a free channel auton1atically, 
and detennine into w·hich Radiophonc area the call was to be 
directed. The problem ren1ained, ho\vcver, that the first free 
channel found during a search is not necessarily the most 
suitable one available. The 1nobile needed to be capable of 
selecting the free channel \Vith the strongest carrier signal. To 
do this, the 1nobile searches through the 54 traffic channels, 
measuring the signal strength of those carrying the 111arking 
signal, and <.:ontinually updates a store with the identity of 
the channel having the highest signal strength measured so 
far. At the end of a search, the 111obile returns to the channel 
whose identity is stored and, if the 1narki11g signal is still 
present, sets up a e<.-tll over that channel. A minimum is set 
for a signal strength considered reasonable for channel 
selection (the R-levcl) and, by finding the channel with the 
best signal strength, the n1obilc user is assured of the best 
service available at that tin1e and location. To avoid searching 
through all traffic channels \vhen the n1obile is-located close 
to a base station, an upper threshold (the P-levcl) is specified, 
such that any marked free channel, with a signal strength 
above the P-level, is given priority and selected imn1ediately, 
without the need for the search to be <.:on1plctcd. 

Fig. 3 shows a silnplified flov·.: diagram for the automatic
channel-selection-and-calling procedure finally specified for 
the nc\\.' 1nobile. Auto1natic channel-selection is initiated by 
the user lifting the handset from its rest. A visual indication 
is given that sean.:hing is in progress; this is a SEARCHING 

lan1p, which light� when the handset is ren1ovcd from its rest 
and is extinguished 1,1v·hen a channel has been successfully 
selected. Having completed the automatic channel search, 
and ensured that the 111arking signal is still present on the 
selected channel, the n1obile sends automatically the appro-
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priate supervisory signal; the signal sent depends on whether 
the mobile user is originating a call (call signal), or answering 
a call from a Radiophone operator (respond signal). After 
transmission of the supervisory signal, the mobile reverts to 
the receive mode and checks that the marking signal modu
lation has been removed from the base station carrier, which 
indicates that the channel has been busied by the exchange in 
response to the mobile signal. If the marking signal modulation 
is still present, or the carrier has been removed, the mobile 
resets and repeats the channel search sequence. If the channel 
has been busied, the mobile opens the transmission path to 
allow the user to proceed with 2-way communication. 

Signalling and Operational Details 

The marking signal used to modulate the transmitted carrier 
of a free traffic channel consists of 2 audio tones, transmitted 
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FtG. 4-Control box for the 55-channel mobile 

simultaneously. The user of a 55-channel mobile can select 
the Radiophone area into which he wishes to call (assuming 
that he is in range) by setting the MARK ING SIGNAL SELECTION 
control on the mobile control box (Fig. 4) to the appropriate 
position. This control has 6 positions, each of which sets the 
marking signal detector in the mobile to detect a particular 
pair of tones; the 6 positions are designated A, £, l, 0, U, 
and X, and their associated tone frequencies are shown in 
Table I. Initially, only marking signals A, £,and I have been 
allocated to Radiophone areas, the selection of signals 0, 
U, and X being inhibited in the mobile-these have been 
reserved for future requirements. The allocation of the 
marking signals to the Radiophone areas is also shown in 
Table I. 

Initially, most of the mobiles operating on the Radiophone 
service will be I 0-channel types; thus, as the 2 types of mobile 
use different channel-selection methods, it was necessary to 
restrict the number of channels marked for 55-channel mobile 
access at the base station. lt was therefore decided that, 
initially, only one free channel per base station would be 
marked for 55-channel mobile access at any time. Details of 
the method of presenting marked channels will be given in a 
subsequent article. 

The R-level is preset at 2 µ V nominal, to ensure that the 
signals received by the mobile user on the selected channel 
give good communication anywhere within the coverage area 
of the associated base station. The P-level is preset at 50 µY 
nominal; in most cases, a signal above this level reaches the 
mobile from only one base station and so this must be the 
best channel available. Fig. 5 shows the significance of the 
R- and P-lcvels in a generalized Radiophone area. 

TABLE 1 

Marking Signal Details 

Tone Frequencies 
Marking Signal (Hz) Racliophone Areas 

Designation where Allocated 
I 2 

-- -- --- -
London 
South Lancashire 

A 2200 2000 Severn�ide and South 
Wale� 

Central Scotland 

E 2200 1830 Midlands 
Tyne-W..:ar-Tees 

-- - ,_ -

I 2200 1670 Ea�l Pennines 
Grampian 

0 2000 1830 

} u 2000 1670 Not used at this 
�tage 

x 1830 1670 
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The transmitter output power of the 10-channel mobile is 
about 10 W and this has been increased to 20 W on the 
55-channel mobile. This 3 dB increase in power gives improved 
reliability of signal reception for the network customer, once 
a channel has been selected and communication established. 

The maximum time taken for the mobile to complete a 
search through the 54 traffic channels is specified as 10 s. One 
55-channel mobile equipment developed for the service uses 
a monitor period of about 40 ms on each channel in turn, to 
check for the presence of the carrier. If the carrier is present 
at a signal strength above the R-level, the monitor period is 
extended by a further 120 ms to allow sufficient time to check 
for the presence of the marking signal and to measure the 
actual signal strength of the carrier. If the marking signal is 
present, the appropriate action is taken by the mobile, before 
moving on to the next channel in the sequence. A full search 
over 54 channels can be completed in less than 2 · 5 s if the 
service is lightly loaded and, if the service is heavily loaded, 
can still be completed in less than 9 s. 

IMPROVED CLEARDOWN ARRANGEMENTS 

A parameter of the 10-channel mobile that has caused 
problems is that the call and clear supervisory signals are 
identical, both being a 750 ms burst of 2·4 kHz modulation 
on the mobile transmit carrier. When a 10-channel rnobile is 
out of range of the base-station traffic-channel carrier, the 
selected channel appears to be free because carrier is not 
detected. lf the mobile user then attempts to originate a call 
into the Radiophone exchange and the channel is in fact busy, 
the transmitted call signal can, in some circumstances, be 
received at the base station. The call signal then appears to 
the controlling operator as a false clear supervisory signal. 
A supervisory signal different from the call signal has there
fore been specified for the clear signal of the 55-channel 
mobile, comprising a simultaneous transmission of 2·4 kHz 
and 2 · 6 kHz, the latter tone being the present respond signal. 
This is a small variation from the requiren1ent to use the 
existing system interface, since it has meant only minor 
changes to the signal detection needs of the Radiophone 
exchange. 

Another feature of the 10-channel mobile that can cause 
false supervisory signals to be presented to the controlling 
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operator is that transmission of a clear signal is possible when 
the carrier is no longer detected by the mobile. This is par
ticularly troublesome if lack of carrier is due to the operator 
disconnecting the channel when the distant customer clears 
down, but before the mobile customer clears. If the channel 
is free when the clear signal is finally sent by the mobile, this 
appears as a false call supervisory to the operator. If the 
channel has been busied by another mobile in the meantime, 
the clear signal appears as a false clear supervisory signal to 
the operator. 

To overcome this problem, a timeout is incorporated in 
the 55-channel mobile so that, if no carrier is detected for a 
period exceeding I 0 s, the mobile receiver output and the 
mobile transmitter is completely inhibited. This inhibit con
dition remains operative until the handset is replaced i n  its 
rest, preventing both the mobile user from overhearing a 
subsequent call and the mobile from sending an unwanted 
clear signal. 

SUMMARY OF IMPROVEMENTS 

The 55-channel mobile offers the user the following improve
ments over the facilities of the 10-channel mobile: 

(a) Sin1plified Operating Procedure With the introduction 
of automatic channel-selection and calling, it is necessary 
only to lift the handset from its rest and wait for the mobile 
to set up the connexion with the Radiophone switchboard, 
instead of searching manually for a free channel and then 
calling the exchange by depressing a CALL button. 

(b) Secure Channel Selection The mobile uses handshaking 
principles to set up a connexion on a traffic channel, instead 
of relying on absence of carrier to indicate a free channel. 

(c) Full Channel Availability As it has access to all 
55 channels, the new mobile is more likely to be able to access 
a free channel under heavy traffic loading conditions and can 
be assured ready access to marked free channels on any 
System 3 Radiophone service. 

(d) Better Bothway Con1munication Because the channel 
with the greatest signal strength is selected and because the 
mobile transmitter power is greater than that of the 10-channel 
mobile, bothway communication is improved with the 
55-channel mobile. 

(c) Selection of Required Radiophone Area A suitable free 
channel is selected in the required Radiophone area by setting 
the MARKING SIGNAL SELECTION control. 

The benefits to the service in general are as follows: 
(a) Better Channel Utilization The ability to achieve 

better distribution of the traffic load under busy conditions 
means that service capacity can be increased. It is also possible 
to extend the service on a gradual basis to meet the traffic 
loading of each base station, instead of on a block basis for 
each Radiophone area as a new group of channels is intro
duced. 

(b) Reduced Possibility of Overhearing The introduction 
of the 10 s timeout reduces the possibility of overhearing 
when using the 55-channel mobile. 

(c) Reduced Possibility of False Supervisory Signals The 
possibility of false supervisory signals being presented to the 
operator is reduced by: the introduction of the 2-tone clear 
signal, to distinguish it from the call signal; the inhibit 
condition to prevent transmission of a clear signal when no 
carrier is present for 10 s; and the use of handshaking prin· 
ciples for verification of connexion to the exchange. 

CONCLUSIONS 

After gaining type-approval in l 976, production v.:as started 
and the 55-channel mobile was introduced in June 1977 in 
the London, South Lancashire and Midlands Radiophone 
areas. Because of the more modern technology used, including 
the use of the synthesizer, the overall size of the equipment 
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F1G. 6-Comparison of size of 10-channel and 55-channel mobiles 

is reduced compared with the I 0-channel mobile (see 
Fig. 6). 

Within 12 months of the introduction of the new mobile, 
over 500 had been licensed for customers' use in London 
alone. Because of the full-channel availability of this mobile, 
it has been possible to extend the capacity of the London 
Radiophone service from 3000 to 3600 customers. By 1979, 
it is intended that all Radiophone areas will be equipped with 
the facilities needed to allow access to 55-channel mobiles. 
This should then encourage a considerable increase in the 
numbers of these mobiles licensed nationally. 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

The London Radiophone service has already used all available 
frequency spectrum; that is, all 55 radio channels on a 25 kHz 
channelling basis. The maximum number of mobiles capable 
of being carried by these channels with the present mixture of 
10-channel and 55-channel mobiles is 3600. This was reached 
in October I 978 (account being taken of customers waiting 
for their mobile equipment to be installed) and necessitated 
closure of the London service to new customers. To satisfy 
further customer demand, plans to increase the utilization of 
the present frequency spectrum by changing from 25 kHz 
channelling to J 2 · 5 kHz channelling are being considered for 
London, thus effectively doubling the capacity. 
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Use of Single-Channel-per-Carrier Terminal 
Equipment at Satellite System Earth Stations 

S. A. FOULKES and A .  J. KEANE., c.ENG., M.1.E.R.E.t 

!Jl)C 621.396.946: 621.396.721 

The use of standard freque11cy-divisio11-multiplex/freq11e11cy-mod11laied carriers for the majority of the 
traffic routes operated via INTELSAT satellites is satisfactory except for those routes 011 which only a few 
channels are required. In such cases, the system is inefficient in its use of satellite power and bandwith, 
and costly in terms of the equipment required at the earth stations. The article describes a sing/e-c/1an11el
per-carrier equipment which obviates these disadvantages. 

INTRODUCTION 

The majority of telephone traffic routed to and from the UK 
via INTELSAT satellites is assembled in blocks of frequency
division-multiplex (FDM) channels, which are frequency 
modulated (FM) on carriers. The circuit capacity of carriers 
available at present is from 12-1872 telephone channels in 
bandwidths of I · 25-36 MHz respectively. Each earth station 
transmits one or more carriers, on which all outgoing tele
phone channels are assembled; incoming channels are derived 
from a carrier received from each of the earth stations to 
which a communications link is established. Using this system, 
the cost per telephone channel is greater for small capacity 
carriers because the cost of the earth-station equipment re
quired to transmit or receive a 12-channel carrier is not much 
less than that required to transmit or receive much larger 
capacity carriers. The effective cost per channel is further 
increased when all the channels on a carrier arc not used (that 
is, when the carrier is not fully loaded). rn practice, the 
FDM/FM system is inefficient for earth stations that require 
only a few circuits, perhaps just a single circuit in the case of 

t Telecommunications Development Department, Telecom
munications Headquarters 
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some countries. In this situation, not only is the per-channel 
capital cost of the earth-station equipment high, but the 
satellite is also used inefficiently because the allocated band
width for the carrier is greater than is needed. 

The cost penalty for lightly-loaded routes has already been 
reduced by the introduction, in the Atlantic Ocean region, 
of a system that enables earth stations to share a pool of 
satellite circuits. ln this system, known as sin[!/e-channel
per-carrier pulse-cocle-111od11latio11 11111/tiple-access de111and
assign111ent eq11ip111e11t (SPADE),* each telephone channel is 
modulated on a separate carrier frequency, which is assigned 
on demand to provide a connexion only for the duration of 
the call. Cost savings arc achieved because much of the 
equipment is common to all channels in each SPADE ter
minal, and additional circuits to any country in the network 
can be introduced at relatively low cost. However, the SPADE 
system is rather complex and this, together with its high initial 
capital cost, deters many smaller countries from adopting it. 
A simpler system, the single-channel-per-carrier (SCPC) 
system, has been developed; this system is similar to SPADE, 

* HALL, G. C. Single-Channel-per-Carrier Pulse-Code-Modu
lation Multiple-Access Demand-Assignment Equipment (SPADE) 
for Satellite Communications. PO££J, Vol. 65, p. 42, Apr. 1974. 
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F1G. 2-The SCPC terminal equipment 

but it provides pre-assigned, rather than demand-assigned, 
circuits. Therefore, the requirement for processor control is 
eliminated and the complexity of the system is greatly re
duced. This article describes the SCPC system and, in par
ticular, the equipment which has been supplied by Digital 
Communications, USA and installed at the British Post Office 
(BPO) satellite earth stations at Goonhilly Downs in Corn
wall, and at Madley in Herefordshire. 

THE SCPC SYSTEM 

The JNTELSAT IVA satellites, to which aerials at both 
Goonhilly and Madley earth stations currently operate, 
comprise a number of transponders, each with a usable band
width of 36 MHz. Each transponder receives carriers trans
mitted from earth terminals at frequencies in the 6 GHz band; 
after amplification and frequency translation, the carriers are 
retransmitted to earth in the 4 GHz band. One transponder 
is allocated to the SCPC system; the 36 MHz bandwidth is 
divided into 45 kHz slots, each slot corresponding to a single 
one-way channel. Thus, if the total transponder bandwidth is 
used, 800 channels can be accommodated (see Fig. I). In 
practice, to prevent mutual interference with the mid-band 
system pilot the 2 centre channels are not used, thus the 
number of available telephone channels is reduced to 798. If 
traffic does not warrant the allocation of the whole 36 MHz 
transponder bandwidth to the SCPC service, the unoccupied 
part of the transponder bandwidth can be used for other 
services. 

Each earth station in the SCPC system has a set of terminal 
equipment (see Fig. 2) that comprises channel units, common 
equipment, and frequency up-converters and down-converters 
(see Fig. 3). In the transmit direction, each channel unit 
converts an analogue voice signal into a digital code, which 
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is combined with synchronization data from a transmit 
synchronizer, and modulates the composite signal on a 
46 MHz carrier. This carrier is controlled by a voice-activated 
switch, which allows the carrier to be transmitted only when 
speech is present. In this way, a considerable saving of earth 
station output power is achieved and, even more important, 
satellite output power is conserved. The 46 MHz carrier is 
mixed with the output of a pre-set frequency synthesizer to 
convert the frequency of the carrier to the required position 
in the intermediate-frequency (IF) band of 70 l 18 MHz. 

In the receive direction, the process is reversed; the carrier 
is changed in the IF sub-system from an IF in the 70 MHz 
band to an IF in the 46 MHz band. The carrier is then 
converted to a frequency of 24·012 MHz by mixing it with 
the output of a pre-set frequency synthesizer prior to 
demodulation and decoding. Any SCPC carrier frequency can 
be pre-assigned to transmit or receive information and, unlike 
the SPADE system, there is no necessity for a fixed frequency 
separation between the transmit and receive channels of a 
particular circuit. 

The SCPC equipment uses common oscillators and 
amplifiers which are shared by all the channel units in the 
terminal and, since failure of any part of this equipment 
would cause a disruption of service, full redundancy is 
provided. Equipment is also provided to combine the outputs 
of all the individual channel units into one path and to present 
each channel-unit input with the complete receive spectrum. 
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The output from the SCPC terminal, which consists of 
individual carriers in the range 70 ± 18 MHz, passes to an 
up-converter, which translates the frequency of these carriers 
into the 6 GHz band for transmission to the satellite. The 
receive system reverses this process and, in addition, carries 
out the automatic frequency-control (AFC) and automatic 
gain-control (AGC) functions. 

One earth station in the SCPC network transmits a reference 
pilot, which is used by all earth stations in the SCPC network 
for AFC and AGC of the received carriers. Two earth 
stations have facilities for generating this pilot and, in the 
event of a pilot failure at the nominated reference station, the 
second earth station takes over the role of generating the 
pilot. Pilot restoration is not automatic, and so failure 1nay 
lead to a short interruption of service. 

Since the analogue voice signal is digitally encoded prior 
to modulation at a rate of 64 kbit/s, the SCPC system is 
easily adaptable for the transmission and reception of 
medium-speed data. This mode of operation pennits standard 
data channels (at input rates of 48 and 50 kbit/s) to be carried 
and, after the addition of an error-correcting code, these are 
transmitted at a rate of 64 or 66·66 kbit/s respectively. 
(Data rates of 56 kbit/s can also be conveyed using a less 
powerful error-correcting code but, at present, the BPO docs 
not operate such circuits via SCPC.) 

THE SCPC EQUIPMENT 
This article has discussed the advantages of SCPC over 
FDM/FM for low-capacity routes and has described the 

SCPC network in general terms. The sections which follow 
cover, in more detail, the working of some of the equipment 
used in a typical SCPC terminal; a block diagram of an 
SCPC terminal is given in Fig. 4. The equipment described 
is that in use at the BPO Goonhilly and Madley earth stations. 
Other administrations may use SCPC equipment obtained 
from different manufacturers than the BPO, but the principles 
of operation are the same. 

The Channel Unit 
As already mentioned, an SCPC channel can be used for 
conveying either voice or data and it is usual for an SCPC 
terminal to be provided with channel units of both types, 
using one set of common equipment. Two channel units, 
each providing the transmit and receive functions of a parti4 
cular circuit, are housed in a single shelf and each channel 
rack in an SCPC terminal has facilities to accommodate up to 
8 shelves. The voice-channel unit comprises the following 
units: a pulse-code-modulation (PCM) encoder and decoder; 
transmit and receive synchronizers; PSK modulator and 
demodulator; and transmit and receive frequency synthesizers. 

SCPC Transmit Equipment 
In the transmit direction, the analogue voice signal (frequency 
range 300-3400 Hz) is fed into a PCM codec where, in a 
7 bit A-law encoder, it is converted into a 56 kbit/s digital 
stream and forwarded to the transmit synchronizer. In the 
transmit synchronizer, the digital strean1 is fed in para1lel to 
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a speech detector, which controls a voice-activated switch, 
and to a delay line in the main speech path, which delays the 
speech for a fixed period. This delay prevents speech-clipping 
by the voice-activated switch and enables a 60 bit preamble 
sequence, which aids carrier and clock recovery in the 
demodulator, to be injected in front of the digital-encoded 
speech. 

The transmit synchronizer also injects two 16 bit synchro
nization words into the digital stream every 4 ms. These 
start-of-message words are used at the receive terminal of the 
SCPC system to provide PCM frame synchronization and 
to resolve phase ambiguities i n  the recovered 4-phase PSK 
carrier. The combination of the start-of-n1essage words with 
the 56 kbit/s preamble and the voice data results in an output 
rate of 64 kbit/s, which is for\varded to the PSK modulator 
as 2 parallel 32 kbit/s streams. 

To produce the 4-phase PSK modulated carrier, the 2 
digital streams are clocked alternately into separate 2-phase 
modulators, which are driven by quadrature components of 
the 46 MHz carrier frequency (see Fig. 5). Depending on the 
particular combination of bits present at any given instant 
at the inputs to the 2-phase modulators, the outputs, when 
linearly summed, assu111c one of the 4 possible states, as 
shown in Fig. 5. A simple inductive-capacitive filter is used 
to suppress harmonics generated during the PSK modulation 
process, and the 46 MHz PSK carrier is then mixed with a 
signal from the transmit frequency synthesizer (in the range 
98-t 34 MHz) to generate one of the possible 798 channel 
IFs in the range 70 l 18 MHz. Before being taken to the IF 

subsystem, the output of the PSK modulator is summed 
with all the other PSK modulator outputs from the same 
rack. 

SCPC Receive Equipment 
The receive channel unit is used to receive and demodulate 
the incoming signals and, basically, the process of the 
transmit unit is reversed. The complete receive spectrum, 
which appears from the IF subsystem in the range 46 ± 
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18 MHz, is fed to each channel unit and mixed with the 
output of the receive synthesizer, v,1hose frequency is set to 
down-convert the required carrier to 24 ·01.2 MHz. This 
signal is then mixed with the output of a 23 · 5 MHz crystal
controllcd oscillator to produce u 512 kHz carrier, which is 
passed via a 38 kHz bandpass filter to the PSK demodulator. 

The PSK demodulator demodulates the carrier to produce 
2 parallel 32 kbit/s streams and, at the same time, recovers a 
reference tin1ing-signal which ensures that both the transmit 
and receive earth-stations are processing the digital streams 
at the same rate. Follo\ving demodulation, the synchroniza
tion data provided by the transmitting earth-station is re-
1noved in the receive synchronizer, this data having been used 
in this unit to ren1ove any phase or interleaving ambiguity 
from the received digital streams. The reassembled voice-data 
and associated timing signals are then passed to the PCM 
codec (decoder section) where the digital encoding process is 
reversed to produce an analogue signal in the range 300-
3400 Hz. 

Medium .. Speed Data Transmission 
To convert the channel unit to the medium-speed data mode 
of transmission (48 or 50 kbit/s), the transmit and receive 
synchronizer units are removed, and the PCM codec is 
replaced by a data codec and an interface module. The 
interface module provides the correct impedance and levels 
to match data modems havi ng interface parameters in 
accordance with CCITTt Reco1nmendation V35. The 
interface module also includes a scrambler/descrambler 
using a 20 bit shift register and half-adder to ensure that data 
transitions appear at the data codec input under all condi
tions. 

At Goonhilly and Madley, each data-channel interface 
module is connected to a BPO Modem No. 8, Vi-'hich scran1bles 
and band restricts the digital data signals received from the 
SCPC terminal. A BPO Mode1n No. 9 is then used to trans-

t CCITT-Tnternational Telegraph and Telephone Consultative 
Committee 
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late the data to the basic group frequency band (60-108 kHz) 
for transmission over the terrestrial link. This process is 
reversed for the transn1it direction through the SCPC terminal. 

The data codec (encoder section) receives a scrambled 
digital data strean1 at 48 or 50 kbit/s from the interface 
module. This is fed into a 3 bit shift register which is latched 
every third digit to produce 3 parallel digital streams, each 
at one-third of the shift register input rate. The parallel data 
streams are clocked into a parity generator which generates 
parity bits, also at one-third of the bit rate at the shift register 
input. The 3 data streams, together with the parity digital 
stream, arc recon1bined in a digital commutator to produce 2 
data streams at the PSK modulator input, each at two
thirds of the encoder input binary digit rate. Since the encoder 
input digit rate is three-quarters of the total digit rate at the 
encoder output (that is, for a 48 kbitjs data input the digit 
rate at the PSK modulator input is 64 kbit/s), the unit is 
referred to as a three-quarter rate codec. Data transmissions 
at 56 kbit/s can be accom1nodated using a seven-eighth rate 
codec, again producing an output of 64 kbit/s. 

In the receive section of the data codec, the inherent phase 
ambiguity of the quadraphase PSK signal is resolved and the 
decoder receives 4 parallel data streams, each at one-quarter 
of the 64 kbit/s received data rate. Three of the four digital 
streams are clocked into 21 bit shift registers: the fourth 
(parity) digital strean1 is compared with parity check outputs 
from these shift registers. Correction pulses are generated 
for erroneous data bits and the corrected data sequences are 
recombined and passed to the interface module for de
scrambling and interfacing with the BPO n1odems. This 
forward-error-correcting system ensures an output digit error 
rate of better than 1 in I07, at a threshold corresponding to 
an uncorrected error rate of I in I 04• 

The SCPC Terminal Common-Equipment 

The equipment described above modulates and den1odulates 
the analogue voice signals or the data signals and converts 
them to or from a particular position in the I f. bands. The 
ren1aining comn1on cquipn1ent can be divided into 2 sections: 
the IF subsysten1, which perfonns various operations on the 
IF spectrum; and the timing and frequency unit, \Vhich 
generates the reference frequencies used throughout the 
system. 

The functions of the IF subsystem arc sumn1arized as 

(a) combining the outputs fron1 the channel-unit racks 
(and the 70 MHz pilot if required) into a single radio
frequency spectrum centred on 70 MHz, (the terminals 
installed at Goonhilly and Madley have a maximum capacity 
of 96 channels), 

(b) accepting a received spectrum containing many 
individual carriers and a reference pilot centred on 70 MHz, 
and frequency translating the spectrun1 to a band centred on 
46 MHz before distribution to each channel unit rack, and 

(c) providing AFC and AGC of the received spectrum, 
using the received pilot signal as a reference. 

In the transn1it direction, (see Fig. 4) the SCPC spectrum 
centred on 70 MHz is split into 2 paths which feed 2 ampli
fiers to provide full redundancy for the only active element in 
the transmit lF subsystem. The signal is amplified and con1-
bined with a 4·5 MHz out-of-band reference signal, the sole 
purpose of which is to n1onitor the status of the an1plifiers. If 
this signal is not detected at the output of the amplifier in use, 
a changeover to the stand-by amplifier is initiated. The an1pli
fied signal passes through a 36 MHz bandpass filter where un
wanted out-of-band signals are rejected, and to an amplitude 
equalizer which levels the transmit spectrum across the band 
to ensure that all channels are tran�mitted at the same power. 
A variable 0-10 dB attenuator is provided which enables the 
output level of the transmit spectrum to be adjusted before 
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it is again split into 2 paths and fed to separate up-converters, 
which arc configured in a redundant mode of operation. 

In the receive direction, each of 2 down-converters feeds 
an independent receive IF subsystem. Full redundancy is 
provided by using a failure-detection circuit to initiate 
switch-over if the system pilot is not detected in the on-line 
transmission path but is present in the stand-by path. Each 
path provides an AFC anrl AGC loop_ The operation of the 
AFC in the IF subsystem involves 2 niixing processes which 
results in the centre frequency of the received SCPC spectrum 
being translated from 70 MHz to 46 MHz. The AFC loop 
has a pull-in range of =1-:40 kl-{z and centres the received 
spectrum on the system pilot: the AFC is designed to operate 
without disruption in the event of a systen1 pilot failure 
lasting up to 4 s. The AGC loop operates over a dynamic 
range of 14 dB and uses the system pilot power level as a 

reference. The outputs of 2 independent receive IF sub
systems, centred on 46 MHz, are fed to a coaxial switch, 
which is controlled by the failure-detection circuit, and thence 
to a divider network for distribution to the channel unit 
racks. 

Up .. Converters and Down .. Converters 

The up·converters and down-convertors arc basically fre
quency translators: the up-converter is used in the transmit 
direction to translate the IF spcctrun1 centred on 70 MHz 
to a similar spectrum centred on a frequency in the 6 GHz 
transmit band; the down-converter is used in the receive 
direction to translate the spectrum of carriers centred on a 
frequency in the 4 GHz region, received fron1 the satellite, 
to a similar spectrum centred on 70 Miiz. The up-converters 
and down-converters arc identical to those used with FM/ 
FDM carriers except that, since the frequency band being 
translated con1priscs many individual carriers spaced only 
45 kHz apart, they operate to n1orc stringent frequency 
stability limits. For example, in the transn1it direction, the 
111axin1um carrier frequenl:y variation that can be tolerated is 
250 Hz, whereas for FDM/FM carriers, vari<ttions in excess 
of 80 kHz are permissible. Dependent on traffic requirements, 
the ful! 36 Ml-lz transponder bandwidth may not be used, so 
a filter is included in the up-converter to prevent any unwanted 
trans111issions outside the band\\'idth allocated to the SCPC 
carrier. 

CONCLUSION 

Single-channel-per-carrier equipn1ent has been installed and 
successfully brought into operation in the BPO satellite earth 
stations at Goonhilly and Madley. These large BPO Stan
dard A type earth stations, employing aerial reflectors having 
diameters of about 30 m, also use FDM/FM carriers efficiently 
to carry heavy international traffic streams between main 
communication centres. However, in recent years, the need 
has been recognized for developing countries to satisfy their 
small international traffic needs via communication satellites, 
and an increasing number of Standard B type earth stations, 
typically having aerial dian1eters of about 12 ni, are being 
allowed to operate to JNTELSAT satellites. To achieve 
con1patibility between Standard A and Standard B stations 
and to make the most efficient use of satellite bandwidth and 
power, it has been made mandatory for the small Standard B 
earth stations to use only SCPC/PSK or SCPC/PCM/PSK 
transmissions. 

For the small capacity user, the cost advantage of SCPC 
transmissions compared with that of FDM/FM systems, 
and the equipment simplicity compared with SPADE, makes 
SCPC operation particularly attractive. As more Standard B 
earth stations access the lNTET ,SAT system. there is no 
doubt that the U!iC of SCPC equipn1ent in both Standard A 
and Standard B earth stations will considerably increase. 
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STEMSS: Satellite Telegraph Engineering and 
Management Switching System 

P. A. CARRUTHERS, n.TECH., S. L. BIGGS and R. G. K. G ORVINt 

UDC 621.396.946: 621.394.34 

This article describes equipment developed hy the British Post Office to meet the switching requirements 
of the international telegraph engineering service network used/or the control of the satellite co1nmunication 
links provided by aerials 1 and 2 at the Madley earth station. 

INTRODUCTION 

The engineering service circuits for satellite communication 
links form a private network over which all earth stations 
working to a particular satellite can communicate. The net
work, \vhich comprises telephony and telegraph systems, is 
used for the interchange of information relating to system 
management and performance statistics. This article describes 
the functions of the satellite telegraph engineering and 
management switching system (STEMSS), which has been 
developed by the British Post Office (BPO) for use at the 
Madley earth station. 

The telegraph system, which operates v..1ith a n1odulation 

rate of 50 bauds and uses the International Alphabet No. 2, 
has a traffic capacity of 15 crlangs. 

To conserve channel capacity, a shared send-path system 
is used, in which each earth station normally has a dedicated 
receive circuit, but has several earth station destinations on 
each send path. This is illustrated in Fig. l. The signalling 
system is based on CCITT* Recon1mendation U I, with the 
addition of a message header to indicate the station required. 

A block diagram of the STEMSS engineering service 
circuits at Madley and the interconnexion arrangements 
between the Madley and Goonhilly earth stations is shown 
in Fig. 2. [n addition to the teleprinter circuits between the 
earth stations, unidirectional trunk circuits are used for the 
interworking arrangen1ents bet\veen the 2 stations. 

t Tclecotnmunications Development Department, Telecom
munications Headquarters 

* International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Com
mittee 
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FACILITIES 

The STEMSS equipment is provided with 108 ports, which 
can be connected to satellite routes, to trunks to Goonhilly, 
or to teleprinter ports which can provide a variety of functions. 
Basically, the system operates as a concentrator in which one 
of many engineering service circuits routed on satellite links 
can be connected to a small number of teleprinters or trunk 
routes. 

Outgoing calls can be originated from any of the tele
printers at Madley or Goonhilly to any other teleprinter 
extension, or to any satellite station. To give the necessary 
system flexibility, circuit routing information is stored in a 

'look-up' table, which can be amended using a system 
teleprinter. 

Fifteen simultaneous calls are possible on the system. The 
earth-station ot route selection codes received at Madley are 
decoded, and only the codes MDMD, GHGH and RRRR are 
accepted as valid .calls to be processed. All other codes are 
rejected. The circuit receive-wire (R-wire) port number is 
given a busy status and the connecting circuit is released to 
accept the next call. 

Calls having the selection code MDMD are routed to the 
first of 3 teleprinters (termed an A type teleprinter) that is 
free· such calls are answered manually by operating staff 
at Madley. An operator can connect additional teleprinters 
at Madley or Goonhilly, or olher satellite routes, up to a 
maximum of 4 ports, to forn1 a conference call. Calls can be 
transferred from an A type teleprinter to one designated a 
B type for fault clearing and maintenance purposes. Calls 
having the code GlfGH are routed automatically to Goon
hilly over tie circuits connected to teleprinters (termed 
B +type) which are situated in the telecommunications 
operational control centre (TOCC). Calls received at Madley 
which bear the selection code RRRR arc routed via tie 
circuits to Goon hilly, where they arc re-routed to the Atlantic 
Ocean region satellite link. 

As the Madley earth-station does not have an operating 
staff on duty at night, a facility is provided on the STEMSS 
rack where, by operating a key, calls for Madley (code 
MDMD) arc re-routed to an A+ type teleprinter at Goon� 
hilly. An A type teleprinter at Madley operates as a monitor 
during the call and provides a copy of any messages passed. 

SWITCHING PRINCIPLES 

The STEMSS switch operates in a fl.!lly element-by-element 
regenerative manner, using the time-division principle. A 
frame of I · 25 ms duration is used, the frame being divided 
into fifteen 62·5 µs time slots and one 312·5 µs time slot. 
The frame format is shown in Fig. 3. A central-processor 
instruction cycle time of 0 · 5 µs allows 119 instructions to be 
executed in a 62·5 µs time-slot, and 618 in the 312·5 µs time· 
slot. 

The first 15 time-slots are used as connecting circuits, thus 
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F10, 3-Framc format 

allowing 15 simultaneous calls to be established. Each con
necting circuit is capable of processing a call and has a 
16-word page of random-access memory (RAM) associated 
with it. Each connecting circuit has access to all normal 
progra1ns, which arc stored i n  comn1on read-only-n1emory 
(ROM) storage; when a connecting circuit is not in use, a 
scan program is run which scans all ports in search of a call. 
The page of RAI\f associated with each time-slot is used for 
storing transient information relating to the call being pro
cessed; for example, the program page and counter settings 
which indicate the point at which the progra1n will continue 
in the next ti1ne frame, and the port address of parties on the 
call. 

The 312·5 µ.s time-slot is used for the clearing of com
pleted calls established by other time-slots and for the re
covery of the system under transient fault or power-failure 
conditions. 

The change-over from time-slot to time-slot and framc-to
frame is synchronized using clock pulses from the central 
processing unit (CPU). The time-slots are counted using a 
register; this register is used to address the associated page of 
RAM. 

The time-division concept results, e1Tectively, in there being 
16 independent processors running in parallel although, in 
reality, each shares the same program and CPU resources. 
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PORT NUMBERING AND STATUS ALLOCATION 

An 8 bit port-address field is used; this gives a theoretical 
maximum of 256 different ports. Jn practice, however, only 
108 ports are used. To simplify decoding, the numbering 
range is sub-divided on the basis of port type; the division is 
shown in Table I, Each port consists of a send (S) and 
receive (R) ""·ire but, as many satellite routes share the same 
S-wire, the S-wire number refers to the R-wire port nu1nber 
with which it forn1s a physical pair. 

Each port has associated with it, on a distributed basis, a 
4 bit word of RAM, which is used to indicate the port status. 
The status indicates whether a port is busy or free, and is 
used for the timing of ·clearing conditions and recovery. The 
time-slot processing the cat\ sets the initial status, v.1hich is 
then monitored and processed by the clearing time-slot. The 
various status V.'ords and their functions are shown in Table 2. 
The status of an S-wire is ascertained by checking the status 
of its associated R-wires. 

TABLE 1 

Port Numbering Scheme 

Port Numhcr 

0000 xxxx 
oxxx xxxx 
I OOO XXXX 

1001 xxxx 
1010 xxxx 
I 0 I I XXXX 

1100 xxxx 
1101 xxxx 
II I 0 XXXX 

1111 xxxx 

Designation 

Multiple-input satellite routes 
Satellite routes 
A + 1ype teleprinter circuits 
A type teleprinter circuits 
B type teleprinter circuits 
B + type teleprinter circuits 
[ncoming trunks 
Outgoing trunks 
Spare 
Port not in use 

Notn: The lower 4 bi! indicate the port nurr.ber> 1-16. 
An X indic;;tes that the b inary state is ·wt significant lo the numbering 

scheme. 
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The 4 bit status "''ord forms the lower half of an 8 bit data 
stream used for transmitting information to and from the line 
interface units. The upper 4 bit are used for indicating or 
setting the line condition. The allocation of the upper 4 bit 
is shown in Table 3. 

ROUTING TABLE 

All circuit routing information and codes for satellite desti
nations are stored in an alterable non-volatile RAM look-up 
table. The look-up table is divided into 2 parts and covers 
4 pages of RAM (a page of RAM comprises 256 x 8 bit 
bytes). 

TABLE 2 

Status Allocation 

Status Status Code 
Code Function 

-------
Spare Spare 

-
BAT Busy after 30 s. These 3 status words arc 

used to operate a 30 s timer. The status is 
incremented to the BFT status 

---
BFT Busy for them. A call that is not for Madley 

results in the Madlcy incoming port being 
set to BFT. These 4 status words arc used to 
time 400-600 ms of positive clearing. The 
port is then incremented to the free status 

F Free status. Tndicating that a port is free; the 
F' port F and F' status are used to run a 1·6 s 

timer. A port with a free status and a negative 
potential (calling) line condition that is 
maintained for 1·6 s has its status set 
to BAT. This ensures that, if all connecting 
circuits are in use, an incoming call results 
in the port being set BAT 

---·· 

BFU Busy for us. Calls in progress for Madley 
have their status set to BFU. The last bit of 
the status word alternates under the control 
of a clock pulse and pern1its automatic re-
co very 

FAF Free after 5 s. On cleardown of a call, the 
clearing condition is sent for 5 s before a 
port is set free. These 3 slatus words are used 
to operate a 5 s timer; on time-out, the port 
is set BFT 

-· 

N Not used. This status indicates that a port is 
out of service. 

-- - - · 

Page Number Column 1 
--!-----------·-·--

Port Number S-Wire Number 
(PC Setting) 

------ -�--

0000 0000 xxxx xxxx 
·--

0001 0000 xxxx xxxx 
· -

0 11 I I I I l xxxx xxxx 

---··-- -
Page Number Column 1 

·------
-·--

PC Setting Port Number 

··---· 

1000 0000 0000 0000 

1 000 0001 0000 0000 
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- . 

Status 
Word 

0 0 0 0 

OOO! 
0 0 l 0 
0 0 l l 

0 l 0 0 
0 I 0 I 
0 I l 0 
0 I l I 

I 0 0 0 
l 0 0 I 

In Look-up Table 1, the entries are indexed under the 
R-wire port numbers, \\thich range from hexadecimal (HOO) 
to hexadecimal (H7F) (a total of 128 locations). Of these, 
the first 16 ports are for multiple input routes. The port 
number is used to address one row of locations in each of the 
4 columns (pages). During an outgoing satellite-route ca11, 
columns 3 and 4 are hunted to find the destination code 
selected, and the port S-wirc number is found by projecting 
back to column 1 on the same row (PC s etting). If the route 
is a multi-input satellite route there will be more than one 
destination code on each R-wire, and columns 3 and 4 will 
contain F/S? The hunt for the destination code will then 
continue into Look-Up Table 2, where column 1 will contain 
the port R-wirc number. This is then used to re-address 
Look-Up Table 1 to find the S-wire nucnber. 

TABLE 3 

Allocation of Binary Digits for the Setting or Identification 
of Line Conditions 

R-Wire Line Condition Register-IP \Vord ----- -··-

I 0 I 0 
l 0 I I 

Earth or disconnexion 0011 xxxx 

Positive potential I 011 XXXX 

Negative potential Ol l lXXXX 
- ---·-

I I 0 0 
I l 0 I 
I I I 0 

S-Wire Line Condition Register-OP Word 

Positive potential II I 0 XXXX 

I 1 1 1 
Negative potential 0000 xxxx 

Nou: The lower 4 bits of each register indicate the status {see Table 2). 

�-· 

TABLE 4 

Routing Tables 

Look-lfp Table 1 

Column 2 
-- ------·· 

Auxiliary Word 

0000 

0000 

0000 

0001 

0001 
- -- -

0001 

Look-Up Table 2 

Column 2 

Auxiliary Word 

0000 0000 

0000 0001 

·-

Column 3 Column 4 
· - - -

First Satellite Second Satellite 
Character Character 

F/S � 
------

0 R 
----- -· 

R J 

·-------

Column 3 Column 4 
· - ----

First Satellite Second Satellite 
Character Character 

------··· -- ,. .. --
c s 

. ---
B s 
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FIG. 4-Block diagram of the STEM SS architecture 

SYSTEM SECURITY 

It is essential that, under power failure or other fault con
ditions, the system restores to service without manual inter
vention. To achieve this objective, a combination of hardware 
and software techniques has been used. 

The CPU is designed to ensure that, if a time-slot ends 
without a STOP instruction being decoded, the program-count 
register will reset automatically to zero. This action. coupled 
with a JUMr instruction (which results in a program jump if 
register C (sec Fig. 4) addresses time-slot 16), ensures that 
programs are run in the correct time-slots automatically. 

In a power-fail recovery situation. given normal line con
ditions, any status other than the status husy fiw 11s will 
eventually increment to the /h•e status. Any port that is 
erroneously set to status b"sy f(Jr us is not as easily recovered 
because. to all intents and purposes, the port is busy with a 
call in progress. To cater for this possibility <rnd tu allow 
recovery to take place, 2 status words arc used to indicate 
the status busy fi>r us. These status words are held in regi
ster IQ (see Fig. 4). The bits of this register, with the exception 
of the last bit, arc permanently strapped to binary state �ero 

or one. The last bit is strapped to the CPU clock pulse and is 
changing its state continually. The contents of register IQ arc 
loaded into the port-status store at least once every 26 s 
during the processing or a call. The recovery-program checks 
once every 26 s that the current status word busy for us, stored 
in register IQ. mat<.:hes tlrnt set for the port. If it docs not, 
then the port is recovered. The comparison is achieved using 
a hardware window-comparator coupled to the jump selector 
on the CPU. Hence, use of a conditional JUMP instruction 
tests if a busy port needs recovering. 

STEMSS EQUIPMENT 

Transmission within the STEMSS is at the 12 \' level. A 
4-wirc circuit arrangement is used. the receive <.:ircuit being 
looped and provided with a metallil' return path to earth at 
the sending end. The STEMSS equipment is mounted on a 
62-type rack (sec Fig. 5) and is powered by <t DC-DC 
converter, which supplies -'- 5 V logic and 12 V signalling 
potentials; the converter operates from the station 28 V 
supply. 

62 

F1l;. 5-STEMSS equipment 

The 12 V-80 V converters uscu to drive the teleprinters 
arc mounted on a rack near to the main equipment and arc 
powered by 2 DC converters ( BPO coJe. Converter I .:?.Al con
nedcd in parallel: thi:se also supply the signalling potentials 
for the associated telegraph systems. The telerrinters arc 
controllcJ by signalling units (BPO code, TG 2388), whid1 
arc private-\•,;ire units having a signalling interfa..:c tlrnt com
forms to CCITT recommcndat ion U I. These signal I ing units 
enable a hreak interrupt to be transmitted after a call has 
been established, thus enabling recall of the processor and 
the further processing of the call. The teleprinters used arc the 
BPO type-158. which operak at 50 bau<ls and arc powered 
from the AC mains supply. 

HARDWARE 

The STll\tSS har<lw�irc is centred n'und the BPO Telegraph 
Processing S)stcm No. I. which was developed initially as a 
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Private Automatic Telegraph Branch Exchange. The system 
comprises a CPU, ROM, RAM and processor access units. 
For use with the STEMSS, the CPU instruction set was 
modified, and 2 additional hardware units developed: a com
plementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) non-volatile 
RAM unit, which enables flexible routing facilities; and a 
low-voltage line unit for interfacing with the I 2 V trans1nission 
system. (See Acknowledgement.) 

The Central Processing Unit 

The central processing unit (CPU) is based on transistor
transistor logic (TTL) design that atlows a fast instruction 
cycle time; the CPU is, essentially, an 8 bit device, the main 
data highway and working registers being 8 bit wide. How
ever, when required, it can manipulate data in units of 4 bit. 

The instructions are decoded by the processor in parallel 
form; most of the instructions are one or two bytes in length. 
Some instructions give rise to several micro-instructions, 
which are known as rnini-progra1ns. l\tini-programs are 
executed under the control of a separate program counter, 
and the instructions are stored in ROMs within the CPU. 
Mini-programs are used for performing tasks of a simple but 
repetitive nature, and they have a maximum length of 
16 instructions. 

The 8 bit byte format acco1nmodates a maximum of 
256 different instructions, the function of each being deter
mined by the decoding ROMs in the CPU. 

The STEMSS has 128 instructions; these can he split into 
groups such as data transfer, input/output, 1nini-programs 
and jump instructions. 

The processor consists of an 8 MHz quartz crystal oscil
lator, fron1 \�rhich arc derived all the CPU and n1ernory 
timings, 11 working registers, 2 logical gates for NANO and 
EXNOR functions, character send and receive algorithn1s, and 
a data highway consisting of 8 leads which is connected 
between the registers and the RAM, as sho\vn in Fig. 4. 

Registers PC, PP, A, B, C, OP, OQ and the RAM can send 
and receive data from the n1ain data-highway; registers IP, 
IQ and the lower bits of the decode register, register D, can 
only send data to the 1nain data-high\vay. 

Registers A, PC and C can be incre1nented. Register PC. 
which is used as the progran1 counter, incre1nents automati
cally at the end of each instruction, the program men1ory is 
addressed on a page basis, register PP addresses the page of 
memory, and register PC points to one of the 256 words on 
the page_ 

The upper 4 bits of register C are used to allocate 1 page of 
RAM per time-slot, giving a maximun1 of16 pages; the lo\ver 
4 bits can be used to address any vvord of RAM on the 
current page, giving a maximum of 16 \Vords per page. 

Registers OQ and OP arc output registers and are connected 
to an 8-lead address highway; a separate address is associated 
with each port. Four of the address leads are used for setting 
the status of the call and the remaining 4 leads are used for 
setting the required line conditions. Register lP is an innut 
register havirg 4 leads for exan1ining the status of the call; 
the ren1aining 4 leads are used to examine the incoming line 
conditions. 

The CPU has 2 hard-v-lired algorith1ns which are used for 
the sending and receiving of characters using registers A and B. 
The receive algorithn1 converts the serial telegraph signal 
received by register B into a parallel form and can also be 
used to regenerate a character. The send algorith1n converts 
the stored word in parallel form to a serial telegraph signal, 
complete with a STOP and START clement. 

The instructions for the processor are stored on 4 ROM 
units; each unit can hold I kbyte, each of 8 bit. 

Access Unit 

The access unit acts as an interface bet\veen the ports and the 
processor. Each unit serves up to 12 individual ports and 
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comprises an 8-lead address highway, a 4-lead highway for 
data input and output, 24 outgoing latches for niaintaining 
the line conditions on the 2 outgoing leads, and a 4 bit 
read/write me1nory associated \Vith each port. 

The required port address is connected to the 8-lead 
address highway via register OQ, which enables the 4 bit 
read/write and input/output leads. The 4 bit read/write 
memory is used to store the status of the port; that is, whether 
the port status is busy fOr rhnn, busy fOr us, or free. The 
condition of the output leads and the status condilions are 
loaded into register OP and, on receipt of a strobe pulse, arc 
clocked into the appropriate latches. The input conditions of 
the nort and the status of the line arc loaded into register IP, 
where these conditions can be examined. 

Low-Voltage Line Units 

The lov.1-voltage line units provide the interface between the 
STEMSS rack and the transmission cquipn1ent. 

'fhe R-v.'ire circuit converts the I 2 V line signals to a pair 
of con1ple1nentary binary outputs, which are interpreted by 
the processor as a positive, negative or disconnected line 
condition. The circuit is electrically isolated from line by a 
pair of opto-couplers preceded by a filter circuit, \Vhich also 
forms the line termination. The fi!ter is designed to introduce 
a small amount of distortion into the circuit so that the 
transitional overlaps of the comple1ncntary outputs are never 
in the binary one condition at the san1e instant. The opto
couplers arc followed by a transistor stage and a MOS 
inverter which, together, form a TTL-con1patiblc output to 
the access unit. A light-cn1illing dio<.le (LED) is provided tu 
indicate the presence of negative polarity and signals on the 
line. 

The S-\vire circuit is provided v.·ith 2 transistor amplifier 
stages because the output fron1 the access unit is not TTL 
compatible, and these provide the input to the line driver, 
which is an integrated circuit. The line output potentials arc 
clamped by Zener diodes to protect the line driver fron1 any 
excessive voltage induced on the line. The send circuit is also 
provided with an LED indication of negative potential to line. 

The front plate of the l 2-n1odule lov.·-voltage line unit is fitted 
\vith t;-tinks, which can be ren1ovcd to isolate the line from 
the STEMSS cqulpn1ent. The U-links also form a cross
connexion point for the ten1porary rearrangen1ent of circuits, 
and they provide access points for nionitoring purposes and 
the nieasurcment of line curn.:nts. 

Non-Volatile RAM Unit 

The non-volatile RAM unit uses tiltra-lo\v-po\ver static 
CMOS RA\.1s, arranged as 256 Y 4 bit words. These devices 
are ideally suited for battery-supported retention of data in 
the event of po\ver failure, and arc guaranteed to retain data 
do\vn to a supply voltage of 2 V. The secure supply ( + 5 V) 
is fed from the -j 12 V supply, via a voltage regulator and 
connected across it is a 9 V nickel-cadmiu111 battery. On 
failure of the + 12 V or -1- 5 V supply, the non-volatile RAM 
unit is disenablcd in11ne<liately, and the secure supply fed 
from the battery. When fully charged, the battery enables the 
data to he retained for at Jea;;t 72 h. The S'l'E:vtSS rack is 
equipped \\ith 2 it.lcnti1.:a! non-volatile RAM units, one 
designated �1s the n1ain and the other the stand-by; the use 
of these units is controlled by the positions of 1nanually
opcrated keys. 

Writing data into the non-volatile RAM units is a hardware 
and software operation, the data is written into the stand-by 
unit. Each unit has a lockable manually-operated READ/WRITE 

key, which is norn1ally operated to the READ position; if any 
update of information is required, the stand-by unit key 
is operated to the WRITE position. After the data has been 
checked, it can be transferred into the main unit without 
interruption of service. 
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The unit is connected to the main ROM highway, and is 
addressed using registers PP and PC. The 16 bit address 
highway is allocated as fol.lows: 6 bit are used for unit 
enable; 2 bit are used for page enable; and 8 bit from 
register PC are shared for addressing or writing data into the 
non.:.volatile RAMs. Connected to the address highway are 
2 latches that, on a command from the processor, latch the 
conterits on the highway. At other times the contents contain 
the required address. 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

The design of the software which, for the complete systcn1, 
has a prograin capacity of 5 kbytcs. was achieved in 3 phases: 
the system-definition phase, the preparation of algorithn1 level 
flow charts, and the preparation of instruction-code fto\v 
charts. 

The syste1n-definition phase involved the analysis of the 
basic system requirements and identification of problems to 
be solved and the sub-division of progra1n rcquiren1ents into 
functional blocks. A block diagram of the STEMSS software 
program structure is given in Fig. 6. 

The facilities of each progran1 block \Vere defined and the 
RAM storage necessary for communications between blocks 
was allocated. Areas in \Vhich sub-routines could be used 
were defined. Total progratn size was limited by the hardware, 
and

' 
maximun1 use had to be made of available progra1n 

space so that functions such as sendinf,! a printed response were 
made into an independent block utilized by all other blocks. 
In certain instances, the time to perform a function was 
limited and programs using the least nun1ber of instructions 
were necessary. 

Each major block was then further divided and a block 
diagran1 outlining the function was prepared. An algorithm 
level flow chart was produced which defined the logic and 
techniques for executing the function. This flow chart was 
then converted into machine code. 

The software program assembly was achieved in 4 stages, 
each stage being essentially self-contained. In this way, syste1n 

' 

l START I , 
ANO ' 

r 
SCAN I 

+ ,, 

co1nplexity was increased progressively (that is, the next 
program-assembly stage was undertaken only when the 
preceding stage had been proved to work). 

The first stage of program assembly allowed the recognition 
of a call request and the return of a proceed printed response; 
this permitted the checking of the hardware and the basic 
systen1 principles. Most of the instruction set was used in 
these progran1s. 

The second stage enabled a call to be set up between normal 
extensions and for the exchange of messages. Conference, 
transfer and party-identification facilities could also be tested 
at this stage. 

In the third stage, incoming satellite and trunk calls were 
tested, together with the night-service options. 

In the final stage, programs were tested for the entering of 
routing information into the non-volatile RAM unit, estab
lishing an outgoing satellite call, and system clear and 
recovery operations. In this stage, the processor was run in 
its normal multiple time-slot mode. 

Software Program Blocks 

Several words of RAM are used for the same purpose in each 
of the blocks, and these are referred to as global f/af!S, The 
16 words of RAM are numbered from MO-MIS (the M 
indicates a RAM word). 

The 1nost important global flags are MO-M3, which are 
used for storing the port numbers on a call. Flags M4 and 
MS are used for indicating night service and to allow inter
rupts on certain ports to be ignored. MS is used for selecting 
the desired printed response, and flags Ml4 and Ml5 store 
the program-page and progran1-count settings. 

During the call-connected phase, all ports on a call are 
checked continuously for interrupts. During other processing 
phases, or combination of phases v,.·hich could last longer 
than 5 s, ports on a call are also tested for interrupts. In this 
case, however, interrupts fron1 printer ports are ignored, and 
only satellite routes are cleared down. A brief explanation of 
each of the niain software program blocks is given below. 
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FIG. 6-STEMSS software program structure 
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Start-and-Scan Progran1 

The start-and-scan block is a looped program, and connecting 
circuits not actively processing a call spend their time in this 
phase. All the 256 port numbers available in the 8 bit port 
number are scanned. Each port is addressed in turn and its 
status determined. A check is made for night-service con
ditions and of the R-wire for a calling condition, and various 
words of RAM are set. The type of port is decoded and the 
program jun1ps to other progran1 blocks as appropriate. 

Send-Printed-Response Progrant 
The send-printed-response program enables printed responses 
to be returned during the p'rocessing of a call, controlled by 
the setting of the response decision flag. The printed words 
include: PROCEED; BUSY; NO RESPO�SE; and REAOY. 

Decode-Break-Tnterrupt Progra1n 
The decode-break-interrupt program block decodes the 
selection from a teleprinter port, and may be used to set up a 
call initially, or to further process an established call. The 
selection must be in a certain format, the first 4 similar letters 
indicating the requirement such as conference, transfer, 
clearing down, clearing a conference or access to the non
volatile RAM look-up table. The selection letters are followed 
either by figures or letters to indicate the extension or satellite 
route to be connected. 

Decode-lnco111h1g-Selection Progra1n 
The decode-incoming-selection program block decodes the 
incoming selection from a satellite route and accepts only 
predetermined codes; all other characters received result in 
the circuit status being set busy for tlte1n, and the call is 
ignored. 

Call-Extension Program 
The call-extension program block is used to connect a printer 
port to another printer port and uses a look-up table to 
convert the 2 digit extension number to the port number. 

Establish-Incoming-Call and Establish-Trunk-Call Prugrams 
According to the incoming satellite code selected, these 
program blocks route a call to a particular type of teleprinter 
at Madley or Goonhilly. 

Hunt-and-Busy Program 
The hunt-and-busy program block processes an outgoing call 
from a teleprinter port at Madley and initiates seizure of a 
teleprinter at TOCC. 

Outgoing-Satellite-Ca/I Progran1 
The main function of the outgoing-satellite-call program 
block is to find the correct S-wire and R-wire from the non
volatile RAM look-up table and transn1it the selection format 
over the satellite route. 

Call-Connected-Phase Progra111 
When a call has been established, the processor, while ser
vicing that particular time slot, remains in the call-connected 
phase. All characters received from any one port are regen
erated and sent to all other ports connected on the call. Up to 
4 ports can be connected together as a conference and, when 
night service is required, the monitor printers also receive 
messages. 
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Satellite-and-Print er-Interrupt Progra!1'1 

The satellite-and-printer-interrupt program recognizes inter
rupts and enables satellite routes to be cleared. 

Take-Answer-Back Program 
The take-answer-back progran1 provides the facility that 
enables all parties on a call to be identified. A request for 
identity initiated by a teleprinter results in the answer-back 
codes of other teleprinters being taken in turn. 

Clear-and-Recoi•er Progran1 

The clear-and-recover program runs in the clearing time-slot 
only, and enables recovery and clearing to take place auto
matically. 

Look-Up Table Progran1 
The look-up table program allows access and control of the 
main system routing tables from any teleprinter port. 

Inforn1ation can be transferred automatically from the 
standby to the main NV RAM unit. All information entered 
is verified and error niessagcs are given under fault conditions. 

RELIABILITY AND MAINTENANCE 

Equipment reliability and availability are regarded as ex
tremely important design criteria. All components used in 
the STEMSS are of high reliability. A_ll major units are 
duplicated on a cold stand-by basis. It has been calculated 
that major system failure could occur once every 5 years but, 
over a 10 year period, assuming change-over to stand-by 
within 1 h, system availability i s  99·997�-;;. 

Hardware and software maintenance aids are provided to 
simplify the location and clearance of faults. Line monitoring 
and interception facilities are provided on the line units to 
alldw all circuits to be cross-connected and monitored as 
required. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The software has been designed to be as flexible as possible 
and could be tailored with a minin1un1 of effort to meet the 
individual requirement of other earth stations' systems. The 
syste1n could be used as a telegraph private-circuit concen
trator system. 

The project has demonstrated the advantages of having a 
modular family of hardware units which, by developing 
additional hardware and new software, can perform many 
functions. Using this concept, it has been possible to meet the 
costs and time scales set for the STEMSS project. 

A second STEMSS system has been ordered by the BPO 
to provide a dedicated communications network on the 
lndian Ocean region for use by the Madley telecommuni
cations operational control centre. The equipment will be 
mounted on the same rack at Madley as the engineering 
service circuits, but will have 48 circuits and be completely 
self contained. 
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A New Telecommunications System for the Greater 
Manchester Police Authority 

D. H. WILKINSON, B.SC., C.ENG., M.I.E.E.f 

In April 1977, approval was given for a new telecommuni
cations system to serve the Greater Manchester Police 
Authority (GMPA). The new network, which was to replace 
a fragmented system inherited when the Police Authority was 
formed fron1 the Manchester and Salford, part of the Cheshire 
and part of the Lancashire constabularies, was required to be 
operational by 1 October 1978. Manchester Central Arca 
Custo1ner-Works Group was charged with planning the 
system, based on GMPA requirements, and co-ordinating the 
British Post Office (BPO) effort in the 3 Manchester Telephone 
Areas. 

The GMPA had decided that the hub of the network 
would be an IBM 3750 PABX with approximately 1000 
extensions serving police and local-government establishments 
throughout Greater Manchester. The PABX was to be housed 
in the new GM?A headquarters, situated some 5 km west of 
the existing headquarters in the city centre. Because the new 
headquarters was not purpose-built, extensive building 
alterations were required and took place at the sa1ne time as 
the installation and commissioning of the IBM 3750. Close 
liaison was required between the GMPA, the City Architects, 
the building contractors and the BPO. 

Only 320 extensions were to be internal to the new head
quarters; the re1nainder would be amplified external exten
sions serving 24 locations in Manchester. In addition, access 
to 12 remote PABXs of various types would be given by 
inter-switchboard circuits. The IBM 3750 would be serviced 
by 96 exchange Jines and 74 direct-dialling-in (DDI) lines. 

For security reasons, the new headquarters was to be linked 
to 2 different Manchester Area director exchanges by 3 sep
arate cables in 2 separate duct routes. All circuits to and from 
the PABX were to be distributed over the 3 cables such that 

t Manchester Central Telephone Area 

no large concentration of circuits to any one location would 
occur in one cable. The last cable was pulled in and terminated 
in June 1978, by which ti1ne the Transmission-Construction 
Group had installed amplifiers at various exchanges through
out the Manchester Central Area. The fitting of multi
frequency keyphoncs at police stations was undertaken by the 
Customer-Works Groups in the 3 Manchester Telephone 
Areas. The external extensions and private circuits had 
then to be lined-up by the Custon1er-Works Private-Circuit 
Group. 

Due to building delays at the new police headquarters and 
a new police divisional headquarters, although the first 
extensions were handed over to the Authority on 15 September 
1978, the final one was not comn1issioned until 29 January 
1979. During this period, the old and the new systems had to 
be interconnected by inter-switchboard circuits, and no dis
ruption of the norn1al 24-hour police communications 
systerns was allowed. 

The area Traffic Division had not only to arrange operator 
training and customer education, but also the provision of 
recorded announcen1ents as various police st ations trans
ferred fron1 their old telephone numbers to the new one. In 
particular, the Manchester telephone directories had to con
tain both old and new nun1bers and a message telling custo
mers when each was to be used. 

Manchester Central Arca Power Group took responsi
bility for acceptance testing the standby battery and rotary 
invertor which was required because the PABX had direct
dialling-in lines. 

The job, the largest ever undertaken by Manchester Central 
Custon1er-Works Group to date, was successfully completed 
on tin1e to the credit of everyone involved in the GMPA, the 
BPO and the firm of contractors. 

The performance of this expensive and important new 
installation is being monitored by the GMPA and the Man
chester Central Area with considerable interest. 

----------�---------· 

Post Office Press Notice 

UK PERMANENT PACKET-SWITCHED DATA 
SERVICE 

The decision to go ahead with Britain's permanent packct
switched data service (PSS) has been taken by the British 
Post Office (BPO). The service is due to come into operation 
later in 1979 and PSS will follow the existing experimental 
packet-s\Yitched service (EPSS), which has now been working 
for 2 years. It is being provided as part of the BPO's massive 
£1000M-a-year investment programme, amounting to more 
than £3M every working day, under which the BPO caters 
for growth and provides for future services. 

Based on CCITT Recommendations adopted or proposed 
as the international standards for public packet-switched 
services, PSS would also give UK users access to international 
data links using this form of switching. In particular, it will 
be connected to IPSS, the international packet-switched 
service shortly to be set up across the Atlantic, and to 
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Euronet, the European Economic Comn1unity's database
access network due to come into operation this year. 

The switches to be used for PSS have been selected and a 
contract for their supply is now being negotiated with Plessey 
Controls Ltd. Under the contract, Plessey will install the 
equip1nent in 1979 to permit the first customers to be con
nected before the end of the year. 

At the start, PSS will be based on 9 packet-switching 
exchanges, to be sited in London, Birmingham, Bristol, 
Cambridge, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester, and 
Reading. These will be interconnected by 48 kHz circuits 
operating at 48 kbit/s. This initial network would be expanded 
as necessary to n1eet future growth. 

Discussions with potential users arc continuing and will 
now be centred on 1nutually detennining acceptable tariffs. 
This will enable users to plan optimum use of the network. 
Final details of facilities and tariffs are to be announced later. 
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Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers 
General Secretary: Mr. R. E. Farr, THQ/NP9.5.4, Room S04, River Plate House, Finsbury Circus, London EC2M 7LY; Tel.: 01-432 1954 

(Membership and other local enquiries should be directed to the appropriate Local Centre Secretary (see POEEJ, Vol. 71, p. 210, Oct. 1978)). 

INSTITUTION MEDAL AWARDS 1977-78 

An Institution Senior Silver Medal has been awarded to 
Mr. J. W. Young for his paper Time for Network Planning. 
This somewhat controversial paper, which explores the 
opportunities open to planners to think afresh with the intro
duction of digital switching and transmission, was highly 
regarded by the Papers Selection and Editing Committee of 
Council and has stin1ulated a lively in1erest wherever it has 
been read. 

Institution Field Medals. intended for papers on field 
subjects, primarily of Regional interest, have been awarded 
as follows: 

to Mr. M. F. Arnold for his paper Improvements in Repair 
Service Controls, 

to Mr. M. W. Bayley for his paper Repair Service Controls, 
to Messrs. B. H. House, E. HaH and E. E. J. Huggins for 

their paper Test Equipment Design in the SETR. 

The medals will be presented at the Jnstitution•s Annual 
General Meeting at the Institution of Electrical Engineers, 
London, on 2 May 1979. 

RETIRED MEMBERS 

The following members, who retired during 1978, have 
retained their membership of the Institution under Rule 1 l(a). 

F. Kinston, 50 St. George's Avenue, Wolstanton, Newcastle
under-Lyme, Staffs., ST5 8DH. 

A. G. Humphrey, 6 Aspin Park Road, Knaresborough, 
HG5 8HF. 

J. R. Deag, 2 The Furlong, Yarnfield, Stone, Staffs., 
ST15 OPE. 

R. B. Guile, 14 Cumberland Crescent, Chapeltown, 
Sheffield, S30 4TA. 

W. Greaves, 81 Clarence Road, Handsworth, Birmingham, 
B21 OEP. 

A. E. Marks, 
G. E. Gill, 71 Heston Road, Hounslow, Middlesex, 

TW5 0QW. 
J. Pritchett, 2 Linfields, Little Chalfont, Amersham, Bucks., 

HP7 9QH. 
W. Corrin, Schoolbury Meadows, Grove Lane, Chalfont 

St. Peter, Bucks. 
R. J. Harris. 14 Acomb Gardens, Newcastle upon Tyne, 

NE5 2RY. 
R. W. de Nicolas, 47 Roe Lane, Newcastle-under-Lyme, 

Staffs., ST5 37H. 
J. W. Bearon. Lyton, Buttertons Lane, Oakhanger, Crewe, 

Cheshire, CW! I UX. 
D. C. Walker, 9 The Mount, Rickmansworth, Herts., 

ND3 4DW. 
0. W. Warne, 41 Dilly Lane, Barton-on-Sea, New Milton, 

Hants. 
C. C. Pikett, 21 Melton Road, Tollerton, Nous., NG12 4FL. 
J. A. Robinson, 214 Brookside, Carlisle, Cumbria, CA2 

7JU. 
A. V. Smith, 17 Hcathfield Avenue, Jlkeston, Derbyshire. 
G. V. Short, Fernleigh, East End, Bergholt, Colchester, 

Essex. 
A. J. H. Burton, 40 Tithe Walk, Mill Hill, London, NW7 

2QA. 
P. J. W. Clarke, 41 Royal Avenue, Tonbridge, Kent, 

TN9 20B. 
A. H. Hunt, Lindum, 53 Louth Road, Horncastle, Lines., 

LN9 5EH. 
R. C. Barker, 86 Ellesmere Road, London, NWJ 0 IJS. 
N. Gandon, 2 Underclitfc Rise, Ilkley, West Yorkshire, 

LS29 8QF. 
T. A. Barker, 25 Parkside Place, Leeds, LS6 4NX. 
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T. J. Morgan, 17 Court Close, Patcham, Brighton, BNI 
8VG. 

T. E. Smith, 219 Holyhead Road, Handsworth, Birming
ham, B21 OAS. 

IPOEE CENTRAL LIBRARY 

The following books have been added to the TPOEE Library 
since the publication of the 1974 Library Catalogue. Any 
member who does not have a copy of the catalogue can 
obtain one fro1n the Librarian, JPOEE, 2�12 Gresham Street, 
London, EC2V ?AG. Library requisition forms are also 
available fron1 the Librarian, fron1 lo\.'.al-ccntre secretaries. 
and from Associate Section local-centre secretaries and 
representatives and, also appear fron1 time to time in the 
Journal. 

5259 Submarine Telecommunication and Power Cables. 
C. C. Barnes (I 977). 

This JEE book covers the developn1cnt, manufacture and 
installation of submarine cables. A number of projects around 
the world are reviewed and extensive references are provided 
for all aspects of the work. 

5260 Telecommunication Networks. Editor: J. Flood (1976). 

Reviewed in POEEJ, p. 249, Vol. 69, Jan. 1977. 

5261 Integrated Circuits: A User's Handbook. M. M. Cirovic 
(USA, 1977). 

This book is a detailed and practical user's guide which 
describes the operation and application of integrated circuits 
for all aspects of electronics. 

5262 Building Technology Vol. I. 
5263 Building Technology Vol. 2. J. Bowyer (1918). 

Although de�igned specifically for Technician Education 
Council courses, these books should appeal to the do-it
yourself enthusiast and anyone else who would like a basic 
knowledge of building construction techniques. Subjects such 
as planning regulations, preparation and materials, as well as 
actual construction are covered in plain language with 
numerous illustrations. 

5264 Data Communications. D. R. Doll (USA, 1978). 

This book explains the basic technology and structure of data
communication systems and includes details of facilities, 
networks and syste1n design. 

5265 Logical Design Using lntef{rated Circuits. W. D. Becher 
(USA, 1977). 

A concise, practical textbook 1,vhich describes the essential 
principles underlying the logical design of digital integrated
circuit systems. No technical background beyond a fa1niliarity 
with ordinary algebra is required. 

5266 Repairing Pocket Transistor Radios. I. R. Sinclair 
(1977). 

Many thousands (possibly millions) of pocket transistor 
radios have been abandoned in the last two decades because 
of faults which did not justify costly repair. This book, for 
the handyman or enthusiast, shows how to locate and rectify 
faults using only simple tools. 
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5267 Op-Atnp,�-Their Principles and Applications. J. B. 
Dance (1978). 

This book is intended for the technician or home constructor 
who requires sufficient information about operational ampli
fiers to use them in conventional circuits without making a 
thorough study of the subject. The text is written in non
mathematical style and is directed specifically at the non
acaden1ic reader. 

5268 Rotating Electric Machinery and Transformer Tech-
110/ogy. D. V. Richardson (USA, 1978). 

This book i s  a comprehensive review of rotating electrical 
machinery, covering DC and AC motors, generators and 
transfonners. The various types of machinery arc considered 
in both technical and practical application forn1; also included 
are such topics as design, niachine selection, machine effic
iency, efficiency 1neasurement, operation and control. 

5269 So/id-State Electronics. L. E. Murr (USA, 1978). 

The principles and applications of solid-state electronic 
devices are presented in this book, with emphasis on the 
physical and che1nical properties of their basis n1aterials. The 
topics are covered chronologically with regard to the develop
ment of electronic properties, from electrons through to 
atoms, molecules and solid crystals. 

5270 Industrial Electronics. N. Morris (1978). 

This book has been written to meet the electronics require
ments for technicians in both certificate and diploma courses. 
There is a broad coverage of devices and circuits, including 
diodes, rectifiers, bipolar and field-effect transistors, thy
ristors, integrated circuits, optoelectronics, pulse-shaping 
circuits, digital electronics, stabilized power supplies, oscillo
scopes and digital instruments. 

5271 Electromagnetism for Engineers. P. Hammond (1978). 

This book is an introduction to electromagnetic theory and 
requires only a knowledge of basic mathen1atics. 

Notes and Comments 

ABBREVIATION OF "BINARY DIGIT" 

The use of the word bit as a noun in place of binary digit has 
now become so widespread that the Editors have decided to 
adopt the abbreviation. Ho\.vever, the standard of using the 
singular to represent a unit will be followed. 

PUBLICATION OF CORRESPONDENCE 

The Board of Editors would like to publish correspondence 
on engineering, technical or other aspects of articles published 
in the Journal, or on related topics. Letters of sufficient 
interest will be published under Notes and Comments. 

Letters intended for publication should be sent to the 
Managing Editor, The Post Office Electrical Engineers' Journal, 
NP 10.1.4, Roon1 S 08, River Plate House, Finsbury Circus, 
London EC2M 7L Y. 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE JOURNAL 

Contributions to thePOEEJ are always welcome. In particular, 
the Board of Editors would like lo reaffirn1 its desire to 
continue to receive contributions from Regions and Areas, 
and from those Headquarters departments that are tradi
tionally modest about their work. 

Anyone who feels that he or she could contribute an 
article (short or long) of technical, managerial or general 
interest to engineers in the Post Office is invited to contact the 
Managing Editor at the address given below. The editors will 
always be pleased to give advice and try to arrange for help 
with the preparation of an article, if needed. 
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5272 Basic Integrated-Circuit Engineering. D. J. Hamilton 
and W. G. Howard (USA, 1975). 

Integrated-circuit engineering is introduced in this book with 
emphasis on fabrication techniques and their relevan�e to 
device behaviour. Applications employing linear and digital 
circuits are demonstrated. 

5273 Private Electronic Swilching Sy.stems. IEE (1978). 

Reviewed in POEEJ, p. 220, Vol. 71, Jan. 1979. 

5274 Inventor and Entrepreneur: Recollections of Werner 
i·on Siemens (Germany, 1966). 

Werner von Siemens (1816-l892) is probably best remembered 
as the elder brother of Sir William Siemens, but, as this book 
reveals, he was a great engineer and industrialist in his own 
right. lfis major contribution was the discovery of the 
dynamo-electrical principle which led ultimately to the large
scale generation of electrical power, although this achieve
ment was in fact only a small part of his work. 

5275 A Structured Programming Approach to Data. 
D. Coleman (1978). 

The problems and excessive costs of program maintenance 
have led to the development of structured programming 
techniques. This text introduces and explains the principal 
structuring concepts and relates them to many different 
progran1ming applications. 

5276 A First Course in Computer Technology. M. G. Hartley 
and M. Healy (1978). 

This book has been written specifically for students com
mencing the study of computers and computing. It is an 
introductory work aimed at providing a broad understanding 
of how a computer �1orks, and thus covers a number of 
disciplines, ranging from mathematics to electrical engineering. 

GUIDANCE FOR AUTHORS 

Some guiding notes are available to authors to help them 
prepare manuscripts of Journal articles in a way that will 
assist in securing uniformity of presentation, simplify the 
work of the Journal's editors, printer and illustrators, and help 
ensure that authors' wishes are easily interpreted. Any author 
preparing an article is invited to write to the Managing 
Editor, at the address given belo1,1,1, to obtain a copy. 

All contributions to the Journal, including those for 
Associate Section Notes, n1ust be typed, with double spacing 
between lines, on one side only of each sheet of paper. 

As a guide, there are about 750 words to a page, allowing 
for illustrations, and the average length of an article is about 6 
pages, although shorter articles are welcome. Contributions 
should preferably be illustrated by photographs, diagrams or 
sketches. Each circuit diagram or sketch should be drawn on 
a separate sheet of paper; neat sketches arc all that is required. 
Photographs should be clear and sharply focused. Prints 
should preferably be glossy and should be unmounted, any 
notes or captions being written on a separate sheet of paper. 
Good colour prints and slides can be accepted for black-and
white reproduction. Negatives are not required. 

1t is important that approval for publication is given at 
organizational level 5 (that is, at General Manager/Regional 
Controller/TlfQ Head of Division level) and authors should 
seek approval, through supervising ofhcers if appropriate, 
before submitting manuscripts. 

Contributions should be sent to the Managing Editor, The 
Post Office Electrical Engineers' Journal, NP 10.1.4, Roon1 
S 08, River Plate House, Finsbury Circus, London EC2M 
7LY. 
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The Associate Section National Committee Report 

THE COTSWOLD TROPHY 
There are 4 entries for the 1979 competition for the Cotswold 
Trophy, which is awarded annually to the centre adjudged 
to have best furthered the aims of the Associate Section of the 
Institution. The entrants are the Midland Region. Salisbury, 
Chester and London South Area centres. The winner will be 
decided on the basis of one vote per region, and the trophy 
presented at the National Quiz Final at the Institution of 
Electrical Engineers, London, on 20 April 1979. 

MEMBERSHIP FORMS 
I now have a supply of n1en1bership forms. presented to 
the AssociaLe Section by the senior section Council. These 
forms arc available from me, c/o M2.3, 34 Castle Street, 
Salisbury SPI IBW (Telephone: Salisbury 27996). Apparently, 

Associate Section Notes 

INVERNESS CENTRE 

Our 1978-79 session opened in October with a visit to 
A. I. Welders Ltd. in Inverness. In Noven1ber we had an 
interesting illustrated talk on ()if Develop1nent and in Decem
ber a most enjoyable talk about System x.' Attendance at 
these 3 meetings was well up on previous years. 

After successes against Edinburgh and Aberdeen, the 
Inverness quiz team. comprising P. M. Bisset. J. Fulton, 
A. MacKenzie, J. Ogilvie, D. Ross and R. G. Swanson 
(Captain), narrowly beat Dundee in December to win the 
Scottish Quiz final. At the time of writing, our next match 
will be against the London Telecommunicatlons Region in 
the National Quiz. 

R. G. SWASON 

IPSWICH CENTRE 

The Centre has had engineering as its theme for the past few 
months. Our first visit after the annual general meeting was 
to Fords at Dagenham. This gave a good insight into the 
construction of that everyday item, the car. 

A visit to the Post Office Railway in London proved to be 
excellent, with guides explaining in great detail how the rail
way functioned and ho\v, thanks to help from London 
underground railway experts, it was designed and maintained. 
It boasts 50 years without serious nlishap. 

Railways stayed in mind when our members visited the 
Research Department of British Rail at Derby to see the 
advanced passenger train (an APT name). 

Electrical and 1nechanical engineering were covered by a 
lecture, given at the local technical college, on Nuclear Power 
and how it affects our Jives. 

_The following months see a slight variation on our theme, 
with talks by two of our members; one on hand weapons 
through the ages and the other on tanks and modern warfare. 
. Social events include a cheese and \vine evening, which will 
include a wine competition to give our members a chance to 
show off their expertise in the art of wincn1aking. To round 
off the �;ession, there will be a dinner-dance. 

K. R. PutLLIPs 

LUTON CENTRE 

At a recent meeting, the present Honorary Secretary resigned 
due to pending promotion and Mr. W. H. Webb was elected 
to the office. 1978 was quite a successful year as far as visits 
were concerned, with all visits being oversubscribed. Further 
interest has been generated in the Centre's activities. resulting 
in a steady influx of new members. 

Future visits have been arranged to Texas Instrun1ents, 
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in the past, centres have experienced problems i n  obtaining 
new forms and I hope that these will now be resolved. 

YEAR PLANNER 
A proposition was put fori.vard at the last meeting of the 
committee to produce an Associate Section diary. This idea 
was subsequently changed to a Year Planner type diary. At 
the moment, I am trying to dctcrn1ine the price of such an 
item, which will include an information section and envelopes 
to hold such items as pass cards and credit cards. It is hoped 
that there will be a good response from members, as larger 
orders give cheaper prices. The folder will be for all time and 
the planner changed each year. 

M. E. DIBDEN 
General Secretary 

Vauxhall Motors Truck Division, the Post Office Cable-Ship 
Depot and the Post Office Research Centre at Martleshan1. 
In addition, visits to a coal mine and to the Radio Astronomy 
Centre at Cambridge have been proposed. 

w. H. WEBB 

NOTTINGHAM CENTRE 

The Centre's programme of visits continued on 30 July when 
two coaches took members and guests on a family outing to 
a military air pageant at the Shuttleworth Collection, Old 
Warden. Despite inclement weather, a good flying display 
was enjoyed by all. In September. a party of 20 members 
travelled to Oldhan1 to visit the Ferranti Electronic Com
ponents Division, and saw a wide variety of semiconductor 
"chips" in various stages of manufacture. This was followed 
on 26 October with a visit by 52 men1bers and guests to the 
International Motor Show at Birmingham. Luck was on our 
side, for there were no massive queues to enter the show. An 
evening visit to the Unigate Stilton cheese factory at Harby 
took place in November, v.'here the whole process of cheese
making was seen, and the results sampled afterY,;ards. In 
December. a small party was sho\.vn round the Central Fire 
Station at Nottingha1n following \lr'hich the party enjoyed 
sandwiches and a pint in the station club. 

Our quiz tean1 were at work again in Deccn1ber, when they 
played Swansea via a landline link in the first heat of the 
National Quiz. A low-scoring match produced disappoint
ment for us when we lost 25t points to 21. 

Two of our committee members, Mr. M. P. Melbourne 
and Mr. G. Fotheringham entertained members in January 
with a talk and slide shov.' on their visit to Nepal in 1977. 
The slides included excellent views of the Kathmandu Valley 
and the Himalayan mountain range. 

M. RusH 

NORTHERN IRELAND CENTRE 

The final of the regional technical quiz was held at Ballymena 
in December when Belfast section defeated the Londonderry 
section. The winners of that match went on to meet Guildford 
in the first round of the National Quiz in January. After 
several changes of lead, Guildford were the eventual winners 
by 311- points to 28!. Despite losing, the Belfast team had 
a most enjoyable visit lo Guildford, all the niore so for the 
excellent hospitality of the hon1e tean1. In a friendly quiz 
against the Technical Training College, Stone, the Belfast 
team held their own in the early stages, but the college team 
drew away to a comfortable win in the later stages. 

D. McLAUGHLIN 
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Forthcoming Conferences 

Further details can be obtained from the conference depart
ment of the organizing body. 

Institution of Electronic and Radio Engineers, 99 Gow er 
Street, London WCIE 6AZ. Telep hone : 01-388 3071 

Television .Measurement 

21-23 May 1979 
The Comn1onwcalth Institute, London 

Video and Data Recordinf( 

24-27 July 1979 
The University of Southainpton 

Land .Mohile Radio 

4-7 September 1979 
The University of Lancaster 

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 1 Birdcage Walk, London 
SWlH 9JJ. Telephone: 01-839 1211 

International ProgresJ in Postal .Vechanization 

6-8 November 1979 
The Institution of Mechanical Engineers, London. 

Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place, London 
WC2R OBL Telephone: 01-240 1871 

Electronic Test and Measuring lnstrutner.tation 

19-21 June 1979 
Wembley Conference Centre 

Computer-Aided Design and Manufacture of Electronic 
Components, Circuits and Systems 

3�5 July 1979 
University of Sussex 

t Submarine Telecomrnunications Systems 

26-29 February 1980 
The Institution of Electrical Engineers, London 

Papers: Synopsis by 23 April 1979; final by 10 September 
1979. 

tC01nn1unications 80: Communications Fquipn1ent and 
Systems 

15-18 April 1980 
National Exhibition Centre, Birmingham 

Papers: Synopsis by 21 May 1979; final by 29 October 
1979. 

Secretariat 1980 International Zurich Seminar, Miss D. Hugg, 
Dept. ENF, BBC Brown, Boveri and Co. Ltd., CH-5401 
Baden, Switzerland. Teleph one : +41-56-299038. 

tlnternational Zurich Seminar on Digital Communications 
(Digital Transmission. in Wireless Systems) 

4-6 March 1980 
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 

Papers; Summary by 17 July 1979; final by 30 December 
1979 

"t New or revised information 
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Copyright 

The entire contents of this Jo11rnaf are covered by general copyright, 
and special pern1ission is necessary for reprinting long extracts, but 
editors arc welcome to use not more than one-third of any article, 
provided that credit is given at the beginning or end, thus: "From 
The Post Office Electrical £-ngineers' Journal". 

The Board of Editors is not responsible for the staten1ents n1ade 
nor the opinions expressed in any of the articles or correspondence 
in this Journal, unless any such statement is made specifically by the 
Board. 

Subscriptions and Back Numbers 

The Journal is publi'ihed quarterly in April, Ju!y, October and 
January, at 55p per copy (80p per copy including postage and 
packaging); anni.lal subscription: £3 · 20; Canada and the lJSA: 
$6·50. 

The price to British Post Office staff is 36p per copy. 
Back nun1bers will be supplied if available, price 55p (80p 

including postage and packaging). At present, conies are available 
of all issues from April 1974 to date with the exception of the 
April and October 1975 issues; copies of the July 1970 and April 
and October 1973 i�sues are also still available. 

Orders, by posl only, should be addressed to The Post Office 
Electrical Engineers' Journal, 2-12 Greshan1 Street, London 
EC2V 7AG. 

Employees of the British Post Office can obtain the Journal 
through local agents. 

Binding 

Readers can have their copies bound at a cost of £5·25, including 
return postage, by sending the con1plete set of parts, with a remit
tance, to Press Binders Ltd., 4 Iliffe Yard, London SE17 3QA. 
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lished by the Board of Editors. Copies of the syllabi and question 
papers are not sold by The Post Office Electrical .Zngineers' Journal, 
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and Guilds of London Institute, 76 Portland Place. London WIN 
4AA. 
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Master the Miera 

The MP E xperimenter microprocessor teaching 
system is designed to teach engineers about 
microcomputers at their own pace at work or at 
home. Using a proven step-by-step procedure, the 
course takes the student from an understanding 
of digital �ogic and computer arithmetic to 
working with a hypothetical microcomputer and 
finally, the 8080 microprocessor. For further 
information contact: 

,--------..... ERA Computers and Automation 

Remote 

or 

Manual 
Tel: HODDESDON 63603 

Telex: HERCO 265849 
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Author 
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W hen an intercontinental telecom- communication systems, with capacities 
munications link is laid at great depth, ranging up to 5,520 circuits, over some 
it's rather important to know that nothing 80,000 nautical miles of cable, and 
will go wrong with it. linking 34 countries. 

Because apart from the fact that And submarine systems is only one 
communications suffer, it's not that easy aspect of STC's world capability in the 
to get the repair man in. development and manufacture of 

STC have an incredible reputation for advanced telecommunications systems 
reliability Some of our earliest undersea worldwide. 
repeaters have already been operating Standard Telephones and Cables 
for over twenty years without attention. Limited STC House, 190 Strand. London 

Perhaps this is why STC is the WC2R.1DU Telephone: 01-836 8055 
world's leading supplier of undersea Telex: 22385 

Standard Teleph.ones and Cables Limited 
A British Company of ITT 
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NEW FROM NI PHAN 

Industrial Metal·clad Plugs 
Sockets and Couplings 
Robust housing suitable tor industria l environments 

Colour coded in accordance with BS4343 (CEE17) 

Available trom our authorized distributor network 

NIPHAN DELTA 
Niphan Limited 

310 Merton Road London SW18 5AA 

Telephone: 01-874 6622 PBX 

Telegrams: NIPHAN LONDON SW18 

Name _________________________ _ 
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